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SPECTRAL HALO FOR HILBERT MODULAR FORMS
RUFEI REN AND BIN ZHAO
Abstract. Let F be a totally real field and p be an odd prime which splits completely in F .
We prove that the eigenvariety associated to a definite quaternion algebra over F satisfies the
following property: over a boundary annulus of the weight space, the eigenvariety is a disjoint
union of countably infinitely many connected components which are finite over the weight space;
on each fixed connected component, the ratios between the Up-slopes of points and the p-adic
valuations of the p-parameters are bounded by explicit numbers, for all primes p of F over p.
Applying Hansen’s p-adic interpolation theorem, we are able to transfer our results to Hilbert
modular eigenvarieties. In particular, we prove that on every irreducible component of Hilbert
modular eigenvarieties, as a point moves towards the boundary, its Up slope goes to zero. In the
case of eigencurves, this completes the proof of Coleman-Mazur’s ‘halo’ conjecture.
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1. Introduction
The theory of p-adic analytic families of modular forms grew out of the study of congru-
ences of modular forms. In [22], Serre gave the first example of a p-adic family of modular
forms-Eisenstein family. After more than one decade, Hida made the first major step to-
wards the construction of p-adic families of cuspforms. In [11] and [12], he constructed
p-adic families of ordinary modular forms. His theory led Mazur to develop his general
theory of deformations of Galois representations [19], which turns out to be a crucial in-
gredient of Wiles’ proof of Fermat’s last theorem. The theory of p-adic families of modular
forms reached an culmination in Coleman and Mazur’s celebrated work [8] in which they
constructed eigencurves. An eigencurve is a rigid analytic curve whose points correspond
to finite slope normalized overconvergent eigenforms. When pursuing a description of the
geometry of the eigencurves, Coleman and Mazur raised the following question based on
detailed computations for small primes: does the slope always tend to 0 as one approaches
the ‘boundary’ of the weight space? This problem has been made into a much more delicate
conjecture based on the computation of Buzzard and Kilford in [6]. It is expected that over
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2 RUFEI REN AND BIN ZHAO
the boundary of the weight space, the eigencurve is a disjoint union of infinitely many con-
nected components that are finite flat over the weight space. We refer to [18, Conjecture 1.2]
for the precise statement of the conjecture.
Figure 1. Spectral halo of eigencurves
For eigencurves associated to a definite quaternion algebra D over Q, this conjecture was
studied by R. Liu, D. Wan, and L. Xiao in [18]. To be more precise, we fix an odd prime p
and denote by SpcD the spectral curve associated to the overconvergent automorphic forms
on D{Q (with some tame level). It admits a weight map wt : SpcD Ñ W to the weight
space W, where W is the rigid analytification of the Iwasawa algebra ZpJZpˆ K and a slope
map ap : SpcD Ñ Gm. For r P p0, 1q, we use Wąr to denote the subspace of W where the
fixed parameter T :“ rexpppqs ´ 1 satisfies |T |p P pr, 1q and let SpcąrD “ wt´1pWąrq. Under
the above notations, Liu-Wan-Xiao proved the following:
Theorem 1.0.1. The space Spc
ą1{p
D can be decomposed into a disjoint union
X0
ž
Xp0,1q
ž
X1
ž
Xp1,2q
ž
X2
ž
¨ ¨ ¨
of rigid analytic spaces finite and flat over Wą1{p via wt, such that, for each point x P XI
with I denoting the interval n “ rn, ns or pn, n`1q, we have vppappxqq P pp´1qvppTwtpxqq ¨I.
In particular, as x varies on each irreducible component of SpcD with wtpxq approaching
the boundary of weight space, i.e. |Twtpxq|p Ñ 1´, the slope vppappxqq Ñ 0.
By p-adic family version of the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence( [7, Theorem 3]),
they also deduce the similar results for most of the components of the original Coleman-
Mazur eigencurves.
The goal of this paper is to generalize the result in [18] to the eigenvarieties associated to
(p-adic) overconvergent automorphic forms for a definite quaternion algebra over a totally
real field F in which p splits completely. Combining with the p-adic family versions of
base change and Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, this result allows us to determine the
boundary behavior for the entire Coleman-Mazur eigencurves, and hence answer the first
part of original question raised by Coleman and Mazur (see [18, Conjecture 1.2(1)]) in
complete generality.
We set up a few notations before stating our main result. Let F be a totally real
field and p be an odd prime number which splits completely in F . Let OF be the ring
of integers of F and set Op :“ OF bZ Zp. Let I “ HompF, Q¯pq and for each i P I, we
choose a uniformizer pii of the completion Fpi of F at the prime pi induced by i. The
weight space W is the rigid analytification of ZpJOpˆ ˆ Zpˆ K. It has a full set of parameters pTi :“ rexpppiiq, 1s ´ 1qiPI , T :“ r1, expppqs ´ 1(. For r P p0, 1q, we use Wąr to denote the
subspace of W where |Ti|p P pr, 1q, for all i P I. Let D{F be a totally definite quaternion
division algebra over F , which is split at all places over p. Fix a tame level structure. Let
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XD (resp. ZD) be the eigenvariety (resp. spectral variety) associated to the overconvergent
automorphic forms for Dˆ constructed in [4, Part III]. Let w : XD Ñ W be weight map
and we denote by XąrD the preimage w´1pWąrq. For each x P XDpCpq, it corresponds to
a Cp-valued system of eigenvalues (we refer to [4, § 5] for the precise definition). For each
i P I, there is a Hecke operator Upii acting on the space of overconvergent automorphic forms
and we use aipxq to denote the eigenvalue of the Upii-operator for x. The constructions of
the eigenvarieties and Hecke operators will be carefully recalled in §3.5 and §3.6.
XD
paiqiPI //
w

pGmqg
W
Under the above notations, we have the following.
Theorem 1.0.2. We denote by Σ the subset t0uŤt1` 2k|k P Zě0u of Z. The eigenvariety
Xą1{pD is a disjoint union
Xą1{pD “
ğ
lPΣI ,σPt˘uI
Xl,σ
of (possibly empty) rigid analytic spaces which are finite over Wą1{p via w, such that for
each closed point x P Xl,σpCpq with l “ pliqiPI P ΣI and σ “ pσiqiPI P t˘uI , we have$’&’%
vppaipxqq “ pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ li, if σi “ ´,
vppaipxqq P pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ pli, li ` 2q, if σi “ ` and li ‰ 0,
vppaipxqq P pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ p0, 1q, if σi “ ` and li “ 0,
for all i P I.
In particular, as x varies on each irreducible component of XD with wpxq approaching
the boundary of the weight space, i.e. vppTi,wpxqq Ñ 0, the slopes vppaipxqq Ñ 0 for all i P I.
Remark 1.0.3. (1) In our main theorem, the decomposition of the eigenvariety Xą1{pD
is characterized by all the Upii-operators (i P I). We cannot work solely with the
spectral varieties as only the Upi-eigenvalues can be read from the spectral varieties.
This is a significant difference with the eigencurve case.
(2) There have been several generalizations of Liu-Wan-Xiao’s results to more general
eigenvarieties. In [24], Ye generalized Liu-Wan-Xiao’s estimation on slopes in eigen-
curves to eigenvarieties for definite unitary groups of arbitrary rank. Ye gave a lower
bound and upper bound of the Newton polygon of characteristic power series for the
Up-operator, but they do not match at any point on the Newton polygon. So she
cannot prove a similar result as in Theorem 1.0.2 for eigenvarieties associated to
definite unitary groups.
There are also generalizations to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties. Let F and p
be as above. In [15], Johansson and Newton defined a one-dimensional ‘partial’
eigenvarieties interpolating Hilbert modular forms over F with weight varying only
at a single place above p. They proved that over the boundary annulus of the weight
space, the partial eigenvarieties decompose as a disjoint union of components that
are finite over weight space, and the components have a similar property as described
in the main result of Liu-Wan-Xiao. Our result agrees with theirs when restricting
to their ‘partial’ eigenvarieties.
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(3) The assumption that p splits completely in F is essential in our argument. In fact, the
philosophical analogy between the Artin–Schreier–Witt tower and the Igusa tower
of Hilbert modular Shimura varieties explained in [21] and the main theorem there
suggests that further modifications are needed in order to formulate a ‘reasonable’
conjecture that generalizes Theorem 1.0.2 to general F .
1.1. Idea of the proof of Theorems 1.0.2. We now explain how we deduce our main
result.
(1) Going back to Liu-Wan-Xiao’s work in [18], the way they deduce their main results
over Q relies crucially on two key ingredients: paq a sharp estimate of the action
of the Up-operator on the space of overconvergent automorphic forms, in the form
of providing a lower bound of the Hodge polygon, and pbq the observation that, at
classical weights, the subspaces of classical automorphic forms provide known points
of the corresponding Newton polygon which happens to lie on the Hodge polygon.
(2) While we choose to work with automorphic forms associated to a definite quaternion
algebra over F as opposed to the usual overconvergent modular forms, we circumvent
the complication of the geometry of the Hilbert modular Shimura varieties. We will
define the spaces of integral p-adic automorphic forms. It contains the spaces of
overconvergent automorphic forms and have the same characteristic power series of
the Upi-operator. An important observation is that the Upi-operator on the spaces of
integral p-adic automorphic forms can be written reasonably explicitly, as explained
in §4.2. This was inspired by the thesis of D. Jacobs [14] (a former student of
Buzzard), and the generalization in [18].
(3) The major difficulty we encounter here is that the action of each individual Upii-
operator on the space of overconvergent automorphic forms is not compact, whereas
the action of their product is. So if we generalize the method in [18] naively, one
would have to work with the operator Upi “ ś
iPI
Upii . It is possible to give a lower
bound of the corresponding Hodge polygon similar to paq, which is associated to
inequalities regarding the sum of all the Upii-slopes. But for pbq, the space of classical
forms are characterized by the properties of the type: the Upii-slope is less than or
equal to ki ´ 1, for every individual i P I. This does not provide a known point on
the Newton polygon for the action of Upi, because the ordering mechanism of bases
are incompatible.
(4) To circumvent this difficulty, we work with the space of generalized integral p-adic
automorphic forms. In the introduction, we explain our idea in the simplest case
when rF : Qs “ 2. Let p1, p2 be the two places of F over p.
Let A be a topological ring in which p is topologically nilpotent. For a contin-
uous homomorphism κ : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ Aˆ, we define the space of integral p-adic
automorphic forms SDκ,IpKp, Aq and the space of generalized p-adic automorphic
forms SDκ,1pKp, Aq. The latter space consists of generalized automorphic forms that
are like automorphic forms at the place p1, but are like the continuous dual of
the completed homology at the place p2. We have explicit isomorphisms of these
spaces: SDκ,IpKp, Aq –
s´1À
k“0
CpOp, Aq and SDκ,1pKp, Aq –
s´1À
k“0
C1pκ,Aq, where C1pκ,Aq
is a suitably defined subspace of CpOp1 ˆ Iwpi2 , Aq that contains CpOp, Aq. We
use SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ (resp. SDκ,1pKp, Aq_) to denote the continuous A-dual space of
SDκ,IpKp, Aq (resp. SDκ,1pKp, Aq). Our argument can be exhibited in the following
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diagram:
SDκ,1pKp, Aq_ dual

SDκ,1pKp, Aq x Upi1
SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ dual SDκ,IpKp, Aq
OO
x Upi1 , Upi2
Here the right vertical arrow is an embedding SDκ,IpKp, Aq Ñ SDκ,1pKp, Aq, which
identifies SDκ,IpKp, Aq as the invariant subspace of SDκ,1pKp, Aq under an action of
the Borel subgroup BpOp2q of GL2pOp2q; the left vertical arrow is the dual of this
embedding, i.e. taking the BpOp2q-coinvariants of SDκ,1pKp, Aq_.
We first embed SDκ,IpKp, Aq into the larger space SDκ,1pKp, Aq. The latter space
carries an extra structure of right AJP 12K-modules, where P 12 Ă SL2pOp2q is some
explicit open compact pro-p-subgroup. The sacrifice of doing this is that there is
only Upi1-operator, but no Upi2-operator defined on S
D
κ,1pKp, Aq. Thus the space
SDκ,1pKp, Aq_ is an infinite free left AJP 12K-module and the induced Upi1-operator on
it is AJP 12K-linear. Under a suitable chosen basis of SDκ,1pKp, Aq_, we verify that the
infinite matrix M corresponding to the Upi1-operator admits a similar estimation as
obtained in [18]. On the other hand, we have a characterization of the image of the
spaces of classical automorphic forms in SDκ,1pKp, Aq (when A “ Cp and κ is locally
algebraic). An analogous argument of pbq provides us known points on the Newton
polygon of M modulo the augmentation ideal of AJP 12K. In §2, we prove a Newton-
Hodge decomposition theorem for infinite matrices over certain noncommutative
rings, which is a generalization of the Newton-Hodge decomposition theorem over
valuation rings. We apply this theorem to the matrix M , and obtain a filtration tF˜αu
of the space SDκ,1pKp, Aq_. Under the surjective map SDκ,1pKp, Aq_ Ñ SDκ,IpKp, Aq_,
we obtain a filtration tFαu of SDκ,IpKp, Aq_. We will show that this filtration is
stable under the Upi1 and Upi2-operators on S
D
κ,IpKp, Aq_. When κ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ
is associated to a point x P Wą1{ppCpq, the graded pieces of this filtration are
characterized by the condition in Theorem 1.0.2 for the single place i “ p1. We run
the above argument to the graded pieces of the filtration tFαu and the Upi2-operator
on it. We get a filtration for every graded piece, and the graded pieces of all these
filtrations are characterized by the desired property in Theorem 1.0.2. Our main
theorem follows form the existence of such filtrations.
1.2. Applications. Let F and p be as above and n be an ideal of F prime to p. We
use XGL2{F pnq to denote the Hilbert modular eigenvariety of tame level n. It admits a
weight map w : XGL2{F pnq Ñ W and we can define XGL2{F pnqą1{p similarly as before. An
important consequence of Theorem 1.0.2 is the following description of the full Hilbert
modular eigenvarieties over the boundary of the weight space.
Theorem 1.2.1. The eigenvariety XGL2{F pnqą1{p is a disjoint union
XGL2{F pnqą1{p “
ğ
lPΣI ,σPt˘uI
Xl,σ
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of (possibly empty) rigid analytic spaces which are finite over Wą1{p via w, such that for
each closed point x P Xl,σpCpq with l “ pliqiPI P ΣI and σ “ pσiqiPI P t˘uI , we have$’&’%
vppaipxqq “ pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ li, if σi “ ´,
vppaipxqq P pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ pli, li ` 2q, if σi “ ` and li ‰ 0,
vppaipxqq P pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ p0, 1q, if σi “ ` and li “ 0,
for all i P I.
This theorem will be proved in §6. The main tool of our proof is Hansen’s p-adic
interpolation theorem ( [10, Theorem 5.1.6]). When the degree rF : Qs is even, there is an
isomorphism between XGL2{F pnq and the eigenvariety XDpnq where D is the totally definite
quaternion algebra over F with discriminant 1. The above theorem follows directly from
Theorem 1.0.2. When rF : Qs is odd, we take a quadratic extension F 1{F such that F 1
is totally real and p splits completely in F 1. Set n1 “ nOF . We show that there exists a
morphism XGL2{F pnq Ñ XGL2{F 1 pn1q that interpolates the quadratic base change from F to
F 1 on non-critical classical points. Then the theorem for XGL2{F pnq follows from that for
XGL2{F 1 pn1q.
A notable consequence of the above theorem is that every irreducible component of the
(full) Hilbert modular eigenvarieties contain a classical point of parallel weight 2. This result
has been proven for most irreducible components by Johansson-Newton in [15]. They use
this result to prove the parity conjecture for Hilbert modular forms unconditionally when
the degree rF : Qs is even, and when the degree rF : Qs is odd, they need to impose the
assumption that the automorphic representation corresponding to the Hilbert modular form
is not principal series at some place prime to p. The last assumption is to guarantee that the
Hilbert modular form corresponds to an automorphic form for a definite quaternion algebra
over F under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. This assumption can be removed now.
1.3. Further questions. Theorem 1.0.2 is not a complete description of the boundary
behavior of the eigenvariety XD. Inspired by Coleman-Mazur-Buzzard-Kilford conjecture
( [18, Conjecture 1.2]), we expect the following:
Conjecture 1.3.1. When r P p0, 1q is sufficiently close to 1´, there exists a sequence of
rational numbers Σi “ tαi,0 ď αi,1 ď . . . u for every i P I, such that if we denote Σ “ ś
iPI
Σi,
the eigenvariety XąrD is a disjoint union
XąrD “
ğ
α“pαiqiPIPΣ
Xα
of (possibly empty) rigid analytic spaces which are finite over Wąr via w. For every α P Σ
and each closed point x P XαpCpq, we have vppaipxqq “ pp ´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ αi for all i P I.
Moreover, each sequence Σi is a disjoint union of finitely many arithmetic progressions,
counted with multiplicities.
When F “ Q, Conjecture 1.3.1 has been proved for the eigenvariety XąrD for some
(explicit) rational number r P p1p , 1q in [18, Theorem 1.5]. Their proof is based on a careful
analysis of the characteristic power series of the Up-operator and the fact that the coefficients
of the characteristic power series belong to the Iwasawa algebra Λ “ ZpJZpˆ K. It seems to us
that more ideas are needed in order to generalize their result to the case of Hilbert modular
eigenvarieties. We refer to Birkbeck’s thesis [3, Chapter 8] for numerical evidence towards
Conjecture 1.3.1.
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1.4. Structure of the paper. §2 is devoted to prove a Newton-Hodge decomposition
theorem for infinite matrices over certain noncommutative rings. This section is technical
and the readers can assume the main result Theorem 2.3.13 and skip its lengthy proof at
first. In §3, we first recall the notions of overconvergent automorphic forms, Hecke operators
and eigenvarieties. Then we construct a space of generalized integral p-adic automorphic
forms and explain its relation with the spaces of classical automorphic forms. In §4, we
give an explicit expression of the Hecke operator Upii on the space of generalized integral
p-adic automorphic forms, and use the Newton-Hodge decomposition Theorem 2.3.13 to
obtain a filtration of this space, whose graded piece has a nice description in terms of the
Upii-action, for a fixed i P I. We complete the proof of Theorem 1.0.2 in §5. The idea is
to inductively apply the argument in the previous section to all places of F over p, and
then get a filtration of the space of integral p-adic automorphic forms, whose graded pieces
can be described in terms of all the Upii-operators. The decomposition of the eigenvarieties
follows from the existence of such a filtration. In §6, we use Hansen’s p-adic interpolation
theorem to translate our results to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties.
1.5. Acknowledgment. We thank Liang Xiao for sharing his ideas and answering many
questions on this topic. We would also like to thank Yiwen Ding, Yongquan Hu, Daqing
Wan for helpful comments and conversations.
1.6. Notations. For every prime p, we fix an embedding ιp : Q¯Ñ Cp. We use vpp¨q (resp.
| ¨ |p) to denote the p-adic valuation (resp. p-adic norm) on Cp, normalized by vpppq “ 1
(resp. |p|p “ p´1).
For two topological spaces X and Y , we use CpX,Y q to denote the set of continuous
maps from X to Y .
2. Newton-Hodge decomposition over certain noncommutative rings
2.1. Notations.
‚ Let N “ t1, 2, . . . u. For an integer n ą 0, we denote by rns :“ t1, 2, . . . , nu Ă N and
r8s :“ NY t8u.
‚ For an increasing sequence λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . q of real numbers, we denote by λrns :“
pλ1, . . . , λnq the n-th truncated subsequence of λ. More generally, for two integers
0 ă m ă n, we put λpm,ns :“ pλm`1, . . . , λnq.
‚ For m,n P r8s and a ring R, we denote by MmˆnpRq the set of mˆn matrices with
entries in R and abbreviate it by MnpRq when m “ n.
‚ For any n P r8s, M P MnpRq and I, J two subsets of rns with cardinalities |I| “ k,
|J | “ l, we denote by MI,J the k ˆ l matrix consisting of entries of M with row
indices in I and column indices in J , and abbreviate it by MI when I “ J .
‚ We denote by vT p´q the T -adic valuation of the formal power series ring FpJT K
normalized by vT pT q “ 1.
‚ We denote by C an algebraic closure of the fractional field FpppT qq of FpJT K. The
valuation vT p´q extends uniquely to C, which is still denoted by vT p´q.
2.2. Newton-Hodge decomposition for matrices in MnpFpJT Kq.
Definition 2.2.1. (1) The Newton and Hodge functions of a matrix M P MnpFpJT Kq
are defined by
(2.1) NpM,kq :“ vT
¨˝ ÿ
N : principal kˆk minor of M
detpNq‚˛
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and
(2.2) HpM,kq :“ mintvT pdetpNqq | N is a k ˆ k minor of Mu
for every k P rns.
(2) Moreover, we set HpM, 0q :“ 0 and NpM, 0q :“ 0. The Hodge polygon (resp.
Newton polygon) of M is the lower convex hull of the points tpk,HpM,kqqunk“0
(resp. tpk,NpM,kqqunk“0).
Remark 2.2.2. Let α1, . . . , αn be the eigenvalues of M in C (counted with multiplicities)
such that vT pα1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď vT pαnq. Then the slopes of the Newton polygon are exactly
vT pα1q, . . . , vT pαnq.
Let λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . q be a (not necessarily strictly) increasing sequence of nonnegative
real numbers such that lim
nÑ`8λn “ `8. For every integer n ą 0, we denote by Dpλ
rnsq
(resp. Dpλq) the diagonal matrix DiagpT λ1 , . . . , T λnq P MnpFpJT Kq (resp. DiagpT λ1 , . . . q P
M8pFpJT Kq). For every two integers 0 ă m ă n, we denote by Dpλpm,nsq the diagonal
matrix DiagpT λm`1 , . . . , T λnq P Mn´mpFpJT Kq.
Definition 2.2.3. For ` P N and n P N,
(1) a matrix M “ pmi,jq1ďiďn,1ďjď` P Mnˆ`pFpJT Kq is called λrns-Hodge bounded if
M “ DpλrnsqM 1 for some M 1 P Mnˆ`pFpJT Kq, or equivalently, vT pmijq ě λi for all
1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď `. When ` “ n and M 1 P GLnpFpJT Kq, we call M as strictly
λrns-Hodge bounded.
(2) A matrix M P M8pFpJT Kq is called λ-Hodge bounded if M “ DpλqM 1 for some
M 1 P M8pFpJT Kq.
(3) A matrix A P MnpFpJT Kq is called λrns-stable if for every λrns-Hodge bounded matrix
B P MnpFpJT Kq, AB is also λrns-Hodge bounded.
(4) A matrix A P M8pFpJT Kq is called λ-stable if for every λ-Hodge bounded matrix
B P M8pFpJT Kq, AB is also λ-Hodge bounded.
Remark 2.2.4. (1) For A,B P MnpFpJT Kq if B is λrns-Hodge bounded, then BA is also
λrns-Hodge bounded.
(2) Let M P M8pFpJT Kq be a λ-Hodge bounded matrix. Since λi iÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8, the functions
(2.1) and (2.2) are well-defined on M , which are called the Newton and Hodge
functions for M , respectively. Moreover, we define the Newton and Hodge polygons
for M in a similar way to the ones for matrices of finite dimensions.
Lemma 2.2.5. For n P r8s and a matrix A “ paijq P MnpFpJT Kq, the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) A is λrns-stable.
(2) Dpλrnsq´1ADpλrnsq P MnpFpJT Kq.
(3) vT paijq ě λi ´ λj for every 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď n.
Proof. p1q ñ p2q Since A is λrns-stable and Dpλrnsq is λrns-Hodge bounded, ADpλrnsq is
also λrns-Hodge bounded, and hence ADpλrnsq “ DpλrnsqB for some B P MnpFpJT Kq. This
proves Dpλrnsq´1ADpλrnsq P MnpFpJT Kq.
p2q ñ p3q Suppose that we have ADpλrnsq “ DpλrnsqB for some B “ pbijq P MnpFpJT Kq.
Comparing the pi, jq-entries of the matrices on the two sides of this equality, we have
T λjaij “ T λibij , and hence
vT paijq “ vT pbijq ` λi ´ λj ě λi ´ λj .
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p3q ñ p1q For every λrns-Hodge bounded matrix M “ pmijq P MnpFpJT Kq, we have
vT pmijq ě λi for all 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď n. Then the pi, jq-entry of AM is
nř
k“1
aikmkj .
Since vT paikq ě λi´λk, we have vT paikmkjq ě λi, and hence vT p
nř
k“1
aikmkjq ě λi. Therefore,
we conclude that AM is λrns-Hodge bounded and A is λrns-stable. 
Lemma 2.2.6. Let M P MnpFpJT Kq be strictly λrns-Hodge bounded. For a matrix A P
MnpFpJT Kq if AM is λrns-Hodge bounded, then A is λrns-stable.
Proof. Since M is strictly λrns-Hodge bounded and AM is λrns-Hodge bounded, there are
matrices M 1 P GLnpFpJT Kq and B P MnpFpJT Kq such that M “ DpλrnsqM 1 and AM “
DpλrnsqB. Therefore, we have A “ DpλrnsqBM 1´1Dpλrnsq´1. Combined with Lemma 2.2.5,
this equality implies that A is λrns-stable. 
Lemma 2.2.7. For n P N and M P MnpFpJT Kq if M is λrns-Hodge bounded and satisfies
NpM,nq “
nř
i“1
λi, then HpM,kq “
kř
i“1
λi for every 1 ď k ď n, i.e. the slopes of the Hodge
polygon of M are λ1, λ2, . . . , λn. In particular, M is strictly λ
rns-Hodge bounded.
Proof. Since M is λrns-Hodge bounded, for every 1 ď k ď n we have HpM,kq ě
kř
i“1
λi.
Suppose HpM,kq ą
kř
i“1
λi for some k. Let I :“ rks. By Laplace expansion, we have
detpMq “
ÿ
JĂrns,|J |“k
sgnpI, JqdetpMI,JqdetpM compI,J q,
where sgnpI, Jq “ p´1q
ř
iPI i`
ř
jPJ j is the signature of the permutation determined by I and
J , and M compI,J is the complement pn´ kq ˆ pn´ kq minor of MI,J .
Since M is λrns-Hodge bounded, we have
vT pdetpMI,Jqq ě HpM,kq ą
kÿ
i“1
λi and vT pdetpM compI,J qq ě
nÿ
i“k`1
λi,
which together imply NpM,nq “ vT pdetpMqq ą řni“1 λi, a contradiction. Therefore we
have HpM,kq “
kř
i“1
λi, for all 1 ď k ď n.
Since M is λrns-Hodge bounded, M “ DpλrnsqM 1 for some M 1 P MnpFpJT Kq. Taking de-
terminants and then T -adic valuations on both sides of this equality, we have vT pdetpM 1qq “
0, and hence M 1 P GLnpFpJT Kq. So M is strictly λrns-Hodge bounded. 
Corollary 2.2.8. Let M P M8pFpJT Kq be λ-Hodge bounded. If there exists an strictly
increasing infinite sequence s “ ps1, s2, . . . q of positive integers such that NpM, snq “
snř
i“1
λi for every n ě 1, then for every k ě 1 we have HpM,kq “
kř
i“1
λi.
Proof. Since M is λ-Hodge bounded, for every k ě 1 we have HpM,kq ě
kř
i“1
λi. For a
fixed integer k ě 1, we can choose n ě 1 such that sn ą k. From our hypotheses that
NpM, snq “
snř
i“1
λi and that M is λ-Hodge bounded, there exists an snˆ sn principal minor
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M1 of M such that
(2.3) vT pdetpM1qq “
snÿ
i“1
λi.
Since λ is increasing, M1 is λ
rsns-Hodge bounded. Combined with (2.3) and Lemma 2.2.7
for M1, this implies HpM1, kq “
kř
i“1
λi. Note that every k ˆ k minor of M1 is also a k ˆ k
minor of M . We have HpM,kq ď HpM1, kq “
kř
i“1
λi, and hence HpM,kq “
kř
i“1
λi. Since we
choose k arbitrarily, the last equality completes the proof. 
Definition 2.2.9. For every n P r8s and M P MnpFpJT Kq we call an integer k a touching
vertex of M if it satisfies
‚ pk,NpM,kqq is a vertex of the Newton polygon of M , and
‚ NpM,kq “ HpM,kq.
Theorem 2.2.10 ( [17] Theorem 4.3.11). For every n P N and M P MnpFpJT Kq if 1 ď k ă n
is a touching vertex of M , then there exists an invertible matrix P P GLnpFpJT Kq such that
PMP´1 “
«
M11 M12
0 M22
k
k
ff
,
where M11 and M22 are k ˆ k and pn ´ kq ˆ pn ´ kq matrices such that the matrix M11
accounts for the first k slopes of the Hodge and Newton polygon of M , while M22 accounts
for the others.
Proof. See [17, Theorem 4.3.11]. 
Lemma 2.2.11. For every n P N and M P MnpFpJT Kq if µ1 ď µ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď µn are the slopes
of the Hodge polygon of some matrix, then there exists an invertible matrix P P GLnpFpJT Kq
such that PMP´1 is µ-Hodge bounded, where µ “ pµ1, µ2, . . . , µnq.
Proof. By [17, Theorem 4.3.4], there exist matrices U, V P GLnpFpJT Kq such that UMV “
Dpµq. Right-multiplying V ´1U´1 to both sides of this equality, we prove that UMU´1 “
DpµqV ´1U´1 is µ-Hodge bounded. 
Theorem 2.2.12. Let M P MnpFpJT Kq be a λrns-Hodge bounded matrix. Assume that
1 ă s ă n is a touching vertex of M and HpM,nq “
nř
i“1
λi. Then there exists a matrix
W P GLnpFpJT Kq such that WMW´1 is λrns-Hodge bounded and a block upper triangular
matrix of the form
WMW´1 “
«
M11 M12
0 M22
s
s
ff
.
Moreover, W is λrns-stable.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2.7, for every 1 ď k ď n we have HpM,kq “
kř
i“1
λi. By Theorem 2.2.10,
there exists a matrix P1 P GLnpFpJT Kq such that
P1MP
´1
1 “
«
M 111 M 112
0 M 122
s
s
ff
,
and M 111 accounts for the first s-th slopes of the Newton and Hodge polygons of M , while
M 122 accounts for the others.
By Lemma 2.2.11, there exist matrices Q1 P GLspFpJT Kq and Q2 P GLn´spFpJT Kq
such that M11 “ Q1M 111Q´11 and M22 “ Q2M 122Q´12 are λrss and λps,ns-Hodge bounded,
respectively. Set
P2 :“
„
Q1 0
0 Q2

P GLnpFpJT Kq and N :“ P2pP1MP´11 qP´12 “
«
M11 M12
0 M22
s
s
ff
,
where M12 “ Q1M 112Q´12 .
Let v1, . . . , vs be the column vectors of M11 and w1, . . . , wn´s be the column vectors
of M12. From detpM11q ‰ 0 we know that tv1, . . . , vsu forms a basis of the vector space
pFpppT qqqs. Hence, for each integer 1 ď k ď n´ s there exist a set of scalars ta1, . . . , asu in
FpppT qq such that wk “
sř
j“1
ajvj . By Cramer’s rule, we have aj “ detpM11,kqdetpM11q , where M11,k is
the sˆs matrix obtained by replacing the k-th column vector of M11 by wk. Since M11,k is an
sˆs minor of N , by definition of Hodge functions, we have vT pdetpM11,kqq ě vT pdetpM11qq,
and hence vT pajq ě 0 for every j “ 1, . . . , s, which implies that M12 is λrss-Hodge bounded.
Let W “ P1P2 P GLnpFpJT Kq. From the above computation, we obtain that WMW´1 is
λrns-Hodge bounded, and hence so is WM . Combined with Lemma 2.2.6 and that M is
strictly λrns-Hodge bounded, this implies that W is λrns-stable. 
Lemma 2.2.13. Fix an integer n ě 1. Let A P MnpFpJT Kq and α :“ tα1, . . . , αnu be the
set of eigenvalues of A in C. Then there exists b P R such that
HpAk, 1q ě ks` b and HpA´k, 1q ě ´kS ` b
for every k ě 1, where
S :“ max
1ďiďntvT pαiqu and s :“ min1ďiďntvT pαiqu.
Proof. There exists a matrix P P GLnpCq such that J “ PAP´1 is in Jordan canonical form
with diagonal entries α1, . . . , αn. Let D P MnpCq be the diagonal matrix with α1, . . . , αn
on the diagonal and set N :“ J ´D. Note that N is nilpotent and commutes with D. Let
t :“ mintm|Nm “ 0u. From the decomposition
pD `Nqk “
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
k
i
˙
DiNk´i,
we have the following estimations
HpJk, 1q ě
#
sk if HpN, 1q ě s,
spk ´ tq ` tHpN, 1q if HpN, 1q ă s.
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Hence there exists b1 P R such that HpJk, 1q ě ks ` b1 for every k ě 1. Similarly, there
exists b2 P R such that HpJ´k, 1q ě ´kS ` b2 for every k ě 1.
From Ak “ P´1JkP and A´k “ P´1J´kP , we have
HpAk, 1q ě HpP´1, 1q `HpP, 1q `HpJk, 1q ě HpP´1, 1q `HpP, 1q ` b1 ` ks,
and
HpA´k, 1q ě HpP´1, 1q `HpP, 1q `HpJ´k, 1q ě HpP´1, 1q `HpP, 1q ` b2 ´ kS.
Setting b :“ minpb1, b2q `HpP´1, 1q `HpP, 1q, we complete the proof. 
Lemma 2.2.14. Let 1 ď s ă n be two integers and
M “
«
A B
C D
s
s
ff
PMnpFpJT Kq.
be a λrns-Hodge bounded matrix. Assume that
(1) s is a touching vertex of M ;
(2)  :“ HpC, 1q ´ λs ą 0;
(3) A is strictly λrss-Hodge bounded.
Then we have
(2.4) maxtvT pαq | α is an eigenvalue of Au ă mintvT pβq | β is an eigenvalue of Du.
Proof. Write
a :“ maxtvT pαq | α is an eigenvalue of Au and b :“ mintvT pβq | β is an eigenvalue of Du.
From Remark 2.2.2, a (resp.b) is the largest slope (resp. smallest slope) of the Newton
polygon of the matrix A (resp. D). Since Newton polygon always lies on or above Hodge
polygon, we have a ď λs and b ě λs`1 ě λs.
Set
M0 :“
«
A B
0 D
n1
n1
ff
P MnpFpJT Kq.
Suppose that (2.4) fails. Then we have a “ b “ λs. Denote by k1 and k2 with k1 ă k2
the x-coordinates of two endpoints of the line segment with the slope λs on the Newton
polygon of M0. Then we have k1 ă s ă k2, λi “ λs for k1 ` 1 ď i ď k2 and
(2.5) NpM0, ntq “ HpM,ntq “
ktÿ
i“1
λi for t “ 1, 2,
where the second equality follows from the hypothesis (2). Now we prove
(2.6) NpM,ktq “ NpM0, ktq for t “ 1, 2.
For an integer m P rns, we denote by F pM,mq the sum of all the principal m ˆ m
minors of M and define F pM0,mq in the same way. We write M “ pmi,jq1ďi,jďn and have
(2.7) F pM,ktq “
ÿ
IĂrns
|I|“kt
ÿ
σPSkt
Sgnpσq
ź
iPI
mi,σpiq.
Note that we have a similar description for F pM0, ktq’s. From our construction of M0, the
difference F pM,ktq ´F pM0, ktq is the sum of terms Sgnpσqś
iPI
mi,σpiq such that at least one
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of the entries tmi,σpiq|i P Iu belonging to the block C. Combined with the hypothesis (2)
and that M is λrns-Hodge bounded, this implies
vT pF pM,ktq ´ F pM0, ktqq ą
ktÿ
i“1
λi “ HpM,ktq.
Together with (2.5), this inequality proves (2.6).
Therefore, the point ps,NpM, sqq lies on the line segment with endpoints pkt, NpM0, ktqq
for t “ 1, 2, and hence cannot be a vertex of the Newton polygon of M , which is a contra-
diction to the hypothesis (1). 
Lemma 2.2.15. For every integer n ě 1 and A P MnpFpJT Kq if A is strictly λrns-Hodge
bounded, then for every integer m ě 1 we have HpA´m, 1q ě ´mλn.
Proof. We denote by Aad “ pa1k,lq P MnpFpJT Kq the adjoint matrix of A, i.e. a1k,l “
p´1qk`l detpAk,lq, where Ak,l is the pn ´ 1q ˆ pn ´ 1q minor of A by removing the k-th
row and l-th column. So we have HpAad, 1q ě HpA,n´ 1q and hence for every m ě 1,
HppAadqm, 1q ě mHpAad, 1q ě mHpA,n´ 1q “ m
n´1ÿ
i“1
λi.
Combined with A´1 “ detpAq´1Aad, this inequality implies
HpA´m, 1q “ HppAadqm, 1q ´mvT pdetpAqq ě m
n´1ÿ
i“1
λi ´m
nÿ
i“1
λi “ ´mλn. 
Lemma 2.2.16. For every n P N if A P GLnpFprrT ssq and B P MnpFprrT ssq such that
HpB, 1q ą 0, then A`B P GLnpFprrT ssq.
Proof. Let
C :“
˜ 8ÿ
i“0
p´A´1Bqi
¸
A´1.
From the hypothesis HpB, 1q ą 0, we know that C is well-defined and
pA`BqC “ CpA`Bq “ In. 
Lemma 2.2.17. Let 1 ď s ă n be two integers and
M “
«
A B
C D
s
s
ff
PMnpFpJT Kq.
be a λrns-Hodge bounded matrix.
Assume that M satisfies all the three hypotheses in Lemma 2.2.14. Then there exists a
matrix X P Mpn´n1qˆn1pFpJT Kq with HpX, 1q ě  such that
„
Is 0
X In´s
 „
A B
C D
 „
Is 0
´X In´s

“
«
A1 B1
0 D1
s
s
ff
,
and
„
Is 0
X In´s

is λrns-stable.
Proof. We first prove the following claim.
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Claim. For M as in this lemma if we assume further that HpC, 1q ´ λs ě k for some
integer k ą 0, then there exists a matrix Xk P Mpn´sqˆspFpJT Kq such that if we set
M 1 :“
«
A1 B1
C 1 D1
s
s
ff
“
„
Is 0
Xk In´s
 „
A B
C D
 „
Is 0
´Xk In´s

,
then
(i) HpXk, 1q ě k;
(ii) HpC 1, 1q ´ λs ě pk ` 1q;
(iii) the matrix
„
Is 0
Xk In´s

is λrns-stable;
(iv) the matrix M 1 also satisfies all the three hypotheses in Lemma 2.2.14.
We now prove that Xk :“ ´
8ř
i“0
DiCA´i´1 satisfies all desired properties. We first check
that Xk is well-defined. Let
SA :“ maxtvT pαq | α is an eigenvalue of Au and sD :“ mintvT pβq | β is an eigenvalue of Du.
By Lemmas 2.2.13 and 2.2.14, we have SA ă sD and that there exists b P R such that
HpA´i, 1q ě ´iSA ` b and HpDi, 1q ě isD ` b for every i ě 0.
Combining them, we have
(2.8) HpDiCA´i´1, 1q ě HpDi, 1q `HpC, 1q `HpA´i´1, 1q
ě isD ` b` λs ` k´ pi` 1qSA ` b iÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8.
Therefore, the series Xk “ ´
8ř
i“0
DiCA´i´1 converges and hence Xk is well-defined.
By Lemma 2.2.15, we have HpA´i´1, 1q ě ´pi ` 1qλs. Since HpC, 1q ě λn1 ` k and
HpD, 1q ě λs`1 ě λs, we have
HpDiCA´i´1, 1q ě iλs ` λs ` k´ pi` 1qλs “ k,
and hence HpXk, 1q ě k, which proves piq.
From XkA` C ´DXk “ 0, we have
M 1 “
„
A´BXk B
´XkBXk D `XkB

.
Since A is strictly λrss-Hodge bounded and B is λrss-Hodge bounded, we have A´1B P
Msˆpn´sqpFpJT Kq. Combined with XkB “ ´ 8ř
i“0
DiCA´ipA´1Bq and
HpDiCA´ipA´1Bq, 1q ě iλs ` λs ` k´ iλs ` 0 “ λs ` k for every i ě 0,
this implies
HpXkB, 1q ě λs ` k,
and hence
HpC 1, 1q “ Hp´XkBXk, 1q ě λs ` k`  “ λs ` pk ` 1q.
This completes the proof of piiq.
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By Lemma 2.2.5, to show that the matrix
„
Is 0
Xk In´s

is λrns-stable, it is enough to
show that the matrix„
Dpλrssq 0
0 Dpλps,nsq
´1 „
Is 0
Xk In´s
 „
Dpλrssq 0
0 Dpλps,nsq

“
„
Is 0
Dpλps,nsq´1XkDpλrssq In´s

belongs to MnpFpJT Kq, or equivalently,
D
´
λps,ns
¯´1
XkD
´
λrss
¯
P Mpn´sqˆspFpJT Kq.
Note that
(2.9) Dpλps,nsq´1XkDpλrssq “ ´
8ÿ
i“0
Dpλps,nsq´1DiCA´iA´1Dpλrssq.
SinceA is strictly λrss-Hodge bounded, we haveA´1Dpλrssq P GLspFpJT Kq, i.e. HpA´1Dpλrssq, 1q ě
0. Combined with
HpDiCA´i, 1q ě iλs ` λs ` k´ iλs “ λs ` k ą 0 for every i ě 0,
we have
Dpλps,nsq´1DiCA´iA´1Dpλrssq P Mpn´sqˆspFpJT Kq for every i ě 0.
Together with (2.9), this proves piiiq.
Since M satisfies the hypothesis (1) and conjugating by matrices in GLnpFpJT Kq does
not change either its Newton or Hodge polygons, we prove the hypothesis (1) for M 1.
The hypothesis (2) for M 1 follows directly from piiq.
Now we are left to prove hypothesis (3) for M 1. Note that A1 “ A ` BXk “ ApIs `
A´1BXkq. From our previous discussion, we know that A´1B P Msˆpn´sqpFpJT Kq. Com-
bined with hypothesis (2) on M and Lemma 2.2.16, this implies HpA´1BXk, 1q ě  ą 0
and that Is ` A´1BXk is invertible. Therefore, A1 is strictly λrss-Hodge bounded, which
proves pivq.
Note that the matrix M0 :“ M satisfies all the conditions in our claim for k “ 1.
Therefore, inductively using this claim, we obtain two infinite sequences of matrices X P
Mpn´sqˆspFpJT Kq and M P Mpn´sqˆnpFpJT Kq such that
‚ HpXk, 1q ě k;
‚ Mk :“
«
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
s
s
ff
“ YkMk´1Y ´1k , where Yk :“
„
Is 0
Xk In´s

;
‚ Yk is λrns-stable;
‚ HpCk, 1q ě λs ` k for all k ě 1.
Notice that
YkYk´1 . . . Y1 “
»– Is 0kř
i“1
Xi In´s
fifl .
Since HpXk, 1q ě k, the series
8ř
k“1
Xk converges to a matrix X P Mpn´sqˆspFpJT Kq. From
the above construction, we see that X satisfies all the required properties. 
Now we state the Newton-Hodge decomposition theorem for matrices in M8pFpJT Kq.
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Theorem 2.2.18. Let M P M8pFpJT Kq be a λ-Hodge bounded matrix and Ω “ t0 “ s0 ă
s1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u be a subset of touching vertices of M . If
HpM, sq “
sÿ
i“1
λi for all s P Ω,
then there exists W P GL8pFpJT Kq such that
(1) W is λ-stable, and in particular WMW´1 is λ-Hodge bounded.
(2) WMW´1 is a block upper triangular matrix of the form
WMW´1 “
«
N11 N12
0 N22
s1
s1
ff
.
Remark 2.2.19. Since lim
nÑ8λn “ 8, replacing Ω by a subset if necessary, we can assume
that λs1 ă λs2 . We will make this assumption throughout the proof of Theorem 2.2.18.
Remark 2.2.20. One must be careful when compute the infinite product of infinite ma-
trices. It is not true in general that the product of an countable infinitely many invert-
ible matrices is invertible, even if the product is well-defined. For example, we denote by
Qn P GL8pFpJT Kq the infinite matrix obtained by switching the 1-st and n-th rows of the
identity matrix I8. In particular, set Q1 “ I8. Then the sequence pQn ¨ ¨ ¨Q1 | n ě 1q
converges to the infinite matrix
„
0 0
I8 0

, which is obviously not invertible. What we will
use is the following result:
Let tQnuně1 be a family of matrices in GL8pFpJT Kq. Assume that there exists a
sequence of integers pαnqně1 such that lim
nÑ8αn “ 8 and Qn ´ I8 P T
αnM8pFpJT Kq. Then
the sequence pQn ¨ ¨ ¨Q1 | n ě 1q converges to a matrix Q P GL8pFpJT Kq. In fact, the
condition on Qn’s implies that Q
´1
n ´ I8 P TαnM8pFpJT Kq and hence pQ´11 ¨ ¨ ¨Q´1n |n ě 1q
converges to a matrix which gives the two-sided inverse of Q. Moreover, if Qn is λ-stable
for all n ě 1, the matrix Q is also λ-stable.
Lemma 2.2.21. Let M be the matrix in Theorem 2.2.18. Then
(1) for every k ě 1 there exists a λ-stable matrix Pk P GL8pFpJT Kq such that if we write
PkMP
´1
k “
«
M11 M12
M21 M22
sk
sk
ff
,
then vT pdetpM11qq “
skř
i“1
λi.
(2) There exists an integer `M such that for every n ě `M and every λ-stable matrix P P
GL8pFprrT ssq the Newton polygon of pPMP´1qrns coincides with the Newton polygon
of M when one restricts the range of the x-coordinates to r0, s2s. In particular, s1
is a touching vertex of Mrns.
Proof. (1) Since sk is a touching vertex of M , we have
NpM, skq “ HpM, skq “
skÿ
i“1
λi.
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Let m1 :“ mintj | λj “ λsku and m2 :“ maxtj | λj “ λsku. Since M is λ-Hodge bounded,
there exists a principal sk ˆ sk minor N of M such that vT pdetpNqq “
skř
i“1
λi. Moreover,
N contains Mrm1´1s as a principal minor and is contained in the principal minor Mrm2s.
So there exists a permutation matrix P 1 P GLm2´m1pFpJT Kq (that is, a matrix obtained by
permuting the row vectors of the identity matrix) such that if we set
N 1 :“
„
Im1 0
0 P 1

Mrm2s
„
Im1 0
0 P 1
´1
,
then N 1rsks “ N . Set
P :“
»–Im1 0 00 P 1 0
0 0 I8
fifl .
By Lemma 2.2.5, P is λ-stable. Clearly, the matrix P has the desired property.
(2) From our hypothesis lim
nÑ8λn “ 8, there exists an integer `M ą s2 such that λ`M ą
s2ř
i“1
λi, and p`M ,
`Mř
i“1
λiq lies above the straight line determined by the line segment in the
Hodge polygon of M with slope λs2 . Combined with that for every λ-stable matrix P P
GL8pFprrT ssq, PMP´1 has the same Newton polygon to M and is λ-Hodge bounded, these
hypotheses on `M implies that for every n ě `M and for every 0 ď j ă řs2i“1 λi we have
NppPMP´1qrns, jq
#
“ NpPMP´1, jq “ NpM, jq, if NpM, jq ď řs2i“1 λi,
ą řs2i“1 λi, else,
and
NppPMP´1qrns, s2q “ NpPMP´1, s2q “ NpM, s2q “
s2ÿ
i“1
λi,
and hence complete the proof. 
Notation 2.2.22. From now on, we denote by s a fixed vertex of the Newton polygon of
M such that s ě `M as in Lemma 2.2.21. We also set ∆ :“ λs ´ λs1 .
Lemma 2.2.23. Under the notations and conditions in Theorem 2.2.18, there exists a
λ-stable matrix Q P GL8pFpJT Kq such that if we set
QMQ´1 :“
«
A11 A12
A21 A22
s1
s1
ff
,
then we have HpA21, 1q ě λs and A11 is strictly λrs1s-Hodge bounded.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.21(1), we may assume vT pdetpMrssqq “
řs
i“1 λi. Therefore, Mrss
satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 2.2.12. By Theorem 2.2.12, there exists a λrss-stable
matrix P such that PMrssP´1 is of the form
PMrssP´1 “
«
B11 B12
0 B22
s1
s1
ff
,
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and B11 is strictly λ
rs1s-Hodge bounded. Let Q :“
„
P 0
0 I8

. Clearly, Q is λ-stable as P is
λrss-stable. Since M is λ-Hodge bounded, the constructed matrix Q satisfies the required
properties. 
Lemma 2.2.24. Let M :“
«
M11 M12
M21 M22
s1
s1
ff
PM8pFpJT Kq be the matrix in Theorem 2.2.18.
If M11 is strictly λ
rs1s-Hodge bounded and HpM21, 1q ě λs` i∆ for some integer i ě 0, then
there exists a λ-stable matrix Q :“
„
Is1 0
Q1 I8

P GL8pFpJT Kq such that
‚ HpQ1, 1q ě pi` 1q∆, and
‚ if we set
QMQ´1 :“
«
A11 A12
A21 A22
s1
s1
ff
,
then HpA21, 1q ě λs2 ` pi` 1q∆.
Proof. We set s :1“ s´ s1 and rewrite M as
M :“
« M11 M12 M13
M21 M22 M23
M31 M32 M33
s1 s
s1
s
ff
.
Let
P1 :“
»– Is1 0 00 Is1 0
´M31M´111 0 I8.
fifl
Then we have
M 1 :“
»–M 111 M 112 M 113M 121 M 122 M 123
M 131 M 132 M 133
fifl “ P1MP´11
“
»– M11 `M13M31M´111 M12 M13M21 `M23M31M´111 M11 M23
pM33 ´M31M´111 M13qM31M´111 M32 ´M31M´111 M12 M33 ´M31M´111 M13
fifl .
From our hypotheses that M11 is strictly λ
rs1s-Hodge bounded and that M12, M13 are
λrs1s-Hodge bounded, we have M´111 M12 P Ms1ˆspFpJT Kq and M´111 M13 P Ms1ˆ8pFpJT Kq.
Combining HpM31, 1q ě λs ` i∆ with Lemma 2.2.15, we have
HpM31M´111 , 1q ě λs ` i∆´ λs1 “ pi` 1q∆.
Therefore, M1 is λ-Hodge bounded; and we have the estimations
HpM21 `M23M31M´111 , 1q ě λs ` i∆
and
HpM 131, 1q “ Hpp´M31M´111 M13 `M33qM31M´111 , 1q
ě Hp´M31M´111 M13 `M33, 1q `HpM31M´111 , 1q ě λs ` pi` 1q∆.
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By Lemmas 2.2.16 and 2.2.21(2), the matrix M 1rss “
„
M 111 M 112
M 121 M 122

satisfies all the
conditions in Lemma 2.2.17 with n :“ s and s :“ s1. Therefore, there exists a matrix
X P Msˆs1pFpJT Kq such that
(1) HpX, 1q ě HpM 121, 1q ´ λs1 ě λs ` i∆´ λs1 “ pi` 1q∆;
(2) The matrix
„
Is1 0
X Is

is λrss-stable;
(3)
„
Is1 0
X Is
 „
M 111 M 112
M 121 M 122
 „
Is1 0´X Is

“
„
M211 M212
0 M222

.
Set P2 :“
»–Is1 0 0X Is 0
0 0 I8
fifl . Then P2 P M8pFpJT Kq is λ-stable and
P2MP
´1
2 :“
»– M211 M212 M 1130 M222 M 123 `XM 133
M 131 ´XM 132 M 132 M 133.
fifl .
Combining the inequalities
HpXM 132, 1q ě HpX, 1q `HpM 132, 1q ě pi` 1q∆` λs and HpM 131, 1q ě λs ` pi` 1q∆,
we have HpM 131 ´XM 132, 1q ě λs ` pi` 1q∆. Setting
Q :“ P2P1 “
»– Is1 0 0X Is 0
´M31M´111 0 I8
fifl ,
from the above discussion we know that Q satisfies all the required properties. 
Now we can prove Theorem 2.2.18, which is an easy consequence of the above lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.18. By Lemma 2.2.23, there exists a λ-stable matrixQ0 P GL8pFpJT Kq
such that if we write
M0 :“ Q0MQ´10 “
«
M0,11 M0,12
M0,21 M0,22
s1
s1
ff
,
then HpM0,21, 1q ě λs “ λs` 0 ¨∆ and M0,11 is strictly λrs1s-Hodge bounded. Then we can
apply Lemma 2.2.24 inductively on k, and get a sequence of λ-stable matricesˆ
Qk “
„
Is1 0
Q1k I8

P GL8pFpJT Kq ˇˇˇ k ě 1˙
with HpQ1k, 1q ě pk ` 1q∆ such that we write
Mk :“ pQk . . . Q1Q0qMpQk . . . Q1Q0q´1 “
«
Mk,11 Mk,12
Mk,21 Mk,22
s1
s1
ff
,
then HpMk,21, 1q ě λs ` k∆. By Remarks 2.2.19 and 2.2.20, the product Qk . . . Q1Q0
converges as k Ñ 8, and we denote by W this limit. Then W P GL8pFpJT Kq is λ-stable
and
WMW´1 “
«
N11 N12
0 N22
s1
s1
ff
. 
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2.3. Newton-Hodge decomposition for matrices over certain non-commutative
rings. In this subsection, we will denote by R a ring with unit but not necessarily commu-
tative. Let m Ă R be a two-sided ideal, and T˜ P R a central element which is not a zero
divisor of R. We assume that
(1) R is complete under the pm, T˜ q-adic topology, where pm, T˜ q is the (two-sided) ideal
of R generated by m and T˜ , i.e. we have R – limÐÝ
nÑ8
R{pm, T˜ qn.
(2) There exists a surjective ring homomorphism pi : R Ñ FpJT K with kerppiq “ m and
pipT˜ q “ T .
(3) For x P Rzt0u, we define vT˜ pxq :“ suptn|x P T˜nRu and vT˜ p0q :“ 8. Then for each
x¯ P FpJT K, there exists x P R such that pipxq “ x¯ and vT˜ pxq “ vT px¯q. The element
x with such properties is called a special lift of x¯.
Remark 2.3.1. (1) The number vT˜ pxq “ suptn|x P T˜nRu is finite for x ‰ 0, and we
have the inequality vT˜ pxq ď vT px¯q with x¯ “ pipxq.
(2) Since T˜ is central and not a zero divisor of R, we can consider the localization Rr 1
T˜
s
of R with respect to the multiplicative set tT˜n|n ě 0u. The natural homomorphism
RÑ Rr 1
T˜
s is injective.
(3) Since T˜ is not a zero divisor of R, if x P T˜ kR, then there exists a unique x1 P R
with x “ T˜ kx1. We write x1 “ T˜´kx. Similarly, if a matrix M P MmˆnpRq satisfies
HpM, 1q ě k, we denote by M 1 :“ T˜´kM the (unique) matrix of MmˆnpRq with
T˜ kM 1 “M .
Lemma 2.3.2. Let x P T˜ kR for some k ě 1. If x P m, then T˜´kx P m.
Proof. We write x “ T˜ ky for some y P R. Applying the homomorphism pi on both sides of
this equality, we get pipxq “ T kpipyq “ 0, and hence pipyq “ 0. This implies y P m. 
Definition 2.3.3. For a matrix A¯ “ pa¯ijq P MmˆnpFpJT Kq, we call A “ paijq P MmˆnpRq a
special lift of A¯ if aij is a special lift of a¯ij for every 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď n.
We denote by DRpλrnsq (resp. DRpλq) the diagonal matrix DiagpT˜ λ1 , . . . , T˜ λnq P MnpRq
(resp. DiagpT˜ λ1 , . . . q P M8pRq). For two integers m ă n we denote by DRpλpm,nsq the
diagonal matrix DiagpT˜ λm`1 , . . . , T˜ λnq P Mn´mpRq. Similar to Definition 2.2.3, we define
λ-Hodge bounded matrices and λ-stable matrices over R as follows.
Definition 2.3.4. Let m,n be two positive integers.
(1) A matrix M P MnˆmpRq is called λrns-Hodge bounded with respect to T˜ P R if
M “ DRpλrnsqM 1 for some M 1 P MnˆmpRq. More generally, for two integers 0 ď
n1 ă n2 a matrix M P Mpn2´n1qˆmpRq is called λpn1,n2s-Hodge bounded with respect
to T˜ P R if M “ DRpλpn1,n2sqM 1 for some M 1 P Mpn2´n1qˆmpRq.
(2) A matrix M P M8pRq is called λ-Hodge bounded with respect to T˜ P R if M “
DRpλqM 1 for some M 1 P M8pRq.
(3) A matrix A P MnpRq is called λrns-stable with respect to T˜ P R if for every λrns-
Hodge bounded matrix B P MnpRq, AB is also λrns-Hodge bounded.
(4) A matrix A P M8pRq is called λ-stable with respect to T˜ P R if for every λ-Hodge
bounded matrix B P M8pRq, AB is also λ-Hodge bounded.
Convention 2.3.5. In the rest of this section, we will fix an element T˜ P R. When we say
that a matrix is λrns-Hodge bounded or λrns-stable, we mean that it is so with respect to T˜ .
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Since determinants do not behave well for matrices over noncommutative rings, we do
not define general Newton functions and Hodge functions for matrices over R. But we make
the following.
Definition 2.3.6. For a nonzero matrix A “ pai,jq1ďiďm,1ďjďn P MmˆnpRq, we set
HpA, 1q :“ min  vT˜ pai,jq | 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď j ď n( ,
which is a well-defined integer. If HpA, 1q ě k for some k P Zě0, we denote by T˜´kA the
(unique) matrix N in MmˆnpRq satisfying T˜ kN “ A.
We also have a similar criterion of λ-stability as Lemma 2.2.5:
Lemma 2.3.7. For n P r8s and a matrix A “ paijq P MnpRq, the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) A is λrns-stable.
(2) There exists a matrix B P MnpRq such that ADRpλrnsq “ DRpλrnsqB.
(3) For all i ą j, we have vT˜ paijq ě λi ´ λj, i.e. aij P T˜ λi´λjR.
The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 2.2.5 so we omit the proof here, and it
has the following direct consequence.
Corollary 2.3.8. Let A¯ P MnpFpJT Kq be a λrns-stable matrix. If A P MnpRq is a special lift
of A¯, then A is λrns-stable.
Lemma 2.3.9. Let n P r8s and P¯ P GLnpFpJT Kq. Then any lift matrix P P MnpRq of P¯
is invertible.
Proof. From P¯ P GLnpFpJT Kq, there exists Q¯ P GLnpFpJT Kq such that P¯ Q¯ “ Q¯P¯ “ In.
Let Q be an arbitrary lift of Q¯. Then B :“ In ´ PQ P Mnpmq and the series B1 :“
8ř
i“0
Bi
converges. By a direct computation, we have PQB1 “ In. Similarly, let C :“ In ´ QP P
Mnpmq and the series C 1 :“
8ř
i“0
Ci converges. So we have C 1QP “ In and hence P is
invertible in MnpRq. 
Proposition 2.3.10. Let n be a positive integer, M :“
«
A B
C D
n1
n1
ff
P MnpRq a λrns-Hodge
bounded matrix, and M¯ P MnpFpJT Kq its reduction by m. Fix two integers n1 P r1, nq and
α ě λn1. Assume that
(1) HpC, 1q ě α and C ” 0 pmod mq;
(2) n1 is a touching vertex of M¯ , and A¯ is strictly λ
rn1s-Hodge bounded.
Then there exists a matrix X P Mpn´n1qˆn1pmq with HpX, 1q ě α ´ λn1 such that if we
denote Y :“
„
In1 0
X In´n1

, then Y is λrns-stable and YMY ´1 is of the form
YMY ´1 “
«
A1 B1
0 D1
n1
n1
ff
.
First we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3.11. Let M P MnpRq be the matrix in Proposition 2.3.10. Assume further
that T˜´αC ” 0 pmod mkq for some integer k ě 1. Then there exists a matrix Xk P
Mpn´n1qˆn1pRq such that
(1) HpXk, 1q ě α´ λn1 and T˜ λn1´αXk ” 0 pmod mkq.
(2) The matrix Yk :“
„
In1 0
Xk In´n1

is λrns-stable.
(3) If we write
YkMY
´1
k :“
«
A1 B1
C 1 D1
n1
n1
ff
,
then HpC 1, 1q ě α and T˜´αC 1 ” 0 pmod mk`1q.
Proof. Since M is λrns-Hodge bounded, so is its reduction M¯ . By Lemma 2.2.14, we have
SA¯ ă sD¯, where
SA¯ :“ maxtvT pβq | β is an eigenvalue of A¯u and sD¯ :“ maxtvT pβq | β is an eigenvalue of D¯u.
By Lemma 2.2.13, there exists b P R such that for every i ě 1 we have
HpA¯´i, 1q ě ´iSA¯ ` b and HpD¯i, 1q ě isD¯ ` b.
For every integer i ě 1, we set ti :“ iλn1 and construct matrices as follows.
‚ Since T tiA¯´i belongs to Mn1pFpJT Kq, we can find a special lift A1p´iq P Mn1pRq of
T tiA¯´i and set Ap´iq :“ T˜´tiA1p´iq P Mn1pRr 1T˜ sq.‚ We fix a special lift Dpiq P Mn´n1pRq of D¯i P Mn´n1pFpJT Kq.‚ To simplify our notations, we set Ap0q :“ In1 P Mn1pRq and Dp0q :“ In´n1 P
Mn´n1pRq.
‚ Since A¯ is strictly λrn1s-Hodge bounded, there exists A¯1 P GLn1pFpJT Kq such that
A¯ “ Dpλrn1sqA¯1. Let A˜1 P Mn1pRq be a special lift of A¯1. By Lemma 2.3.9, A˜1 P
GLn1pRq. Set A˜ :“ DRpλrn1sqA˜1, which is another special lift of A¯.
The construction above give us
HpT˜ tiAp´iq, 1q “ HpA1p´iq, 1q “ HpT tiA¯´i, 1q “ ti`HpA¯´i, 1q and HpDpiq, 1q “ HpD¯i, 1q.
Set
(2.10)
Xk :“ ´
˜
CA˜´1 `
8ÿ
i“1
DDpi´ 1qCAp´iqA˜´1
¸
“ ´
˜
C `
8ÿ
i“1
DDpi´ 1qCAp´iq
¸
A˜´1.
We first verify that each term in the sum of (2.10) S satisfies HpS, 1q ě α ´ λn1 and
hence belongs to Mpn´n1qˆn1pRq. In fact, for every integer i ě 1 we have
(2.11) HpDpi´ 1qCAp´iq, 1q ě HpDpi´ 1q, 1q `HpC, 1q `HpAp´iq, 1q
“ HpD¯i´1, 1q `HpC, 1q `HpA¯´i, 1q ě pi´ 1qλn1 ` α´ iλn1 “ α´ λn1 ,
where the second inequality is from Lemma 2.2.15.
Combined with A˜´1 “ A˜1´1DRpλrn1sq´1, this chain of inequality implies HpDDpi ´
1qCAp´iqA˜´1, 1q ě α´ λn1 . On the other hand, from HpC, 1q ě α ě λn1 and T˜ λn1 A˜´1 P
Mn1pRq, we have
CA˜´1 P Mpn´n1qˆn1pRq and HpCA˜´1, 1q ě α´ λn1 .
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Now we verify the convergence of the infinite series in (2.10). From sD¯ ą SA¯, we have
HpDDpi´ 1qCAp´iqA˜1´1, 1q ě λn1 ` pi´ 1qsD¯ ` b` α´ iSA¯ ` b´ λn1
“ ipsD¯ ´ SA¯q ´ sD¯ ` 2b` α iÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 8.
Therefore, the series in (2.10) converges to a matrix Xk P Mpn´n1qˆn1pRq, and
(2.12) HpXk, 1q ě α´ λn1 .
Moreover, from T˜´αC ” 0 pmod mkq, we have
(2.13) T˜ λn1´αXk ” 0 pmod mkq and T˜´αXkDRpλpn1,nsq ” 0 pmod mkq.
Now we set Yk :“
„
In1 0
Xk In´n1

, and have
YkDRpλrnsq “
„
DRpλrn1sq 0
XkDRpλrn1sq DRpλpn1,nsq

.
From A˜´1 “ A˜1´1DRpλrn1sq´1, we have
XkDRpλrn1sq “ ´
˜
C `
8ÿ
i“1
DDpi´ 1qCAp´iq
¸
A˜1´1.
Combined with (2.11) and that both C and D are λpn1,ns-Hodge bounded, this equality
implies that XkDRpλrn1sq is λpn1,ns-Hodge bounded and
(2.14) HpXkDRpλrn1sq, 1q ě α.
Hence there exists Y 1k P MnpRq such that YkDRpλrnsq “ DRpλrnsqY 1k. By Lemma 2.3.7, Yk
is λrns-stable.
Note that
YkMY
´1
k “
„
A´BXk B
XkA` C ´DXk ´XkBXk XkB `D

.
We set C 1 :“ XkA` C ´DXk ´XkBXk and need to prove that
HpC 1, 1q ě α and C 1 ” 0 pmod mk`1q.
The first inequality follows directly from HpC, 1q ě α, (2.12) and (2.14). It remains to
prove the second congruence relation. From our construction, for every i ě 1 we have
A˜´1A ” In1 pmod mq
T˜ pi`1qλn1Ap´iqA˜´1 ” T˜ pi`1qλn1Ap´i´ 1qA˜´1A pmod mq,
T˜´pi`1qλn1D2Dpi´ 1q ” T˜´pi`1qλn1DDpiq pmod mq.
Combining these congruences above with T˜´αC ” 0 pmod mkq, we have
(2.15) T˜´αD2Dpi´ 1qCAp´iqA˜´1 ” T˜´αDDpiqCAp´i´ 1qA˜´1A pmod mk`1q
and
(2.16) T˜´αC ” T˜´αCA˜´1A pmod mk`1q.
By T˜ λn1Ap´1qA˜´1A ” T˜ λn1 A˜´1 pmod mq, we have
(2.17) T˜´αDCA˜´1 ” T˜´αDCAp´1qA˜´1A pmod mk`1q.
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By (2.13), we have Xk ” 0 pmod mkq and T˜´αXkB ” 0 pmod mkq. Combined with
our hypothesis k ě 1, the above two congruences imply
T˜´αXkBXk ” 0 pmod mk`1q.
Combined with (2.10), (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17), this congruence implies
T˜´αC 1 ” 0 pmod mk`1q. 
Remark 2.3.12. We emphasize that in the above argument, all the congruences modulo
powers of m are for matrices with entries in R instead of Rr 1
T˜
s. The reason is mk ¨Rr 1
T˜
sXR
and mk are not necessary to be the same. Equivalently, we do not know whether T˜ is a
non-zero divisor in the ring R{mk in general. However, this is true for k “ 1 by Lemma 2.3.2.
Now we prove Proposition 2.3.10.
Proof of Proposition 2.3.10. Combining our hypotheses C ” 0 pmod mq and HpC, 1q ě α
with Lemma 2.3.2, we have T˜´αC ” 0 pmod mq. We can apply Lemma 2.3.11 inductively
to get a sequence of matrices pXkqkě1 in Mpn´n1qˆn1pRq with the following properties:
‚ HpXk, 1q ě α´ λn1 , and T˜ λn1´αXk ” 0 pmod mkq.
‚ The matrix Yk “
„
In1 0
Xk In´n1

is λrns-stable.
‚ If we set
pYk . . . Y1qMpYk . . . Y1q´1 :“
«
A1k B1k
C 1k D1k
n1
n1
ff
,
then HpC 1k, 1q ě α and T˜´αC 1k ” 0 pmod mk`1q.
The series
8ř
i“1
Xi converges to a matrix X P Mpn´n1qˆn1pRq with HpX, 1q ě α ´ λn1 .
Therefore the products tYk . . . Y1|k ě 1u converge to the matrix Y “
„
In1 0
X In´n1

. By our
construction as above, it is straightforward to verify that Y is λrns-stable and YMY ´1 is
of the form
«
A1 B1
0 D1
n1
n1
ff
. 
Theorem 2.3.13. Let M P M8pRq be a λ-Hodge bounded matrix and M¯ P M8pFpJT Kq be
its reduction by m. Suppose that Ω “ ts1 ă s2 ă . . . u is a set of touching vertices of M¯
such that NpM¯, sq “
sř
i“1
λi, for all s P Ω. Then there exists a λ-stable matrix Q P GL8pRq
with the following properties:
(1) Q is λ-stable, and in particular QMQ´1 is λ-Hodge bounded;
(2) QMQ´1 is of the following block upper triangular shape:
QMQ´1 “
«
M11 M12
0 M22
s1
s1
ff
.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2.18, there exists a λ-stable matrix Q¯1 P GL8pFpJT Kq such that
Q¯1M¯Q¯1´1 is block upper triangular of the shape
«
N11 N12
0 N22
s1
s1
ff
. Let Q1 P M8pRq be
a special lift of Q¯1. By Lemma 2.3.9, Q1 is invertible; and by Corollary 2.3.8, Q1 is λ-stable.
Thus we may assume that M¯ is block upper triangular with the prescribed shape. We first
take an infinite subsequence s1 :“ ps11, . . . q of Ω such that s11 ą `M¯ as in Lemma 2.2.21.
By Proposition 2.3.10 with M :“Mrs11s P Ms11pRq, we get a matrix X1 P Mps11´s1qˆs1pRq
such that
‚ HpX1, 1q ě λs11 ´ λs1 .
‚ If we set Y1 :“
„
Is1 0
X1 Is11´s1

, then Y1 is λ
rs11s-stable and Y1Mrs11sY
´1
1 is of the form
«
A11 B11
0 D11
s1
s1
ff
.
Let P1 :“
„
Y1 0
0 I8

“
»–Is1 0 0X1 Is11´s1 0
0 0 I8
fifl . Then P1 is λ-stable and M1 :“ P1MP´11 is of
the form
»–A11 B11 ˚0 D11 ˚˚ ˚ ˚
fifl .
Now we consider the matrix pM1qrs12s P Ms12pRq which satisfies all the hypotheses in
Proposition 2.3.10 with α “ λs12 . Moreover, if we write pM1qrs12s in the form pM1qrs12s “«
A B
C D
s1
s1
ff
, then HpC, 1q ě λs12 . Hence there exists X2 P Mps12´s1qˆs1pmq such that if we set
Y2 :“
„
Is1 0
X2 Is12´s1

, then Y2 is λ
rs12s-stable and Y2pM1qrs12sY ´12 is of the form
«
A12 B12
0 D12
s1
s1
ff
.
Moreover, we have HpX2, 1q ě λs12 ´ λs1 . Let P2 :“
„
Y2 0
0 I8

“
»–Is1 0 0X2 Is12´s1 0
0 0 I8
fifl . Then
P2 is λ-stable and P2M1P
´1
2 “ pP2P1qMpP2P1q´1 is of the form
»–A12 B12 ˚0 D12 ˚˚ ˚ ˚
fifl.
We repeat this iteration and get a sequence of matricesˆ
Pk “
„
Is1 0
P 1k I8
 ˇˇˇ
k P N
˙
Ă GL8pRq
such that Pk is λ-stable and HpP 1k, 1q ě λs1k ´ λs1 . Moreover, pPk . . . P1qMpPk . . . P1q´1 is
of the form
»–A1k B1k ˚0 D1k ˚˚ ˚ ˚
fifl. The infinite series 8ř
i“1
P 1i converges to a matrix P 1 and hence
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the product Pk . . . P1 converges to P “
„
Is1 0
P 1 I8

. By our construction, P is λ-stable and
PMP´1 is of the form
«
N11 N12
0 N22
s1
s1
ff
. 
3. Automorphic forms for definite quaternion algebras and completed
homology
3.1. Notations.
(1) Let F be a totally real field of degree g over Q and OF be its ring of integers. Let
I “ HompF, Q¯q denote the set of embeddings of F into Q¯.
(2) Fix an odd prime p which splits completely in F . We set Op “ OF bZ Zp and
Fp “ F bQ Qp. For every i P I, let pi be the prime of OF induced by the composite
ip “ ιp ˝ i : F Ñ Q¯p. Let Fpi (resp. Opi) denote the completion of F (resp. OF )
at pi. For α P Fp and i P I, we denote by αi the i-component of α under the
natural isomorphism Fp – ś
iPI
Fpi . Since p splits in F , the embedding Qp Ñ Fpi is an
isomorphism Qp – Fpi and hence get Zp – Opi . For every i P I, we fix a uniformizer
pii of Opi and let pi “
ś
iPI
pii P Op.
(3) For every i P I, we use ∆i to denote the torsion subgroup of Opˆi . Hence we have a
decomposition of the multiplicative group Opˆi – ∆i ˆ p1` piiOpiq.
(4) Let AF,f (resp. A
ppq
F,f ) denote the ring of finite adeles (resp. finite prime-to-p adeles)
of F .
(5) We use NmF {Q : Fˆ Ñ Qˆ to denote the norm map. For simplicity, the norm map
Fpˆ Ñ Qpˆ will also be denoted by NmF {Q.
(6) Following [4], we define N “ t|x|p : x P Q¯pˆ uXp0, 1s “ pQXp0, 1s and Nˆ “ N zt1u “
pQ X p0, 1q.
(7) We use A1 (resp. Gm) to denote the rigid analytification of the affine line (resp.
affine line with zero removed).
(8) For r “ priqiPI P N I and α “ pαiqiPI P Op, we define Bpα, rq to be the Qp-polydisc
such that Bpα, rqpCpq “ tpxiqiPI P CIp||xi ´ ippαiq|p ď ri, for all i P Iu, and Br “ś
αPOp
Bpα, rq. If r P pNˆqI , we define Brˆ “
ś
αPOpˆ
Bpα, rq.
(9) Let K be a complete field extension of Qp and X “ SppAq be a K-affinoid space.
Given a continuous character χ : Opˆ Ñ Aˆ, it follows from [4, Proposition 8.3] that
there exists at least one r P pNˆqI and for such an r, a unique map of K-rigid spaces
βr : Brˆ ˆX Ñ Gm, such that for any α P Opˆ , χpαq P Aˆ “ OpXqˆ corresponds to
the map βrpα,´q : X Ñ Gm obtained by evaluating βr at α P Brˆ pQpq, under the
bijection OpXqˆ – HomQp-rigid space pX,Gmq established in [4, Lemma 8.2(a)]. We
call βr the r-thickening of χ.
(10) Let χ : Opˆ Ñ Cpˆ be a continuous character. For every i P I, we denote by χi
the i-component of χ, i.e. χi is the composite Opˆi ãÑ Opˆ χÝÑ Cpˆ . We define
the coordinates T “ pTiqiPI of χ as Ti “ Tχi :“ χipexpppiiqq ´ 1 for all i P I.
For r “ priqiPI P pNˆqI , the character χ admits the r-thickening if and only if
vppTiq ą prip´1 for all i P I.
(11) Define an embedding ιF : OˆF Ñ Opˆ ˆ Opˆ , x ÞÑ px, x2q. We always regard OˆF
as a subgroup of Opˆ ˆ Opˆ by ιF . A weight is defined to be a continuous group
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homomorphism κ “ pn, νq : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ for some affinoid Qp-space X “ SppAq,
such that kerpκq contains a subgroup of OˆF of finite index. For such a weight κ, we
define rpκq to be the largest element r in pNˆqI (with the obvious partial order),
such that the continuous homomorphism n : Opˆ Ñ OpXqˆ admits the r-thickening.
(12) Let D{F be a totally definite quaternion algebra over F with discriminant d. Assume
that pp, dq “ 1. Let Df “ DbFAF,f and Dppqf “ DbFAppqF,f . Fix a maximal order OD
of D. For each finite place v of F prime to d, we fix an isomorphism ODbOF OF,v –
M2pOF,vq. In particular, we have an isomorphism OD bOF Op – M2pOpq. For an
ideal n of OF prime to d, we denote by UD,ppq0 pnq and UD,ppq1 pnq the subgroups of
pOD b Zˆppqqˆ consisting of matrices which are congruent to
„ ˚ ˚
0 ˚

and
„ ˚ ˚
0 1

mod n, respectively.
(13) For a Qp-Banach algebra A with norm | ¨ |, we define a subring AttXuu of AJXK as
AttXuu “
#ÿ
ně0
cnX
n P AJXKˇˇˇ lim
nÑ8 |cn|R
n “ 0, for any R P Rą0
+
3.2. Subgroups of GL2pFpq.
(1) For a commutative ring R with unit 1, we define the following subgroups of GL2pRq:
BpRq “
„
Rˆ R
0 Rˆ

, T pRq “
„
Rˆ 0
0 Rˆ

, NpRq “
„
1 R
0 1

, and DpRq “
"„
α 0
0 α
 ˇˇˇ
α P Rˆ
*
For a subgroup H of Rˆ, we define
T pHq “
„
Hˆ 0
0 Hˆ

and DpHq “
"„
α 0
0 α
 ˇˇˇ
α P H
*
.
(2) Fix i P I and a positive integer ti. We define the following subgroups of GL2pOpiq:
Iw
pi
ti
i
“
„ Opˆi Opi
pitii Opi Opˆi

, N¯ppitii Opiq “
„
1 0
pitii Opi 1

and B¯ppitii Opiq “
„ Opˆi 0
pitii Opi Opˆi

.
Given t “ ptiqiPI P NI , we define Iwpit “
ś
iPI
Iw
pi
ti
i
and define N¯ppitOpq, B¯ppitOpq
similarly. Any element g in Iwpit can be represented by pgiqiPI , with gi P Iwpimii , and
for any gi P Iwpitii , we can view it as an element in Iwpit whose j-component is the
identity matrix, for all j ‰ i. All the groups we define above are profinite and are
considered as topological groups endowed with the profinite topology.
(3) For i P I and ti P N, we will identify Opi with N¯ppitii Opiq via the isomorphism
n¯i : Opi Ñ N¯ppitii Opiq, z ÞÑ
»– 1 0
pitii z 1
fifl. For t P NI , we will identify Op with
N¯ppitOpq via the isomorphism n¯ : Op Ñ N¯ppitOpq, z ÞÑ
»– 1 0
pitz 1
fifl.
(4) For i P I, we use Iwpii,1 “
»– 1` piiOpi Opi
piiOpiz 1` piiOpi
fifl to denote the pro-p-subgroup
of Iwpii . Then the map T p∆iq ˆ Iwpi,1 Ñ Iwpi, pt, gq ÞÑ tg is a bijection. Denote
Iwpi,1 “ ś
iPI
Iwpii,1.
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(5) The Iwasawa decomposition is the following bijection:
NpOpq ˆ T pOpq ˆ N¯ppitOpq Ñ Iwpit , pN,T, N¯q ÞÑ NTN¯.
(6) For i P I and ti P N, we define an involution ˚ on Iwpitii by g “
„
a b
c d

P Iw
pi
ti
i
ÞÑ
g˚ “
„
a c{pitii
pitii b d

. We use similar formulas to define involutions on Iwpit for
t P NI .
(7) For t “ ptiqiPI P NI , we define
Mpim “
"
γ “ pγiqiPI P M2pOpq
ˇˇˇ
if γi “
„
ai bi
ci di

, then detpγiq ‰ 0, pitii |ci, pii - di
*
.
Then Mpit contains Iwpit and is a monoid under multiplication. The involution ˚
can be extended to Mpit by the same formula. For i P I and ti P N, we define the
monoid M
pi
ti
i
Ă M2pOpiq in a similar way.
3.3. Induced representations. Let A be a topological ring in which p is topologically
nilpotent and κ “ pn, νq : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ be a continuous character.
Convention 3.3.1. Given the character κ as above, we always extend ν to a continuous
homomorphism Fpˆ Ñ Aˆ by requiring νppiiq “ 1, for all i P I.
The character κ induces a character κT : T pOpq Ñ Aˆ,
„
a 0
0 d

ÞÑ npdq ¨ νpadq. The
character κT extends to a character κB (resp. κB¯) of BpOpq (resp. B¯ppiOpq) as T pOpq is a
quotient of BpOpq (resp. B¯ppiOpq).
Fix t P NI . Consider the induced representation
(3.1) Ind
Iwpit
BpOpqpκBq–
!
f P CpIwpit , Aq|fpbgq “ κBpbqfpgq, for all b P BpOpq, g P Iwpit
)
.
We define a right action of Iwpit on Ind
Iwpit
BpOpqpκBq by f ˝mpgq “ fpgm˚q. By Iwasawa
decomposition, we have the following bijection:
Ind
Iwpit
BpOpqpκBq Ñ CpOp, Aq,
f ÞÑ hpzq– fpn¯pzqq “ f
ˆ„
1 0
pitz 1
˙
.
The right action of Iwpit on Ind
Iwpit
BpOpqpκBq induces a right action on CpOp, Aq, which can be
written in the following explicit formula:
(3.2) h ˝mpzq “ npcz ` dqνpad´ bcqhpaz ` b
cz ` dq, for m “
„
a b
c d

.
Using the exact formula in (3.2), we can extend this action to the monoid Mpit .
3.4. Space of p-adic automorphic forms. We will recall Buzzard’s construction of over-
convergent automorphic forms in [4].
Let A be a Qp-affinoid algebra and X “ SppAq be the corresponding affinoid space. Let
κ “ pn, νq : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ Aˆ be a weight. We write rpκq “ pp´mκ,iqiPI . Fix r “ priqiPI “
pp´miqiPI P N I . Define Aκ,r to be the Qp-Banach algebra OpBr ˆ Xq “ OBrbˆQpA. As
Op is Zariski dense in Br, we have an embedding Aκ,r Ñ CpOp, Aq, and we view Aκ,r as a
subspace of CpOp, Aq via this embedding.
Definition 3.4.1. t P NI is good for pκ, rq if mi ` ti ě mκ,i for all i P I.
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Fix t P NI that is good for pκ, rq. It is easy to check that the right action of Mpit on
CpOp, Aq leaves the subspace Aκ,r stable, and hence we can use formula 3.2 to define a right
action of the monoid Mpit on Aκ,r.
Fix an open compact subgroup Kp Ă Dppq,ˆf and t P NI which is good for pκ, rq. As
in [4], we define the space of r-overcongergent automorphic forms of weight κ and level
KpIwpit to be the A-module
SDκ pKpIwpit , rq “ tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ Aκ,r|φpguq “ φpgq ˝ u, for all g P Dˆf , u P Iwpitu
3.5. Hecke operators. Let κ “ pn, νq : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ, r “ priqiPI P N I , and t P NI be
the same as the previous section. Fix an open compact subgroup Kp of D
ppq,ˆ
f . In the rest
of this paper, we will make the following convention on the choice of Kp.
Convention 3.5.1. Kp is of the form U
ppq
0 pnq or U ppq1 pnq for some ideal n of OF prime to
pd.
Let K “ KpIwpit be the open compact subgroup of Dˆf . Now we recall the definition
of Hecke operators on the space SDκ pKpIwpit , rq.
Let v be a finite place of F where D splits and fix a uniformizer piv of Fv. In particular,
when v “ i P I is over p, we choose piv “ pii as before. Let ηv “
„
piv 0
0 1

P GL2pFvq, and
we view ηv as an element in D
ˆ
f whose components away from v are the identity element.
We fix a double coset decomposition
KηvK “
ğ
j
Kxj ,
with xj P Dˆf . We use xj,p to denote the v-component of xj . The Hecke operator Uv on
SDκ pKpIwpit , rq is defined to be
(3.3) Uvpφq “
ÿ
j
φ|xj , with φ|xj pxq “ φpxx´1j q ˝ xj,p, for φ P SDκ pKpIwpit , rq.
When v “ i P I, the operator Ui depends on the choice of the uniformizer pii, and we
will write Upii for Ui. For later computation, we give a more explicit expression of the Upii
operator. We fix a double coset decomposition
IwpitηiIwpit “
p´1ğ
j“0
Iwpitvi,j ,
with vi,j “
„
pii 0
jpitii 1

P M
pi
ti
i
Ă Mpit for j “ 0, . . . , p ´ 1. The Upii-operator can be
described by the following formula:
(3.4) Upiipφq “
ÿ
j
φ|vi,j , with φ|vi,j pxq “ φpxv´1i,j q ˝ vi,j .
When v is prime to np, we view piv as a central element in D
ˆ
f . Choose a double coset
decomposition
KpivK “
ğ
j
Kyj ,
with yj P Dˆf . The Hecke operator Sv on SDκ pKpIwpit , rq is defined to be
(3.5) Svpφq “
ÿ
j
φ|yj .
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The Hecke operators Uv’s and Sv’s for all possible v’s commute with each other. In
particular, we define Upi “ ś
iPI
Upii .
By [4, Lemma 12.2], the operator Upi acting on S
D
κ pKpIwpit , rq is compact, and we can
consider its characteristic power series:
CharpUpi;SDκ pKpIwpit , rqq “ detpI´XUpi|SDκ pKpIwpit ,rqq P AttXuu
We make two remarks on the characteristic power series CharpUpi;SDκ pKpIwpit , rqq:
Remark 3.5.2. (1) By [4, Lemma 13.1], CharpUpi;SDκ pKpIwpit , rqq is independent of r
(as long as t is good for the pair pκ, rq);
(2) It follows from [4, Proposition 11.1] that there is a canonical Hecke equivariant iso-
morphism SDκ pKpIwpit , rq – SDκ pKpIwpi, r1q for some explicit r1 P pNˆqI . This is the
well known phenomenon that ‘the characteristic power series does not see the higher
Iwpit-structure’. For this reason, we will only work over the space S
D
κ pKpIwpi, rq, i.e.
t “ p1, . . . , 1q.
3.6. The eigenvariety datum for D. In this section, we recall the construction of the
spectral varieties and eigenvarieties associated to D as constructed in [4, Part III]. We will
follow [10, §4] to define an eigenvariety datum as we will use Hansen’s interpolation theorem
to translate our results to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties (see §6 below).
We start with the definition of the weight space. As in [1], the weight space W is defined
to be the rigid analytic space over Qp associated to the complete group algebra ZpJOpˆ ˆZpˆ K.
Hence a closed point of W is a continuous character χ “ pν, µq : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Cpˆ .
Remark 3.6.1. It will be helpful to compare the weight space constructed in [4] with the
weight space constructed above.
First we recall its construction in [4]. Let G Ă OˆF be a subgroup of finite index. Recall
that we regard G as a subgroup of Opˆ ˆ Opˆ via the embedding ιF : OˆF Ñ Opˆ ˆ Opˆ ,
x ÞÑ px, x2q. We use ΓG to denote the quotient of Opˆ ˆOpˆ by the closure of G. From [4,
Lemma 8.2], the functor which sends a Qp-rigid space U to the group of continuous group
homomorphism ΓG Ñ OpUqˆ is represented by a Qp-rigid space XΓG (actually XΓG is iso-
morphic to the product of an open unit polydisc and a finite rigid space over Qp). The
weight space W full is the direct limit limÝÑ
G
XΓG as G varies over the set of subgroups of finite
index of OˆF . If G1 Ă G2 Ă OˆF are two subgroups of OˆF of finite index, the natural ho-
momorphism ΓG1 Ñ ΓG2 is surjective with finite kernel and hence the corresponding map
XΓG2 Ñ XΓG1 is a closed immersion and geometrically identifies XΓG2 with a union of com-
ponents of XΓG1 . Hence tXΓG |G is a subgroup of OˆF of finite indexu forms an admissible
cover of the weight space W. It follows that the dimension of W full is g ` 1` δ, where δ is
the Leopoldt defect for pF, pq.
Now let’s explain the relation between the two weight spaces W and W full. Define a
continuous homomorphism φη : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ , pα, βq ÞÑ pα´2β,NmF {Qpαqq. The
kernel kerpφηq contains the group G “ Oˆ,`F and hence φη induces a map η : W Ñ XΓG
of rigid analytic spaces over Qp and hence a map η : W Ñ W full. Since dimW “ g ` 1, if
the Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for pF, pq, the map η : W Ñ W full would be an immersion
which identifies W with a set of connected components of W full.
There are two reasons why we use the weight space W instead of W full: first, we do
not even know the dimension of the weight space W full without assuming the Leopoldt’s
conjecture for pF, pq and it is rather complicated to describe the connected components of
W full and classical weights on every component; second, as an application we will use p-adic
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Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to translate our results to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties
as constructed in [1], and the weight space W is the one considered there.
Since the action of the monoid Mpi on the spaces Aκ,r depends on the characters
of Opˆ ˆ Opˆ , it is useful to have an explicit expression of the map W Ñ W full in term of
characters. Let A be an affinoid Qp-algebra and χ “ pν, µq : Opˆ ˆZpˆ Ñ Aˆ be a continuous
character. Then the composite κ “ χ˝φη : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ is of the form κ “ pn, νq, where
n : Opˆ Ñ Aˆ is the character defined by α ÞÑ νpαq´2 ¨ pµ ˝NmF {Qpαqq. The character κ is
called the character of Opˆ ˆOpˆ associated to χ.
Convention 3.6.2. In the rest of this paper, a weight κ : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ Aˆ is always the
character associated to some character χ of Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ as constructed above.
We fix an open compact subgroup Kp of D
ppq,ˆ
f as before. For an affinoid subdomain
U “ SppAq Ă W, we use χU : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ to denote the universal character and
κU : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ Aˆ be the character associated to χU . For simplicity, we use fU pXq to
denote CharpUpi, SDκU pKpIwpi, rpκU qqq P AttXuu.
The spectral variety wt : ZD Ñ W is defined to be the Fredholm hypersurface of
W ˆ A1 associated to the compact operator Upi. More precisely, for every affinoid U of
W, wt´1pUq Ă U ˆ A1 is the zero locus of the characteristic power series fU pXq. We use
wt : ZD ÑW (resp. a´1pi : ZD Ñ A1) to denote the first (resp. second) projection.
Let Y Ă ZD be an affinoid open subdomain. Y is called slope adapted if there exist
h P Q and an affinoid U “ SppAq ĂW, such that Y “ AxphXy{pfU pXqq as an open affinoid
open subset of ZD and the natural map Y Ñ U is finite and flat. Fo such an affinoid Y , the
characteristic power series fU pXq admits a slope ď h-factorization fU pXq “ QpXq ¨ RpXq
and OpY q – ArXs{pQpXqq. More precisely, we have the following characterization of QpXq
and RpXq:
‚ QpXq is a polynomial whose leading coefficient is a unit and the slopes of the Newton
polygon of QpXq are all ď h;
‚ RpXq is an entire power series and the slopes of the Newton polygon of RpXq are
all ą h.
Moreover, it follows from [4, Theorem 3.3] that the space SDκU pKpIwpi, rpκU qq admits a slope
ď h-decomposition SDκU pKpIwpi, rpκU qq “ SD,ďhκU ‘SD,ąhκU in the sense of [10, Definition 2.3.1].
In particular, SD,ďhκU is an OpY q – ArXs{pQpXqq-module via the map X ÞÑ U´1pi . Recall
that by [10, Proposition 4.1.4], the collection of slope-adapted affinoids forms an admissible
cover of ZD. Hence the association Y ÞÑ SD,ďhκU defines a coherent sheaf MD on ZD.
Let T be the Hecke algebra over Qp generated by the Hecke operators Uv’s and Sv’s
for all finite places v of F not dividing pn, and all the Upii ’s for all i P I defined in §3.5
and ψ : T Ñ EndZDpMDq be the natural homomorphism of Qp-algebras. The tuple
D “ pW,ZD,MD,T, ψq is an eigenvariety datum in the sense of [10, Definition 4.2.1]. We
use XD to denote the associated eigenvariety together with the finite morphism pi : XD Ñ ZD
and a morphism w : XD ÑW. It follows from [10, Theorem 4.2.2] that every point x of XD
lying over z P ZD corresponds to a generalized eigenspace for the action of T on MDpzq.
In particular, we use aipxq to denote the eigenvalue of the Upii-operator for all i P I.
Let W˚ be the rigid analytic space associated to ZpJOpˆ K. The homomorphism φρ :
Opˆ Ñ Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ , α ÞÑ pα´2,NmF {Qpαqq induces a map of rigid spaces ρ : W Ñ W˚.
Explicitly ρ maps a weight pν, µq of Opˆ ˆZpˆ to the character n of Opˆ defined above. Each
closed point of W˚ corresponds to a continuous character n : Opˆ Ñ Cpˆ . The coordinates
Ti˚ , i P I of n defined in section 3.1 form a set of parameters on W˚. Let Ti “ φρpTi˚ q
and T “ r1, expppqs ´ 1 P ZpJOp ˆ ZpK. The set tpTiqiPI , T u forms a full set of parameters
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on the weight space W. Let J be a nonempty subset of I and rJ “ prjqjPJ P p0, 1qJ .
We define WąrJ to be the subspace of W where |Tj |p ą rj , for all j P J . Then define
ZąrJD “ wt´1pWąrJ q and XąrJD “ w´1pWąrJ q.
Remark 3.6.3. We can use a similar trick as in [18, Remark 2.14] to replace the open
compact subgroup Kp be a sufficiently small one. For an ideal n1 of OF prime to pδD, let
K 1p “ Kp X U ppq0 pn1q or Kp X U ppq1 pn1q. Then the spectral variety (resp. eigenvariety) for
Kp is a union of connected components of the spectral variety (resp. eigenvariety) for K 1p.
Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for sufficiently small Kp.
3.7. Integral model of the space of p-adic automorphic forms. Let A be a topological
ring in which p is topologically nilpotent and χ “ pν, µq : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ be a continuous
character. Let κ “ pn, νq : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ be the associated character of Opˆ ˆOpˆ . Recall
that from κ, we can define a character κT (resp. κB, κB¯) of T pOpq (resp. BpOpq, B¯ppiOpq)
as in §3.3. For any i P I, we use κi “ pni, νiq : Opˆi ˆOpˆi Ñ Aˆ to denote the i-component
of κ. We extend the character ν to a character ν : Fpˆ Ñ Aˆ as before.
Similar with [18, §2.7], we make the following:
Definition 3.7.1. We define the space of integral p-adic automorphic forms for D to be
SDκ,IpKp, Aq– tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ IndIwpiBpOpqpκq|φpxuq “ φpxq ˝ u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpiu
“ tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpOp, Aq|φpxuq “ φpxq ˝ u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpiu.
Remark 3.7.2. For any t P NI , we can define the space of integral p-adic automorphic
forms of level KpIwpit as follows:
SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Aq– tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpOp, Aq|φpxuq “ φpxq˝u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpitu
This definition gives no generalization of Definition 3.7.1. In fact, for t P NI and s P
ZIě0, we have an Hecke equivariant isomorphism between the spaces SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Aq and
SDκ,IpKpIwpit`s , Aq. This fact is well known to experts. For completeness, we give a sketch
of the construction of the isomorphisms and refer [4, §11], especially Proposition 11.1 for
more details.
For φ P SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Aq, we define ψ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpOp, Aq by
ψpxq “ φ
ˆ
x
„
pi´s 0
0 1
˙
˝
„
pis 0
0 1

.
One can check ψ P SDκ,IpKpIwpit`s , Aq and we obtain a map ι1 : SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Aq Ñ
SDκ,IpKpIwpit`s , Aq.
Conversely, given ψ P SDκ,IpKpIwpit`s , Aq, define φ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpOp, Aq as follows:
φpxqpz1q “ ψ
ˆ
x
„
pis α
0 1
˙
pzq, with z1 “ pisz ` α for some z, α P Op.
One can verify that this definition is independent of the expression of z1 “ pisz`α P Op and
φ P SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Aq. So we obtain another map ι2 : SDκ,IpKpIwpit`s , Aq Ñ SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Aq.
The two maps ι1 and ι2 establish the desired Hecke equivariant isomorphism.
For a better interpretation of Definition 3.7.7 below, it is useful to explain the relation
between the space of integral p-adic automorphic forms for D and the completed homology
group of the Shimura varieties associated to the algebraic group ResF {QDˆ. Recall the
completed homology group (of degree 0) is defined as
H˜0 – limÐÝ
Kp
H0pDˆzDˆf {KpKp,Zpq “ limÐÝ
Kp
ZprDˆzDˆf {KpKps,
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where in the inverse limit, Kp ranges over all open compact subgroups of GL2pOpq. For
each Kp, the group H0pDˆzDˆf {KpKp,Zpq is endowed with the p-adic topology and H˜0 is
endowed with the inverse limit topology. The complete homology group H˜0 carries a natural
right action of GL2pFpq induced by the right translation of GL2pFpq on Dˆf .
Proposition 3.7.3. There is a natural isomorphism of A-modules:
SDκ,IpKp, Aq Ñ Homcts,B¯ppiOpqpH˜0, ApκB¯qq.
Proof. This result is well known to experts. We only give a sketch of the construction of
the isomorphism here.
By definition, the induced representation IndIwpiBpOpqpκq is a subspace of CpIwpi, Aq. The
right action of Iwpi on Ind
Iwpi
BpOpqpκq can be extended to CpIwpi, Aq by the same formula:
f ˝upgq “ fpgu˚q. It is worthwhile to remark here that the action of the monoid M1 cannot
be extended to CpIwpi, Aq.
Given a map φ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpIwpi, Aq, with the property that φpxuq “ φpxq ˝ u,
for all x P Dˆf and u P Iwpi. We define a map f˜ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ A by f˜pxq “ φpxqpI2q,
where I2 P Iwpi is the identity matrix. Since φpxq P CpIwpi, Aq, for all x P Dˆf , f˜ induces a
continuous map f : H˜0 Ñ A. Moreover, when φ P SDκ,IpKpq, it is straightforward to check
that f P Homcts,B¯ppiOpqpH˜0, ApκB¯qq.
Conversely, given a continuous map f : H˜0 Ñ A, we view f as a map DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ A,
such that f mod I is locally constant on cosets of GL2pFpq for all nonempty open ideals of
A. Define φ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpIwpi, Aq by φpxqpgq “ fpxg˚q, for x P Dˆf , g P Iwpi. It is easy
to check that φpxuq “ φpxq˝u, for x P Dˆf and u P Iwpi, and if f P Homcts,B¯ppiOpqpH˜0, ApκB¯qq,
then φpxq P IndIwpiBpOpqpκq, for all x P Dˆf .

Inspired by Proposition 3.7.3, if we replace the group B¯ppiOpq by B¯ppiiOpiq for some
i P I, we obtain the space HomB¯ppiiOpi qpH˜0, ApκB¯qq that contains SDκ,IpKp, Aq. Elements in
HomB¯ppiiOpi qpH˜0, ApκB¯qq looks like automorphic forms at the place i P I, and are continuous
functions on the complete homology H˜0 at all other places i
1 ‰ i. For our argument, we need
a generalization of the space HomB¯ppiiOpi qpH˜0, ApκB¯qq. First we introduce some notations.
Notation 3.7.4. Let J be a subset of I. We use Jc to denote the complement of J in I.
Define:
(1) Op,J “ ś
jPJ
Opj , piJ “
ś
jPJ
pij P Op,J ;
(2) Iwpi,J “ ś
jPJ
Iwpij , and we regard Iwpi,J as a subgroup of Iwpi whose j
1-component is the
identity matrix, for all j1 R J ; similarly we define subgroup BpOp,Jq (resp. T pOp,Jq,
B¯ppiJOp,Jq, N¯ppiJOp,Jq, DpOp,Jq) of BpOpq (resp. T pOpq, B¯ppiOpq, N¯ppiOpq, DpOpq)
and the monoid Mpi,J Ă M2pOp,Jq;
(3) Fix j P I. We denote P 1j “
#
g P Iwpij ,1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇdetpgq “ 1
+
and define Pj as the subgroup
of Iwpij generated by
„
1 0
0 ∆j

Ă T pOpj q and P 1j . The map DpOpj q ˆ Pj Ñ Iwpij ,
pd, gq ÞÑ dg is an isomorphism of groups (here we use the assumption that p ą 2).
P 1j is the pro-p normal subgroup of Pj and Pj{P 1j – ∆j ;
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(4) Define PJ “ ś
jPJ
Pj and P
1
J “
ś
jPJ
P 1j ;
(5) we use χJ “ pνJ , µq : Oˆp,J ˆZpˆ Ñ Aˆ to denote the restriction to the J-component
of a continuous homomorphism χ “ pν, µq : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ.
In the rest of this section, we fix a nonempty subset J of I and a continuous character
χJ “ pνJ , µq : Oˆp,J ˆZpˆ Ñ Aˆ. We define a character κB,J : BpOp,Jq ˆDpOp,Jcq Ñ Aˆ as
follows:
κB,J
ˆ„
aj bj
0 dj
˙
“ νjpaj{djqµpNmF {Qpdjqq, for j P J,
and
κB,J
ˆ„
aj 0
0 aj
˙
“ µpNmF {Qpajqq, for j R J.
We remark that if χJ is the restriction of a continuous character χ : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ, then
κB,J is the restriction of the character κB : BpOpq Ñ Aˆ, where κ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ is the
character associated to χ and κB is the character defined in §3.3. We make the following:
Definition 3.7.5. Under the above notations, we define CχJ pIwpi, Aq “ IndIwpiBpOp,J qˆDpOp,Jc qpκB,Jq.
In particular, when J “ I and χ “ χJ is a character of Opˆ ˆZpˆ , CχJ pIwpi, Aq is the induced
representation IndIwpiBpOpqpκBq defined in §3.3.
Remark 3.7.6. (1) By definition, CχJ pIwpi, Aq is an A-submodule of the induced repre-
sentation IndIwpiBpOp,J qpκJq Ă CpIwpi, Aq. Recall that we have defined a right action of
Iwpi on CpIwpi, Aq via the formula f ˝ upgq “ fpgu˚q, for f P CpIwpi, Aq and u P Iwpi.
This action leaves the two spaces CχJ pIwpi, Aq and IndIwpiBpOp,J qpκJq stable;
(2) Under the Iwasawa decomposition, IndIwpiBpOp,J qpκJq can be identified with CpOp,J ˆ
Iwpi,Jc , Aq, and the Iwpi-action on the latter space is given by the following explicit
formula:
hpzJ , gJcq ˝ u “
`ź
jPJ
njpcjzj ` djqvjpdetpujqq
˘
hpz1J , gJcuJ˚cq,
where zJ “ pzjqjPJ P Op,J , gJc “ pgj1qj1PJc P Iwpi,Jc and z1J “ pajzj`bjcjzj`dj qjPJ P Op,J .
Using this formula, we can extend this action to the monoid Mpi,J ˆ Iwpi,Jc . This
action also leaves CχJ pIwpi, Aq stable;
(3) Under the Iwasawa decomposition and the bijection DpOpj q ˆ Pj Ñ Iwpij for all
j P Jc, we can identify CχJ pIwpi, Aq with CpOp,J ˆ PJc , Aq;
(4) For α P Opˆ , the diagonal matrix Diagpαq :“
„
α 0
0 α

P DpOpq Ă Iwpi with α on
the diagonal acts on CχJ pIwpi, Aq via multiplication by µpNmF {Qpαqq. This fact will
be used in §3.9.
Definition 3.7.7. Given a nonempty subset J of I and a continuous character χJ : Oˆp,J ˆ
Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ, we define the space of generalized integral p-adic automorphic forms for D to be
SDκ,JpKp, Aq– tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CJpκ,Aq|φpxuq “ φpxq ˝ u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpiu.
For j P J , we can use the exact formula 3.4 to define the Upij -operator on SDκ,JpKp, Aq.
Remark 3.7.8. The reason we use the notation SDκ,JpKp, Aq to denote the space of gen-
eralized integral p-adic automorphic forms is that we want to make it compatible with
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Definition 3.7.1, i.e. when J “ I, SDκ,IpKp, Aq defined above coincides with the space de-
fined in Definition 3.7.1. But we point out that the definition of SDκ,JpKp, Aq only depends
on the character χJ of Oˆp,J ˆZpˆ , even though it may be the restriction of a character χ of
Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ .
Remark 3.7.9. Let J1 Ă J2 be two nonempty subsets of I and χJ2 : Oˆp,J2 ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ be
a continuous character. Let χJ1 be the restriction of χJ2 to Oˆp,J1ˆZpˆ . For later argument,
it is useful to explain the relation between the two spaces SDκ,J1pKp, Aq and SDκ,J2pKp, Aq.
(1) Since BpOp,J1q ˆDpOp,Jc1 q is a subgroup of BpOp,J2q ˆDpOp,Jc2 q, we have a natural
injection CχJ2 pIwpi, Aq ãÑ CχJ1 pIwpi, Aq, which is equivariant under the action of the
monoid Mpi,J1 ˆ Iwpi,Jc1 . This induces an injection SDκ,J2pKp, Aq Ñ SDκ,J1pKp, Aq.
This map is compatible with the Upij -operator on these spaces for all j P J1;
(2) We can define a right action of BpOp,Jcq on CpOp,J ˆ Iwpi,Jc , Aq as follows: ph ¨
bJcqpzJ , gJcq “ hpzJ , bJcgJcq, for bJc P BpOp,Jcq and h P CpOp,J ˆ Iwpi,Jc , Aq. This
action leaves CχJ pIwpi, Aq stable as DpOp,Jcq is central in Iwpi,Jc and hence induces
a right action of BpOp,Jcq on SDκ,JpKp, Aq. Denote J3 “ J2zJ1. Then the injection
CχJ2 pIwpi, Aq ãÑ CχJ1 pIwpi, Aq (resp. SDκ,J2pKp, Aq Ñ SDκ,J1pKp, Aq) identifies the first
space with the subspace of the latter space on which the Borel subgroup BpOp,J3q
acts via the character κB,J2 defined above.
3.8. Spaces of classical automorphic forms. There are three goals in this section:
first, recall the definitions of classical weights and spaces of classical automorphic forms as
defined in [4]; second, prove an Atkin-Lehner duality result (see Proposition 3.8.4 below);
third, explain how to realize some spaces of classical automorphic forms as subspaces of the
space of generalized integral p-adic automorphic forms.
Let ν “ pνiqiPI P ZI and µ P Z, such that n “ pni :“ µ´2νiqiPI P NI . Define a character
χ : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Qpˆ , pα, βq ÞÑ βr
ś
iPI
ippαiqνi . The associated character κ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Qpˆ
is given by κpα, βq “ ś
iPI
ippαiqniippβiqνi . We call such a weight to be algebraic. Let L be a
finite extension of Qp. A weight κ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Lˆ is called locally algebraic, or classical,
if κ decomposes as κ “ κalgκfin, where κalg (resp. κfin “ ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Lˆ)
is an algebraic weight (resp. a finite character). Hence a locally algebraic weight can
be represented by a triple ppniqiPI P NI , pνiqiPI P ZI , ψ “ pψ1, ψ2qq with the property
that n ` 2ν P Z and the character ψ1 ¨ ψ22 : Opˆ Ñ Lˆ factors through the norm map
NmF {Q : Opˆ Ñ Zpˆ (see Convention 3.6.2).
Fix such a locally algebraic weight κ “ pn “ pniqiPI , ν “ pνiqiPI , ψq. Let rpκq “
pp´mκ,iqiPI and t “ ptiqiPI P NI , such that ψ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Lˆ factors through pOp{pitqˆ ˆ
pOp{pitqˆ. It is straightforward to verify that ti ě mκ,i for all i P I. In particular, t is good
for pκ, rq, for all r P N I . From the integer νi and the character ψ2,i : Opˆi Ñ Lˆ, we define
another character τi : Opˆi Ñ Lˆ, βi ÞÑ ippβiqνiψ2,ipβiq and extend it to a character of Fpˆi
by letting τippiiq “ 1.
Define Lκ be the the L-vector space with basis tś
iPI
Z lii |0 ď li ď ni, for all iu where Zi’s
are independent indeterminates. The space Lκ carries a right action of Mpit defined by˜ź
iPI
Z lii
¸
˝ γ “
ź
iPI
ψ1,ipdiqτipdetpγiqqpaiZi ` biqlipciZi ` diqni´li ,
for γ “ pγiqiPI PMpit with γi “
„
ai bi
ci di

for i P I.
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Fix an open compact subgroup Kp of D
ppq,ˆ
f and let K “ KpIwpit be the subgroup of
Dˆf .
Definition 3.8.1. Under the above notations, define k “ n`2 P ZIě2 and w “ n`ν`1 P ZI .
The space of classical automorphic forms of weight pk,wq, level K and character ψ for D is
defined to be
SDk,wpK,ψq “ tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ Ln,v|φpxuq “ φpxq ˝ u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpitu.
Remark 3.8.2. We remark that our convention 3.3.1 on the weight κ “ pn, νq : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ
Lˆ makes our definition of Hecke operators on the spaces of classical automorphic forms
slightly different from the ‘usual’ one (see [13, §2] for example). To be more precise, we
assume that the character ψ above is trivial for simplicity. We will define a second action of
the monoid Mpit on Lκ below. This action coincides with the action we defined above when
restricting to Iwpit . In particular, it defines the same spaces of classical automorphic forms.
However, this two actions differ by a power of pi as action of the monoid Mpit and therefore
define different Hecke operators. If we use Upii,cl to denote the Hecke operator defined by
the second action }γ , then it is related with our Hecke operator Upii defined in §3.5 via the
equality Upii,cl “ piνii Upii . The reason that we renormalize the Hecke operators is that the
quantity piνii does not vary analytically with ν.
We keep the notations as before. We define another right action of the monoid Mpit on
Lκ by the formula:˜ź
iPI
Z lii
¸›››
γ
“
ź
iPI
pdetpγiqqνippaiZi ` biqlipciZi ` diqni´liq
for γ “ pγiqiPI P Mpit and γi “
„
ai bi
ci di

, for all i P I. Then the space of classical
automorphic forms can be described as
SDk,wpK,ψq “
"
φ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ Ln,v
ˇˇˇ
φpxuq “ ψ1pdqψ2pdetpuqqφpxq}u, for x P Dˆf , u “
„
a b
c d

P Iwpit
*
.
We remark here that since ψ2 factors through pOp{pitqˆ, we have ψ2pdetpuqq “ ψ2padq.
Fix j P I. Define another finite character ψ1 “ pψ11, ψ12q : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Lˆ by setting:
ψ11,i “
#
ψ1,i, if i ‰ j
ψ´11,i , if i “ j
, ψ12,i “
#
ψ2,i, if i ‰ j
ψ1,iψ2,i, if i “ j .
In other words, we have ψ11 “ ψ1ψ´21,j and ψ12 “ ψ2ψ1,j if we regard ψ1,j as a character of
Opˆ via the natural projection Opˆ Ñ Opˆj .
Define the Atkin-Lehner map as follows:
ALj : S
D
k,wpK,ψq Ñ SDk,wpK,ψ1q, φ ÞÑ φp‚v´1j q}vj ,
where vj “
„
0 1
pi
tj
j 0

P M
pi
tj
j
and we view vj as an element of Mpit whose i-component
is the identity, for all i ‰ j. First we verify that the map ALj is well-defined. Given φ P
SDk,wpU,ψq, x P Dˆf and uj “
„
aj bj
cj dj

P Iw
pi
tj
j
, we set u˜j :“ vjujv´1j “
«
dj pi
´tj
j cj
pi
tj
j bj aj
ff
,
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and by a direct computation, we have:
ALpφqpxujq “ φpxujv´1j q}vj “ φpxv´1j u˜jq}vj “ pψ1,jpajqψ2,jpdetpu˜jqqφpxv´1j q}u˜j q}vj
“ ψ1,jpajqψ2,jpdetpjjqqφpxv´1j q}u˜jvj “ ψ1,jpajqψ2,jpdetpjjqqpφpxv´1j q}vj q}uj
“ ψ´11,j pdjqψ1,jpajdjqψ2,jpdetpujqqALjpφq}uj “ ψ11,jpdjqψ12,jpdetpujqqALjpφq}uj .
It follows that ALjpφq P SDk,wpK,ψ1q and ALj is well-defined.
Definition 3.8.3. The locally algebraic weight κ1 corresponding to the triple pn, v, ψ1q is
called the j-Atkin-Lehner dual weight of κ.
Proposition 3.8.4. Assume that the finite character ψ1,j : Opˆj Ñ Lˆ has conductor tj ě 2.
For φ P SDk,wpK,ψq, we have Upij˝ALj˝Upij pφq “ ppinjj ALj˝Spij pφq, where Spij : SDk,wpK,ψq Ñ
SDk,wpK,ψq is the automorphism defined by φ ÞÑ φ
ˆ
‚
„
pi´1j 0
0 pi´1j
˙
.
Proof. First we make a remark on notations. In this proposition, we have two locally
algebraic weights κ “ pn, v, ψq and κ1 “ pn, v, ψ1q and hence two different actions of the
monoid Mpit on the L-vector space Lκ “ Lκ1 . However, for vj,l “
„
pij 0
lpi
tj
j 1

, l “ 0, . . . , p´
1, the right action of vj,l on Lκ “ Lκ1 is given by h ˝ vj,l “ h}vj,l , no matter which weights
κ or κ1 we consider. Hence for φ P SDk,wpK,ψq or SDk,wpK,ψ1q, we always have Upij pφqpxq “
p´1ř
l“0
φpxv´1j,l q}j,l.
For x P Dˆf and φ P SDk,wpK,ψq, we have
Upij˝ALj˝Upij pφqpxq “
p´1ÿ
l,m“0
φpxv´1j,mv´1j v´1j,l q}vj,lvjvj,m “
p´1ÿ
l,m“0
φpxv´1j pvjv´1j,mv´1j v´1j,l qq}vj,lvjvj,m .
By a direct computation, we have
vjv
´1
j,mv
´1
j v
´1
j,l “
„
1 ´mpi´1j
0 pi´1j
«
pi´1j 0
´lpitj´1j 1
ff
“
«
pi´1j 0
´lpitj´2j pi´1j
ff«
1` lmpitj´1j ´m
ml2pi
2tj´2
j 1´ lmpitj´1j
ff
.
From the hypothesis tj ě 2, the matrix
«
1` lmpitj´1j ´m
ml2pi
2tj´2
j 1´ lmpitj´1j
ff
belongs to Iw
pi
tj
j
.
Hence, we have
φpxv´1j pvjv´1j,mv´1j v´1j,l qq “ ψ1,jp1´lmpitj´1j qφ
˜
xv´1j
«
pi´1j 0
´lpitj´2j pi´1j
ff¸›››››»– 1`lmpitj´1j ´m
ml2pi
2tj´2
j 1´lmpi
tj´1
j
fifl,
and consequently
Upij ˝ALj ˝ Upij pφqpxq
“
p´1ÿ
l,m“0
ψ1,jp1´ lmpitj´1j qφ
˜
xv´1j
«
pi´1j 0
´lpitj´2j pi´1j
ff¸›››››»– 1`lmpitj´1j ´m
ml2pi
2tj´2
j 1´lmpitij´1j
fiflvj,lvjvj,m
.
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Since ψ1,j is a finite character of conductor pi
tj
j , we have
p´1ÿ
m“0
ψ1,jp1´ lmpitj´1j q “
"
p, if l “ 0,
0, otherwise .
Hence, we have
Upij ˝ALj ˝Upij pφqpxq “ pφ
ˆ
xv´1j
„
pi´1j 0
0 pi´1j
˙ ›››››« pij 0
0 pij
ff
vj
“ ppinjj ALj ˝Spij pφqpxq. 
Proposition 3.8.5. The slopes of the Upij operator on the two spaces S
D
k,wpK,ψq and
SDk,wpK,ψ1q can be paired such that the slopes in each pair sum to ni ` 1 “ ki ´ 1.
Proof. Notice that the operator Spij commutes with Upij as
„
pi´1j 0
0 pi´1j

is central in
GL2pFpj q. Now the proposition follows from Proposition 3.8.4 and the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.8.6. Let L be a field with a valuation vLp¨q and OL be its valuation ring. Consider
three matrices A,B P MnpLq and U P GLnpOLq, such that U commutes with A and AB “
αU for some α P OL with vLpαq “ k. Then one can pair the slopes of the Newton polygons
of A and B, such that the slopes in each pair sum to k.
Proof. Replacing L by its algebraic closure L¯ and extending vLp¨q to L¯, we can assume that
L is algebraically closed. We regard A,B,U as L-linear operators on the space V “ Ln.
Then V has the decomposition V “ À
λ eigenvalue of U
Vλ, where Vλ “ kerppU ´ λInqnq. Since
AB “ αU and U commutes with A, the three matrices A,B,U all commute with the others.
Hence A,B stabilizes the spaces Vλ’s. Hence we may assume that V “ kerppU ´ λInqnq for
some λ P L. For the same reason, we can also assume that V “ kerppA´ λAInqnq for some
λA P L. Since U P GLnpOLq, we have λ P OˆL and hence vLpλq “ 0. Let λB “ aλλ´1A . Then
B´λBIn “ αA´1U ´αλλ´1A “ αλ´1A A´1pλAU ´λAq “ αλ´1A A´1pλApU ´λInq`λpλAIn´
Aqq. Therefore B ´ λBIn is a nilpotent operator on V . The eigenvalues of B are λB with
multiplicity n. Since λAλB “ αλ, we have vLpλAq ` vLpλBq “ vLpαq ` vLpλq “ k. 
Fix a nonempty subset J of I and a locally algebraic weight κ corresponding to the
triple ppniqiPI P ZIě0, pνiqiPI P ZI , ψ “ pψ1, ψ2qq with the following property: nj “ νj “ 0 and
ψ1,j |1`pijOpj , ψ2,j |1`pijOpj are trivial, for all j R J . Equivalently, the character κJc equals to
ψJc “ pψ1,Jc , ψ2,Jcq : Oˆp,Jc ˆOˆp,Jc Ñ Lˆ and factors through pOp,Jc{piJcqˆˆpOp,Jc{piJcqˆ.
The character κJc,T : T pOp,Jcq Ñ Lˆ is trivial on T p1`piJcOp,Jcq under the decomposition
T pOp,Jcq “ T pOp,Jc{piJcq ˆ T p1` piJcOp,Jcq.
Since Iwpi,1,Jc is a normal subgroup of Iwpi,Jc with quotient Iwpi,Jc{Iwpi,1,Jc – T pOp,Jc{piJcq,
the character κT,Jc : T pOp,Jcq Ñ Lˆ induces a character αJc : Iwpi,Jc Ñ Lˆ. As p splits
in F , αJc takes values in ∆ Ă Zpˆ . Moreover, if the locally algebraic weight κ is the char-
acter associated to a point χ P WpLq, then the character αJc only depends on ω :“ χ|H
(or equivalently, the component that χ belongs to), where H is the torsion subgroup of
Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ , and the set J . We choose t “ ptiqiPI P NI such that the character ψ factors
through pOp{pitqˆ ˆ pOp{pitqˆ. In particular, we take tj “ 1 for all j R J .
Definition 3.8.7. We call αJc the character associated to the character ω P H_ and the
set J .
For the locally algebraic weight κ we consider above, let k,w P ZI be defined as in
Definition 3.8.1. We can regard the L-vector space Lκ as polynomial functions on Op “
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iPI
Opi and hence obtain an embedding Ln,v Ñ CpOp, Lq, which is equivariant under the
action of the monoid Mpit . So we have an embedding S
D
k,wpK,ψq Ñ SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Lq.
Composing with the isomorphism SDκ,IpKpIwpit , Lq – SDκ,IpKp, Lq established in Remark
3.7.2 and the embedding SDκ,IpKp, Lq Ñ SDκ,JpKp, Lq, we obtain an embedding SDk,wpK,ψq Ñ
SDκ,JpKp, Lq. Then we have the following characterization of the image of this embedding:
Proposition 3.8.8. Under the above assumptions on the weight κ, the image of the em-
bedding SDk,wpK,ψq Ñ SDκ,JpKp, Lq lies in the subspace of SDκ,JpKp, Lq on which the group
Iwpi,Jc acts via the character αJc : Iwpi,Jc Ñ Zpˆ associated to ω P H_ and the set J .
Fix a locally algebraic weight κ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Lˆ that corresponds to the triple pn, ν, ψq
and we choose t “ ptiqiPI P NI such that ψ factors through pOp{pitqˆ ˆ pOp{pitqˆ as before.
Let K “ KpIwpit be an open compact subgroup of Dˆf . Fix i P I. Define n1, ν1 P ZI as
follows:
n1j “
#
nj , if j ‰ i
nj , if j “ i and ν
1
j “
#
νj , if j ‰ i
νj ` nj ´ 1, if j “ i .
Let κ1 be the locally algebraic weight that corresponds to the triple pn1, ν1, ψq. Fix r P N I
and we denote by zj the coordinate of the j-component of the polydisc Br for all j P I.
Under the above notations, the differential operator p ddzi qni`1 : Aκ,r Ñ Aκ1,r induces an
operator θi : S
D
κ pK, rq Ñ SDκ1 pK, rq. Moreover, this map is equivariant for the Upii-operator
on the source and the pini`1i Upii-operator on the target. When F “ Q, this is proven
in [5, § 7]. The proof of the general case is similar. At the end of this section, we record
the following classicality result that characterizes the image of SDk,wpK,ψq in SDκ pK, rq.
Proposition 3.8.9. Fix φ P SDκ pK, rq. We have:
(1) φ P SDk,wpK,ψq if and only if θipφq “ 0 for all i P I;
(2) if φ is an eigenform for the Upii-operator with nonzero eigenvalue λi such that
vppλiq ă ni ` 1 for all i P I, then φ P SDk,wpK,ψq.
3.9. Explicit expression of p-adic automorphic forms. Let A be a topological ring
and κ : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Aˆ as before. Fix a double coset decomposition Dˆf “
s´1Ů
k“0
DˆγkKpIwpi
with γk P Dˆf . We have an isomorphism of A-modules:
SDκ,IpKpq –ÝÑ
s´1à
k“0
CpOp, AqΓk , φ ÞÑ pφpγkqqk“0,...,s´1,
where Γk “ γ´1k Dˆγk XKpIwpi and Γk acts on CpOp, Aq via its GL2pFpq-component.
We embed OˆF diagonally to Dˆf and hence view OˆF as a subgroup of Dˆf . From [13,
Lemma 7.1] and the assumption that D{F is totally definite, we can choose Kp small enough
such that Γk Ă Oˆ,`F , for all k “ 0, . . . , s´ 1. The subgroup Kp with this property is called
neat. For a neat Kp, we have the isomorphism SDκ,IpKpq –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
CpOp, Aq. Similarly we have
explicit descriptions of the spaces of p-adic overconvergent automorphic forms by evaluating
the functions at γk’s, for k “ 0, . . . , s´ 1: SDκ pKpIwpi, rq –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
Aκ,r, where A a Qp-affinoid
algebra and p1, . . . , 1q good for pκ, rq.
Convention 3.9.1. In the rest of this paper, we always assume that Kp is neat.
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In general, we fix a nonempty subset J of I and a continuous character χJ “ pνJ , µq :
Oˆp,JˆZpˆ Ñ Aˆ. As observed in Remark 3.7.6, for any α P OˆF , the matrix Diagpαq P T pOpq
acts on CχJ pIwpi, Aq via multiplication by µpNmF {Qpαqq. So we have an isomorphism of A-
modules: SDκ,JpKp, Aq –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
CχJ pIwpi, Aq.
4. A filtration on the space of integral p-adic automorphic forms
4.1. Notations.
‚ We label the elements in I “ HompF, Q¯q by I “ ti1, . . . , igu. For 1 ď l ď g ´ 1, let
Jl “ ti1, . . . , ilu Ă I;
‚ Let H be the torsion subgroup of Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ . Hence Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ – H ˆ pp1 ` piOpq ˆ
p1 ` pZpqq and W – ś
ωPH_
Wω, where H_ is the character group of H, and Wω is
isomorphic to the pg ` 1q-dimensional open unit polydisc;
‚ The homomorphism φρ : Opˆ Ñ Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ induces a continuous homomorphism
ZpJOpˆ K Ñ ZpJOpˆ ˆ Zpˆ K, which is still denoted by φρ. For each i P I, define
Ti “ φρprexpppiiqs ´ 1q P ZpJOpˆ ˆ Zpˆ K and T “ r1, expppqs ´ 1. Then tpTiqiPI , T u
forms a full set of parameters of the weight space W;
‚ We use Λ to denote the complete group ring ZpJOpˆ ˆZpˆ K, and mΛ “ pp, pTiqiPI , T q Ă
Λ. For every character ω P H_, let Λω “ ΛbZprHs,ω Zp. Under the above notations,
we have Λω “ ZpJpTiqiPI , T K;
‚ For a nonempty subset J of I, we define ΛJ “ ZpJOˆp,J ˆ Zpˆ K. We use HJ Ă H to
denote the torsion subgroup of Oˆp,JˆZpˆ . Under the isomorphism ΛJ – ZprHJ sbZp
ZpJpTjqjPJ , T K, we define Λą1{pJ “ ZprHJ s bZp ZpJpTj , pTj qjPJ , T K;
‚ We identify Λ with ZprHsbZpZpJpTiqiPI , T K. Define Λą1{p “ ZprHsbZpZpJpTi, pTi qiPI , T K
and mΛą1{p “ mΛΛą1{p. More generally, for a nonempty subset J of I, we define
Λ
ą1{p
J “ ZprHs bZp ZpJpTiqiPI , p pTj qjPJ , T K and mΛą1{pJ “ mΛΛą1{pJ ;
4.2. Explicit expression of Upij -operators on the space of p-adic automorphic
forms. First we give an explicit expression of the Upij -operator on the space of (generalized)
integral p-adic automorphic forms. This is a generalization of [18, Proposition 3.1].
Proposition 4.2.1. Let J be a nonempty subset of I and χJ : Oˆp,J ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Aˆ be a
continuous character. Fix j P J . Under the isomorphism SDκ,JpKp, Aq –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
CχJ pIwpi, Aq,
the Upij -operator on this space can be described by the following commutative diagram:
SDκ,JpKp, Aq – //
Upij

s´1À
k“0
CχJ pIwpi, Aq
Uj

SDκ,JpKp, Aq – //
s´1À
k“0
CχJ pIwpi, Aq.
Here the right vertical map Uj in the above diagram is given by an s ˆ s matrix with the
following descriptions:
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(1) each entry of Uj is a sum of operators of the form ˝δp, where δp “ pδiqiPI P M2pOpq
have the property that δi P Iwpii for all i ‰ j, and δj belongs to
ˆ
pijOpj Opj
pijOpj Opˆj
˙
Ă
Mpi,j, where ˝δp is the right action of the monoid Mpi,J ˆ Iwpi,Jc on the spaces
CχJ pIwpi, Aq defined in §3.7;
(2) there are exactly p such operators appearing in each row and column of Uj.
Proof. The proof is almost identical with that of [18, Proposition 3.1] and we only give a
sketch here. For every l “ 0, . . . , p´ 1 and k “ 0, . . . , s´ 1, we can write γkv´1j,l uniquely as
δl,kγαl,kul,k， for δl,k P Dˆ, αl,k P t0, . . . , s´ 1u and ul,k P KpIwpi. Then
Upij pφqpγkq “
p´1ÿ
l“0
φpγαl,kul,kq ˝ vj,l “
p´1ÿ
l“0
pφpγαl,kq ˝ ul,k,pq ˝ vj,l
“
p´1ÿ
l“0
φpγαl,kq ˝ pul,k,pvj,lq,
where ul,k,p P Iwpi is the GL2pFpq-component of ul,k. Let δl,k,p “ ul,k,pvj,l for all l’s and k’s.
It is straightforward to check that δl,k,p’s satisfy the stated property. 
4.3. p-adic analysis. It follows from Proposition 4.2.1 that to study the Upij -operators for
j P I, it is crucial to understand the action of the monoid Mpi Ă GL2pFpq on the space
CpOp, Aq. When F “ Q (and hence Op “ Zp) and κ : Zpˆ Ñ Λˆ “ pZpJZpˆ Kqˆ is the
universal character, this question has been studied carefully by Liu-Wan-Xiao in [18, §3].
We will recall their results in this section and temporarily adopt their notations.
For F “ Q, the monoid Mpi becomes
"„
a b
c d

P M2pZpq
ˇˇˇ
p|c, p - d and ad´ bc ‰ 0
*
.
The Iwasawa algebra Λ decomposes as ZpJZpˆ K – Zpr∆s bZp ZpJT K, where ∆ Ă Zpˆ is the
torsion subgroup, T “ rexpppqs ´ 1. Denote mΛ “ pp, T q Ă Λ. The space CpZp,Λq admits
an orthonormal basis te0 “ 1, e1 “ z, e2 “
`
z
2
˘
, . . . u, which is called the Mahler basis (we
refer [18, §2.16] for more details). It also carries a left action of the monoid Mpi defined by
h ˝ δpzq “ χpcz ` dqhpaz ` b
cz ` dq, for h P CpZp,Λq and δ P Mpi.
For δp “
„
a b
c d

P Mpi, we use P pδpq “ pPm,npδpqqm,ně0 to denote the infinite matrix
for the action of δp on CpZp,Λq with respect to the Mahler basis, i.e. Pm,npδpq is the
coefficient of
`
z
m
˘
of the function
`
z
n
˘ ˝ δp. Then we have the following estimation:
Proposition 4.3.1. ( [18, Proposition 3.24])
(1) When δp “
„
a b
c d

P
„
pZp Zp
pZp Zpˆ

, the coefficient Pm,npδpq belongs to mmaxtm´t
n
p
u,0u
Λ ;
(2) when δp “
„
a b
c d

P Mpi, the coefficient Pm,npδpq belongs to mmaxtm´n,0uΛ .
4.4. Orthonormalizable spaces and compact operators. In this section we recall the
notions of orthonormal basis and compact operator defined in [18, §5] and apply the theory
to the spaces of (generalized) integral p-adic automorphic forms.
Definition 4.4.1. Let R be a complete noetherian ring with ideal of definition mR.
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(1) A topological R-module M is called orthonormalizable if it is isomorphic to the
topological R-module:
‘ˆiPZě0Rei :“ limÐÝ
n
p‘iPZě0pR{mnRqeiq.
More precisely, R is orthonormalizable if there exists tei|i P Zě0u Ă M , such that
every element m in M can be written uniquely as m “ ř
iPZě0
aiei, with ai P R and
lim
iÑ8 ai “ 0 in R. The set tei|i P Zě0u is called an orthonormal basis of M ;
(2) Let M be an orthonormalizable R-module. Let U : M Ñ M be a continuous R-
linear operator on M . U is called compact if the induced operator on M{mnRM has
finitely generated image for all n P Zě0.
Keep the notations as in Definition 4.4.1. We fix an orthonormal basis tem|m P Zě0u
of M , and let P P M8pRq be the matrix associated to U under this basis. We define
the characteristic power series of the U -operator to be charpU,Mq :“ detpI8 ´ XP q “
lim
nÑ8 detpI8 ´XpP mod m
n
Rqq P RJXK. The formal power series charpU,Mq is well defined
and it does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis. We will refer to [18,
Definition 5.1] for more details.
We apply the above notions to the spaces of integral p-adic automorphic forms and
their Hecke operators. Let χ1 : Opˆ ˆ Zpˆ Ñ pΛą1{pqˆ be the universal character and
κ1 : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ pΛą1{pqˆ be the associated character. Recall that we can identify the
induced representation IndIwpiBpOpqpκ1Bq with the space CpOp,Λą1{pq. The latter space admits
an orthonormal basis (as a topological Λą1{p-module) tem “ ś
iPI
`
zi
mi
˘|m “ pmiqiPI P ZIě0u,
where zi is the coordinate of the ith component of Op “ ś
iPI
Opi . Similar with [18], we
consider a closed subspace
CpOp,Λą1{pqmod “ ‘ˆmPZIě0Λą1{pe1m,
where e1m “
ś
iPI
Tmii
`
zi
mi
˘
.
I claim that the space CpOp,Λą1{pqmod is stable under the action of the monoid Mpi. In
fact, for any i P I and δi P Mpii , by Proposition 4.3.1p2q, we have
`
zi
mi
˘ ˝ δi “ ř
niě0
ani,mi
`
zi
ni
˘
with ani,mi P mmaxtni´mi,0uΛą1{p . Hence pTmii
`
zi
mi
˘q ˝ δi “ ř
niě0
bni,miT
m
i
`
zi
ni
˘
, with bni,mi “
Tmi´nii ani,mi P Λą1{p. It follows that CpOp,Λą1{pqmod is stable under the action of Mpii .
Since Mpi “ ś
iPI
Mpii , our claim follows.
Define the space of integral 1-convergent automorphic forms to be
SD,Iκ,I pKp,Λą1{pq :“ tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CpOp,Λą1{pqmod|φpxuq “ φpxq˝u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpiu
We have an explicit expression of SD,1κ,I pKpq as before: SD,1κ,I pKpq –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
CpOp,Λą1{pqmod.
Hence the topological Λą1{p-module SD,1κ,I pKpq has an orthonormal basis te1k,m|k “ 0, . . . , s´
1,m P ZIě0u, such that te1k,m|m P ZIě0u is the orthonormal basis of the k-th direct summand
in
s´1À
k“0
CpOp,Λą1{pqmod defined above, for every k “ 0, . . . , s´ 1.
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I claim that the Upi-operator on the space S
D,1
int pKpq is compact. In fact, by Proposi-
tion 4.3.1 p1q, for δi P
„
piiOpi Opi
piiOpi Opˆi

and mi P Zě0, we have
`
zi
mi
˘ ˝ δi “ ř
niě0
ani,mi
`
zi
ni
˘
with ani,mi P m
maxtni´tmip u,0u
Λą1{p . Therefore pTmii
`
zi
mi
˘q ˝ δi “ ř
niě0
bni,miT
ni
i
`
zi
ni
˘
, with bni,mi “
Tmi´nii ani,mi P m
mi´tmip u
Λą1{p . Hence for δp “ pδiq P
„
piOp Op
piOp Opˆ

and m “ pmiq P ZIě0, we
have
e1m ˝ δp “
˜ź
iPI
Tmii
ˆ
zi
mi
˙¸
˝ δp “
ź
iPI
ˆ
Tmii
ˆ
zi
mi
˙˙
˝ δi “
ÿ
nPZIě0
bn,me
1
n,
with bn,m P mλmΛą1{p , where λm “
ř
iPI
pmi ´ tmip uq. It follows from the above estimation and
the explicit expression of the Upi-operator on S
D,I
κ,I pKpq that Upi is compact.
Remark 4.4.2. Fix a point x P Wą1{ppCpq which corresponds to a continuous homomor-
phism χ : Λą1{p Ñ Cp. Let V :“ CpOp,Λą1{pqmodbˆΛą1{p,χCp be the ‘specialization’ of
CpOp,Λą1{pqmod at x. It follows from [9, Theorem I.4.7] that there exist r ă r1 in N I (with
the obvious partial order) that depend on the valuations vppχpTiqq’s for all i P I, such that
Aκ,r Ă V Ă Aκ,r1 , and hence SDκ pKpIwpi, rq Ă SD,Iκ,I pKp,Λą1{pqbˆΛą1{p,χCp Ă SDκ pKpIwpi, r1q.
Therefore the space SD,Iκ,I pKp,Λą1{pqbˆΛą1{p,χCp contains all the finite Upi-slope systems of
Hecke eigenvalues.
4.5. Continuous functions and distribution algebras. Let G be a profinite group
endowed with the profinite topology. Let A be a commutative ring and I be an ideal of A.
We assume that A is endowed with the I-adic topology and is complete under this topology.
On the set CpG,Aq, we give it the uniform topology, i.e. for any f P CpG,Aq, it has a basis
tUnu of open neighborhoods as Un “ tg P CpG,Aq|fpxq ´ gpxq P In, for all x P Gu. Let
AJGK “ limÐÝ
UĂG
ArG{U s be the complete group ring of G over A, here U ranges over all the
open normal subgroups of G. For each U , the free A-module ArG{U s is endowed with
the product topology and AJGK is endowed with the profinite topology. We use DpG,Aq
to denote the set HomApCpG,Aq, Aq of continuous A-linear maps from CpG,Aq to A (here
continuity follows from A-linearity). Then we have:
Proposition 4.5.1. ( [16, Lemma 3.1.3]) There is a natural isomorphism of A-modules
AJGK – DpG,Aq. Under this isomorphism the topology on AJGKcorresponds to the weak
topology on DpG,Aq.
There is another important situation in which a similar result as that of Proposition
4.5.1 holds. Let A be a Banach-Tate Zp-algebra with unit ball A0 and a multiplicative
pseudo-uniformizer $ in the sense of [16, Definition 2.1.2]. For a profinite group G, we define
A0JGK “ limÐÝUĂGA0rG{U s and AJGK “ A0JGKr 1$ s. It follows from [16, Proposition 3.1.4]
that there is a natural A-Banach algebra isomorphism AJGK –ÝÑ DpG,Aq. It restricts to an
A0-algebra isomorphism A0JGK –ÝÑ DpG,A0q that identifies the inverse star topology on the
source with the weak star topology on the target. In particular, when L s a closed subfield
of Cp, the L-Banach space LJGK is defined and isomorphic to DpG,Lq.
Let H be a group or more generally a monoid. Suppose that we have a right action
of H on CpG,Aq. The above isomorphism induces a left action of H on AJGK by requiring
that h ˝ µpfq “ µpf ˝ hq, for h P H, µ P DpG,Aq and f P CpG,Aq.
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We apply the above results to the spaces of (generalized) integral p-adic automor-
phic forms. Fix a nonempty subset J of I. Recall that in §3.7, we have an isomorphism
CχJ pIwpi, Aq – CpOp,J ˆ PJc , Aq. Combining with Proposition 4.5.1, we have an A-linear
isomorphism AJOp,JˆPJcK – HomApCχJ pIwpi, Aq, Aq. In §3.7 we have defined a right action
of the monoid Mpi,JˆIwpi,Jc on CχJ pIwpi, Aq. Therefore we get a left action of Mpi,JˆIwpi,Jc
on AJOp,J ˆPJcK. Under the isomorphism AJOp,J ˆPJcK – AJOp,JKbˆAAJPJcK, the monoid
Mpi,J acts on AJOp,JK and the group Iwpi,Jc acts on AJPJcK. We remark that the latter
action has an explicit expression: for u P Iwpi,Jc and x P AJPJcK, the left action of u on x is
given by u ˝ x “ κB,Jpu2˚qx ¨ u1˚ , where u1˚ (resp. u2˚) is the PJc-component (resp. DpOp,Jcq-
component) of u˚ P Iwpi,Jc under the decomposition Iwpi,Jc “ PJc ˆDpOp,Jcq, κB, J is the
character defined in §3.7, and x ¨ u1˚ is the product in the complete group algebra AJPJcK.
Convention 4.5.2. We always view the complete group algebra AJPJcK as a left AJP 1JcK-
module induced by the left multiplication of P 1Jc on PJc . As P 1Jc is a normal subgroup of PJc
with quotient PJc{P 1Jc – ∆Jc , AJPJcK is a free AJP 1JcK of rank |∆Jc |. Under the isomorphism
AJOp,J ˆPJcK – AJOp,JKbˆAAJPJcK, the group algebra JOp,J ˆPJcK is also endowed with a
left AJP 1JcK-module structure. The left action of Iwpi,Jc on AJP 1JcK and AJOp,JˆPJcK defined
above are AJP 1JcK-linear. On the other hand, although AJOp,JK has a (commutative) ring
structure, the left action of Iwpi,J on AJOp,JK defined above is not compatible with this ring
structure. On the dual side, this is equivalent to the fact that the right action of Iwpi,J
on the space CpOp,J , Aq does not commute with the obvious translation action of Op,J on
CpOp,J , Aq. For this reason we only view AJOp,J ˆ PJcK as a left AJP 1JcK-module in this
paper.
We denote by SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ the continuous A-dual of the space of p-adic automorphic
forms SDκ,IpKp, Aq, and for any subset J Ă I and a continuous character χJ : Oˆp,J ˆ Zpˆ Ñ
Aˆ, we define SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ to be the continuous A-dual of the space SDκ,JpKp, Aq. By
Proposition 4.5.1, we have the following expression of these spaces:
SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ “
!
ψ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ AJOpKˇˇˇψpxuq “ u˝ψpxq, for all x P Dˆf and u P Iwpi),
and
SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ “
!
ψ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ AJOp,JˆPJcKˇˇˇψpxuq “ u˝ψpxq, for all x P Dˆf and u P Iwpi).
We can translate the results we developed for the spaces SDκ,IpKp, Aq and SDκ,JpKp, Aq to
their A-duals. We summarize these results as follows:
(1) For j P J , we can define the Upij -operator on SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ and SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ by the
formula:
Upij pψq “
p´1ÿ
l“0
ψ|vj,l , with ψ|vj,lpxq “ vj,l ˝ ψpxv´1j,l q.
Under the natural A-bilinear pairing x¨, ¨y : SDκ,IpKp, Aq ˆ SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ Ñ A (resp.
x¨, ¨yJ : SDκ,JpKp, Aq ˆ SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ Ñ A), we have xUpij pφq, ψy “ xφ,Upij pψqy (resp.
xUpij pφq, ψyJ “ xφ,Upij pψqyJ);
(2) The right action of BpOp,Jcq on CχJ pIwpi, Aq defined in Remark 3.7.9 induces a left
action of BpOp,Jcq on AJOp,J ˆ PJcK. Moreover AJOpK can be identified with the
coinvariant of AJOp,J ˆ PJcK under this action. For any two subsets J1 Ă J2 of
I, let J3 “ J2zJ1. We have a natural surjective A-linear map SDκ,J1pKp, Aq_ Ñ
SDκ,J2pKp, Aq_, which identifies the latter space with the BpOp,J3q-coinvariants of
the first space. Moreover, it is compatible with the Upij -operators on these two
spaces for all j P J1;
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(3) We also have explicit expressions of SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ and SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ as follows:
SDκ,IpKp, Aq_ –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
AJOpK, ψ ÞÑ pψpγkqqk“0,...,s´1 and SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ –ÝÑ s´1À
k“0
AJOp,Jˆ
PJcK, ψ ÞÑ pψpγkqqk“0,...,s´1;
(4) The left AJP 1JcK-module structure on AJOp,J ˆ PJcK defined in Convention 4.5.2
induces a left AJP 1JcK-module structure on the space SDκ,JpKp, Aq_. The Upij -operator
on SDκ,JpKp, Aq_ is AJP 1JcK-linear for all j P J .
Recall that in §4.4, we define a closed subspace CpOp,Λą1{pqmod of CpOp,Λą1{pq, which is
closed under the action of the monoid Mpi. We will generalize this construction to define a
closed subspace CpOp,JˆPJc ,Λą1{pJ qJ 1´mod of CpOp,JˆPJc ,Λą1{pJ q for any nonempty subsets
J 1 Ă J of I. We cannot define this space directly as there is no Mahler basis for the space
CpOp,J ˆ PJc ,Λą1{pJ q. We will pass to the dual side to make the definition and then dual
back.
First we explain the construction in the case F “ Q. Then Op “ Zp and we assume
Λą1{p “ ZpJT, pT K. It follows from Amice transformation that the Λą1{p-dual space of
OpZp,Λą1{pq is isomorphic to Λą1{pJXK and under this isomorphism, the dual basis of the
Mahler basis tem “
`
z
m
˘|m ě 0u is given by tXm|m ě 0u. Combining with Proposition 4.5.1,
we have an isomorphism Λą1{pJZpK –ÝÑ Λą1{pJXK, under which r1s ´ 1 corresponds to X.
We use Λą1{pJXKmod to denote the Λą1{p-dual space of the closed subspace CpZp,Λą1{pqmod.
Then as a Λą1{p-module, it is isomorphic to Λą1{pJX 1K, and under this isomorphism the
dual basis of the modified Mahler basis te1m “ Tm
`
z
m
˘|m ě 0u corresponds to tX 1m|m ě
0u. The Λą1{p-dual of the inclusion CpZp,Λą1{pqmod Ñ CpZp,Λą1{pq is the Λą1{p-algebra
homomorphism Λą1{pJXK Ñ Λą1{pJX 1K which sends X to TX 1. Moreover, as the right
action of the monoid Mpi on CpZp,Λą1{pq keeps the subspace CpZp,Λą1{pqmod stable, it
induces a left action of Mpi on Λ
ą1{pJX 1K, and the map Λą1{pJXK Ñ Λą1{pJX 1K defined
above is compatible with the Mpi-actions on these two spaces.
Now we consider the general case. Fix two nonempty subsets J 1 Ă J of I. We de-
fine an isomorphism of Λ
ą1{p
J -algebras ιJ : Λ
ą1{p
J JOp,JK Ñ Λą1{pJ JpXjqjPJK, r1js ´ 1 ÞÑ Xj ,
for all j P J . Here 1j P Op,J “ ś
jPJ
Opj is the element whose j-component is 1, and
i-component is 0, for all i ‰ j. We identify Λą1{pJ JOp,JK with Λą1{pJ JpXjqjPJK via ιJ . De-
fine Λ
ą1{p
J JOp,JKJ 1´mod to be Λą1{pJ JpX 1jqjPJ 1 , pXjqjPJzJ 1K and define an embedding of Λą1{pJ -
algebras Λ
ą1{p
J JOp,JK Ñ Λą1{pJ JOp,JKJ 1´mod, Xj ÞÑ TjX 1j , for j P J 1 and Xj ÞÑ Xj for
j P JzJ 1. Then we define Λą1{pJ JOp,J ˆ PJcKJ 1´mod “ Λą1{pJ JOp,JKJ 1´modbˆΛą1{pJ Λą1{pJ JPJcK.
Under the isomorphism Opj – Zp, we have Λą1{pJ JOpj Kj´mod – Λą1{pJ JZpKmod defined above
and hence we can endow Λ
ą1{p
J JOpj Kj´mod a left action of the monoid Mpij . Under the
isomorphism Λ
ą1{p
J JOp,JKJ 1´mod – ´bˆjPJ 1Λą1{pJ JOpj Kj´mod¯ bˆΛą1{pJ Λą1{pJ JOp,JzJ 1K, we get a
left action of the monoid Mpi,J on Λ
ą1{p
J JOp,JKJ 1´mod. Then embedding Λą1{pJ JOp,JK Ñ
Λ
ą1{p
J JOp,JKJ 1´mod (resp. Λą1{pJ JOp,J ˆ PJcK Ñ Λą1{pJ JOp,J ˆ PJcKJ 1´mod) is equivariant
under the actions of the monoid Mpi,J (resp. Mpi,J ˆ Iwpi,Jc) on these two spaces.
Define CχJ pIwpi,Λą1{pJ qJ 1´mod to be the Λą1{pJ -dual space of Λą1{pJ JOp,J ˆ PJcKJ 1´mod,
which carries a right action of the monoid Mpi,J ˆ Iwpi,Jc . Similar with the definition of
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SD,Iκ,I pKp,Λą1{pJ q, we define
SD,J
1
κ,I pKp,Λą1{pJ q “ tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ CχJ pIwpi,Λą1{pJ qJ
1´mod|φpxuq “ φpxq˝u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpiu,
and
SD,J
1
κ,J pKp,Λą1{pJ q_ “ tψ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ Λą1{pJ JOp,JˆPJcKJ 1´mod|ψpxuq “ u˝ψpxq, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpiu.
Notation 4.5.3. Fix a nonempty subset J of I and let A “ ΛJ or Λą1{pJ . For j P J ,
under the isomorphism Zp – Opj , we can identify CpZp, Aq with CpOpj , Aq. So it is mean-
ingful to talk about the Mahler basis (resp. modified Mahler basis) of the space CpOpj , Aq
(resp. CpOpj , Aqmod). We define the Mahler basis of AJOpj K to be the dual basis of the
Mahler basis of CpOpj , Aq. Under the isomorphism AJOpj K – AJXjK constructed as above,
the Mahler basis of AJOpj K is given by tXmj |m ě 0u. In general, from the expression
AJOp,JK “ bˆjPJAJOpj K, we can talk about the Mahler basis of AJOp,JK. Under the iso-
morphism AJOp,JK – AJpXjqjPJK, the Mahler basis is given by #ś
jPJ
X
nj
j |nj ě 0
+
. Since
AJOp,J ˆP 1JcK “ AJOp,JKbˆAAJP 1JcK, the Mahler basis of AJOp,JK becomes a basis of the left
AJP 1JcK-module AJOp,J ˆP 1JcK, which is called the Mahler basis of AJOp,J ˆP 1JcK. We make
similar definitions for the modified Mahler basis of the spaces AJOpj Kmod, AJOp,JKJ 1´mod
and AJOp,J ˆ P 1JcKJ 1´mod.
4.6. A filtration on the space of p-adic automorphic forms with respect to a
Upii-operator. Throughout this section, we take J “ tju Ă I consisting of a single place j
in I, and we use R to denote the ring Λ
ą1{p
J “ ZprHJ s bZp ZpJTj , pTj , T K. In particular we
have Op,J “ Opj .
Let χJ : Oˆp,J ˆ Zpˆ “ Opˆj ˆ Zpˆ Ñ Rˆ be the universal character. Recall that the
space SDκ,JpKp, Rq_ is endowed with a left RJP 1JcK-module structure. Moreover, the Upij -
operator and the explicit expression SDκ,JpKp, Rq_ –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
RJOpj ˆ PJcK are both RJP 1JcK-
linear. We have a ‘dual’ result of Proposition 4.2.1: under the isomorphism SDκ,JpKp, Rq_ –ÝÑ
s´1À
k“0
RJOpjˆPJcK, the Upij -operator can be described by the following commutative diagram:
SDκ,JpKp, Rq_ – //
Upij

s´1À
k“0
RJOpj ˆ PJcK
U_j

SDκ,JpKp, Rq_ – //
s´1À
k“0
RJOpj ˆ PJcK,
Here the right vertical maps U_j is the ‘transpose’ of the map Uj in Proposition 4.2.1. More
explicitly, U_j is given by a tˆ t matrix with the following descriptions:
(1) each entry of U_j is a sum of operators of the form δp˝, where δp “ pδiqiPI P M2pOpq
have the same property as in Proposition 4.2.1;
(2) There are exactly p such operators appearing in each row and column of U_j .
Notice that RJPJcK is a free left RJP 1JcK-module of rank |∆Jc |. If we fix a set of repre-
sentatives in PJc of the quotient PJc{P 1Jc – ∆Jc , we obtain an RJP 1JcK-linear isomorphism
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JPJcK – |∆Jc |À
k“0
RJP 1JcK. This induces an isomorphism RJOpj ˆ PJcK – |∆Jc |À
k“1
RJOpj ˆ P 1JcK
and we have an isomorphism SDκ,JpKp, Rq_ –ÝÑ
SÀ
k“1
RJOpj ˆ P 1JcK of left RJP 1JcK-modules,
where S “ s ¨ |∆Jc |. Similarly, we have an RJP 1JcK-linear isomorphism SD,Jκ,J pKp, Rq_ –ÝÑ
SÀ
k“1
RJOpj ˆ P 1JcKJ´mod.
Under the above isomorphisms, we choose a basis tfk,m|1 ď k ď S,m P Zě0u of SDκ,JpKp, Rq_
as a left RJP 1JcK-module, such that tfk,m|m P Zě0u is the Mahler basis of the k-th direct
factor of
s´1À
k“0
RJOpj ˆ P 1JcK for all 1 ď k ď S. We choose a basis tfmodk,m |1 ď k ď S,m P Zě0u
of SD,Jκ,J pKp, Rq_ in a similar way.
Notice that for any δi P Mpii , if we use P pδiq “ pPm,npδiqqm,ně0 to denote the infinite
matrix for the action of δi on CpOpi , Aq under the Mahler basis, then the matrix for the
action of δi on AJOpiK under the Mahler basis is the transpose of the matrix P pδiq.
We useN “ pNm,nqm,ně0 (resp. M “ pMm,nqm,ně0) to denote the matrix in M8pRJP 1JcKq
which corresponds to the Upij -operator on S
D
κ,JpKp, Rq_ (resp. SD,Jκ,J pKp, Rq_) under the
basis we choose above. It follows from Proposition 4.2.1, 4.3.1 and the above remark that
we have Nm,n P pTjqmaxtt
n
S
u´t m
pS
u,0u
. On the other hand, from the construction of the Mahler
basis, the matrix M is the conjugation of N by the infinite diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries 1, 1, . . . , 1loooomoooon
S
, Tj , Tj , . . . , Tjloooooomoooooon
S
, T 2j , T
2
j , . . . , T
2
jlooooooomooooooon
S
, . . . Define two sequences λ, µ of integers as
λn “ tnS u ´ t npS u and µ0 “ 0, µn`1 ´ µn “ λn for all n P Zě0. The above computation
implies that the matrix M P M8pRJP 1JcKq is λ-Hodge bounded with respect to the element
Tj P R Ă RJP 1JcK.
In the following discussion, we fix a character ω “ pηj , ηq : HJ “ ∆jˆ∆ Ñ Zpˆ . Denote
RωJ “ RbZprHJ s,ωJ Zp, which is naturally isomorphic to ZpJTj , pTj , T K. We construct a chain
of ring homomorphisms as follows:
‚ let RÑ RωJ and RJP 1JcKÑ RωJ JP 1JcK be the natural homomorphisms;‚ let RωJ JP 1JcK Ñ RωJ be the reduction map modulo the augmentation ideal of the
complete group algebra RωJ JP 1JcK;‚ under the isomorphism RωJ – ZpJTj , pTj , T K, let RωJ Ñ Rj :“ ZpJTj , pTj K be the
reduction map modulo the ideal generated by T ;
‚ let Rj Ñ FpJTjK be the reduction map modulo the ideal generated by pTj .
We apply the above homomorphisms RJP 1JcK ÑÑ RωJ JP 1JcK Ñ RωJ Ñ Rj Ñ FpJTjK
to entries of the matrix M , and obtain matrices MRωJ JP 1JcK P M8pRωJ JP 1JcKq, MRωJ P
M8pRωJ q, MRj P M8pRjq and M¯ P M8pFpJTjKq. All these matrices are λ-Hodge bounded
with respect to the element Tj as the matrix M is so.
Fix l P 2Zě0. For every character ωJc : ∆Jc Ñ Zpˆ , we obtain a character ω “ pωJ , ωJcq :
H Ñ Zpˆ . We construct a point χl PWpCpq whose associated character κl : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Cpˆ
is locally algebraic and corresponds to the triple pn P ZIě0, ν P ZI , ψ “ pψ1, ψ2qq defined as
follows:
‚ define ν “ pνiqiPI by νi “ 0 for all i ‰ j and νj “ ´ l2 , and define n “ ´2ν P ZIě0;‚ define two finite characters ψ1, ψ2 : Opˆ Ñ Cpˆ with the following properties: ψ1|1`piiOpi
and ψ2|1`piiOpi are trivial for all i ‰ j, ψ2|1`pijOpj is a nontrivial character which
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factors through p1`pijOpj q{p1`pi2jOpj q, and ψ1|1`pijOpj “ pψ2|1`pijOpj q´2; the char-
acters ψ1|∆p and ψ2|∆p are uniquely determined by the condition that the point χl
belongs to the component Wω of W.
It is straightforward to verify that Ti,χl “ 0 for all i ‰ j, and vppTj,χlq “ 1p´1 P p0, 1q.
We remark that the Iwpi,1,Jc-coinvariant space of S
D
κ,JpKp, RωJ q_ (resp. SD,Jκ,J pKp, RωJ q_)
is given by SDκ,JpKp, RωJ q_bRωJ JP 1JcKRj (resp. SD,Jκ,J pKp, RωJ q_bRωJ JP 1JcKRj), and this space
admits an action of Iwpi,Jc{Iwpi,1,Jc – ∆Jc .
Define a homomorphism τl : Rj Ñ Cp of Zp-algebras with τlpTjq “ Tj,χl and we use
Mτl P M8pCpq to denote the infinite matrix obtained by applying τl to entries of MRj .
Now we consider another character ω1J “ pω´11 , ω2q : HJ Ñ Zpˆ , and obtain another
character ω1 “ pω1J , ωJcq : H Ñ Zpˆ . We construct another point χ1l PWpCpq whose associ-
ated character κ1l : Opˆ ˆOpˆ Ñ Cpˆ corresponds to the triple pn, ν, ψ1 “ pψ´11 , ψ2qq. It belongs
to the weight disc Wω1 . Applying the homomorphisms RJP 1JcK Ñ Rω1J JP 1JcK Ñ Rω1J Ñ Rj ,
we get matrices M 1Rω1
J
JP 1JcK, M 1Rω1J and M 1Rj as before. Applying the homomorphism τl to
entries of M 1Rj , we get a matrix M
1
τl
P M8pCpq.
Define t P NI by tj “ 2 and ti “ 1 for all i ‰ j. Since we have |∆Jc | choices of
the characters ωJc : ∆Jc Ñ Zpˆ , and dimSDk,wpKpIwpit , ψq “ sppl ` 1q, it follows from
Proposition 3.8.5 that there are sppl`1q|∆Jc | “ Sppl`1q pairs of the slopes of the Newton
polygons of Mτl and M
1
τl
, such that the slopes in each pair sum to l ` 1. The total sum
of these slopes is Sppl ` 1q2, which is exactly equal to 2vppTj,χlq
Sppl`1q´1ř
k“0
λk. It follows
that the first Sppl ` 1q slopes of the matrix Mτl sum to 12Sppl ` 1q2. Let charpMRj q “ř
ně0
cnX
n P ZpJTjKJXK Ă RjJXK be the characteristic power series of MRj , with cn P ZpJTjK.
The above discussion implies that the Newton polygon of
ř
ně0
cnpTj,χlqXn passes through
pSppl` 1q, µSppl`1qvppTj,χlqq for all l P 2Zě0. For simplicity, we denote nl`1 “ Sppl` 1q for
l P 2Zě0.
Now we can run the exact argument in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [18]. We give a
summary of their results which will be used in our argument:
(1) Write cnpTjq “ ř
mě0
bn,mT
m
j , with bn,m P Zp. Then vppbn,mq ě maxtµn ´m, 0u. In
particular, for tj P Cp with vpptjq P p0, 1q, we have vppcnptjqq ě µnvpptjq for all
n P Zě0. The equality holds if and only if bn,µn P Zpˆ ;
(2) for any l P 2Zě0, there exist two integers n´l`1 P rnl`1 ´ S, nl`1s and n`l`1 Prnl`1, nl`1 ` Ss, such that for any tj P Cp with vpptjq P p0, 1q, we have:
‚ if n´l`1 ‰ n`l`1, then the points pn´l`1, µn´l`1vpptjqq and pn
`
l`1, µn`l`1vpptjqq are two
consecutive vertices of the Newton polygon of
ř
ně0
cnptjqXn. Moreover, the line
segment connecting these two vertices has slope pl ` 1qpp´ 1qvpptjq;
‚ if n´l`1 “ nl`1 “ n`l`1, then pnl`1, µnl`1vpptjqq is a vertex of the Newton polygon
of
ř
ně0
cnptjqXn.
Now we consider the matrix M¯ P M8pFpJTjKq. Its characteristic power series charpM¯q “ř
ně0
dnpTjqXn can be obtained by applying the homomorphism Rj Ñ FpJTjK to the coeffi-
cients of the power series charpMRj q “
ř
ně0
cnpTjqXn. We define the lower bound polygon
of charpM¯q to be the lower convex hull of the points pn, µnq, for all n P Zě0. Since M¯ is
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λ-Hodge bounded, the Newton polygon of charpM¯q always lies on or above its lower bound
polygon. We observe the following two fact:
‚ the kernel of the composite ZpJTjK Ñ Rj Ñ FpJTjK is the principal ideal generated
by p;
‚ the x-coordinates of the line segment of the lower bound polygon with slope pl `
1qpp´ 1q belong to the interval rnl`1 ´ S, nl`1 ` Ss.
Combining the results from [18] we summarize above, we have the following result:
if n´l`1 ‰ n`l`1, the points pn´l`1, vTj pdn´l`1pTjqqq and pn
`
l`1, vTipdn`l`1pTjqqq lie on the
lower bound polygon and the slope of the line segment connecting these two vertices has
slope λnl`1 “ pl ` 1qpp ´ 1q; if n´l`1 “ nl`1 “ n`l`1, pnl`1, vTj pdnl`1pTjqqq lies on the lower
bound polygon. In both cases, the slopes of the Newton polygon of charpM¯q on the left of
the point pn´l`1, vTj pdn´l`1pTjqqq belong to r0, λnl`1q, and the slopes of the Newton polygon of
charpM¯q on the right of the point pn`l`1, vTj pdn`l`1pTjqqq belong to pλnl`1 ,8q. In particular,
pn´l`1, vTj pdn´l`1pTjqqq and pn
`
l`1, vTj pdn`l`1pTjqqq are touching vertices of the Newton polygon
of charpM¯q “ ř
ně0
dnpTjqXn.
Notice that p0, 0q is always a touching vertex of M¯ . The above construction of the
numbers n`l`1’s also applies to the point p0, 0q. It follows that we can find an integer
n`0 P r0, Ss, such that pn`0 , vTj pdn`0 pTjqqq is a touching vertex of the Newton polygon of
charpM¯q, and the slopes of this Newton polygon on the left of the point pn`0 , vTj pdn`0 pTjqqq
are all 0. We denote n´0 “ 0 for simplicity.
Let ΩωJ “ tn´0 , n`0 u Y tn´l , n`l |l P 1` 2Zě0u “ tn´0 ď n`0 ď n´1 ď n`1 ď n´3 ď . . . u. We
can apply Theorem 2.3.13 to the matrix M P M8pRωJ JP 1JcKq and the set ΩωJ , and get the
following:
Proposition 4.6.1. For every character ωJ : HJ Ñ Zpˆ , there exist a basis tvm|m P Nu and
a filtration tV˜α|α P ΩωJ u of the left RωJ JP 1JcK-module SD,Jκ,J pKp, RωJ q_ with the following
properties:
(1) If we use N P M8pRωJ JP 1JcKq to denote the matrix corresponding to the Upij -operator
on SD,Jκ,J pKp, RωJ q_ under the basis tvm|m P Nu, the matrix N is λ-Hodge bounded
with respect to the element Tj P RωJ ;
(2) tV˜α|α P ΩωJ u is an increasing filtration of SD,Jκ,J pKp, RωJ q_; more precisely, we have
p0q “ V˜n´0 Ă V˜n`0 Ă V˜n´1 Ă V˜n`1 Ă . . . ;
(3) for every α P ΩωJ , V˜α is a free RωJ JP 1JcK-submodule of SD,Jκ,J pKp, RωJ q_ of finite rank
dα ě 0, and tvm|m “ 1, . . . , dαu is a basis of V˜α;
(4) for every α P ΩωJ , V˜α is stable under the Upij -operator. We use Rα P MdαpRωJ JP 1JcKq
to denote the matrix corresponding to the Upij -operator on V˜α under the basis tvm|m “
1, . . . , dαu. In particular, the matrix N can be written in the blockwise form:
N “
«
Aα Bα
0 Dα
dα
dα
ff
P M8pRωJ JP 1JcKq,
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(5) let α ď β be two consecutive elements in ΩωJ . The matrix Aβ can be written
in the block uppertriangular forms:
«
A11 A12
0 A22
dα
dα
ff
with A11 “ Aα. We use
A¯22 P MdpFpJTjKq to denote the matrix obtained by applying the homomorphism
RωJ JP 1JcK Ñ FpJTjK to entries of A22, where d “ dβ ´ dα. Then the slopes of
the Newton polygon of A¯22 (with respect to the Tj-adic valuation) belong to tλlu if
α “ n´l , β “ n`l , and belong to pλl, λl1q if α “ n`l , β “ n´l1 .
5. Proof of the main theorem
Notation 5.0.1. In this section, we write I “ tj1, j2, . . . , jgu. For 1 ď l ď g, we denote by
Jl the subset tj1, . . . , jlu of I. We will drop the letter J or j in the previous notations for
simplicity. More precisely, for 1 ď l ď g, we make the following:
(1) let pl be the prime of F corresponding to the embedding jl P I and pil “ pijl be the
uniformizer of Opl we fixed before.
(2) let Hl “ HJl denote the torsion subgroup of Oˆp,JˆZpˆ and δl be the torsion subgroup
of Opˆl .
(3) let Λl and Rl denote the ring ΛJl “ ZpJOˆp,J ˆ Zpˆ K and Λą1{pJl , respectively.
(4) let Tl P Λl be the element Tjl defined in §3.1. In particular, we can write Λl “
ZprHls bZp ZpJpTmq1ďmďl, T K and Rl “ ZprHls bZp ZpJpTm, pTm q1ďmďl, T K.
5.1. Properties of the filtration on the space of integral p-adic automorphic
forms. We apply the construction in §4.6 to the set J1 consisting of a single element
j1. To be more precise, we fix a character ω1 “ pη1, ηq : H1 “ ∆1 ˆ ∆ Ñ Zpˆ . Let
R1,ω1 “ R1bZprH1s,ω1 Zp, which is isomorphic to ZpJT1, pT1 , T K and R2,ω2 “ R2bZprH1s,ω1 Zp.
We apply Proposition 4.6.1 to the space SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R1,ω1q_ and the Upi1-operator on it.
Then we get a set Ωω1 “ tn´l , n`l |l P t0u Y 1 ` 2Zě0u, a basis tvm|m P Nu and a filtration
tV˜α|α P Ωω1u of the space SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R1,ω1q_. By Remark 3.7.6, we have a surjective map
SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R2,ω1q_ Ñ SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω1q_, which identifies the latter space as the BpOp2q-
coinvariants of the first space. For α P Ωω1 , we use Vα to denote the image of V˜ bR1,ω1 R2,ω2
under this map.
Proposition 5.1.1. For all α P Ωω1, the space Vα is stable under the Upi2-operator on
SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω1q_.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we use R11 and R12 to denote the rings R1,ω1 and R2,ω2 , re-
spectively.
Let N “
˜
Aα Bα
0 Dα
dα
dα
¸
P M8pR11JP 1Jc1 Kq be the infinite matrix as in Proposition 4.6.1.
We apply the homomorphismsR11JP 1Jc1 KÑ R11 Ñ FpJT1K to the matrixAα P MdαpR11JP 1Jc1 Kq,
and obtain matrices Aα,R11MdαpR11q and A¯α P MdαpFpJT1Kq. We use fpXq “ detpX ¨ Idα ´
Aα,R11q “ Xdα ` adα´1Xdα´1 ` ¨ ` a0 P R11rXs to denote the characteristic polynomial of
Aα,R11 . Since the matrix A¯α is strictly λ
rdαs-Hodge bounded, we can write a0 “ Tnα1 ¨ a10,
where nα “
dα´1ř
k“0
λk and a
1
0 is a unit in R
1
1.
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As N is λ-Hodge bounded and lim
kÑ8λk “ 8, we can find an element β ě α in Ωω1
with the following property: if we write the matrix N in the block uppertriangular form
N “
˜
Aβ Bβ
0 Dβ
dα
dα
¸
, then Dβ P M8pTnα`11 R11JP 1Jc1 Kq. We write fpDβq “ a0I8 ` a1Dβ `
¨ ¨ ¨ `Ddαβ “ Tnα1 pa10I8 ` pT´nα1 Dβqpa1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Ddα´1β qq. Since T´nα1 Dβ P M8pT1R11JP 1Jc1 Kq
and a10 is a unit in R11, the matrix D1β “ a10I8 ` pT´nα1 Dβqpa1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ddα´1β q belongs to
GL8pR11JP 1Jc1 Kq by Lemma 2.3.9.
By Proposition 4.6.1, the matrix Aβ P Mdβ pR11JP 1Jc1 Kq is of the block uppertriangular
form
˜
A11 A12
0 A22
dβ
dβ
¸
with A11 “ Aα.
Denote d “ dβ ´ dα and gpXq “ detpX ¨ Id ´ A22,R11q P R11rXs for the characteristic
polynomial of A22,R11 . It follows from Proposition 4.6.1 that the slopes of the Newton
polygon of A¯11 P MdαpFpJT1Kq are strictly less than the slopes of the Newton polygon of
A¯22 P Md1pFpJT1Kq (under the T1-adic valuation). We use f¯pXq (resp. g¯pXq) to denote the
image of fpXq (resp. gpXq) under the homomorphism R11 Ñ FpJT1K. Then f¯pXq and g¯pXq
are coprime in FpppT1qqrXs. By [20, Chapter 1 §4], f and g are strictly coprime in R11r 1T1 srXs.
So we can find upXq,vpXq P R11rXs and mα P Zě0, such that fpXqupXq ` gpXqvpXq “
Tmα1 in R
1
1rXs. By Hamilton-Cayley’s Theorem (over the commutative ring R11), we have
fpA11,R11q “ 0 and gpA22,R11q “ 0. Hence we have fpA22,R11qupA22,R11q “ Tmα1 Id in MdpR11q.
We use I1 Ă R11JP 1Jc1 K and I2 Ă R12JP 1Jc1 K to denote the augmentation ideal of the
corresponding complete group algebras, respectively. In summary of the above discussion,
the matrix N P M8pR11JP 1Jc1 Kq can be written in the following block uppertriangular form:
N “
« A11 ˚ ˚
0 A22 ˚
0 0 Dβ
dα dβ
dα
dβ
ff
,
such that the matrix fpNq “
»– fpA11q ˚ ˚0 fpA22q ˚
0 0 fpDβq
fifl satisfies the following properties:
‚ fpA11q P MdαpI1q;‚ fpA22qupA22q ´ Tmα1 P MdpI1q;‚ fpDβq “ Tnα1 D1β, for some D1β P GL8pR11JP 1Jc1 Kq.
Under the basis tvm|m P Nu, we have an R11JP 1Jc1 K-linear isomorphism SD,J1κ1,J1pKp, R11q_ –8ś
m“1
R11JP 1Jc1 K.
For any positive integer k, we use Rk to denote the quotient R
1
1JP 1Jc1 K{Ik1 . The above
isomorphism induces an isomorphism SD,J1κ1,J1pKp, R11q_bR11JP 1Jc1 KRk –
8ś
m“1
Rk. Since the Upi1-
operator on SD,J1κ1,J1pKp, R11q_ isR11JP 1Jc1 K-linear, it induces anRk-linear map on SD,J1κ1,J1pKp, R11q_bR11JP 1Jc1 K
Rk. Under the above isomorphism, this operator corresponds to the infinite matrix NRk ,
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and hence fpUpi1q corresponds to the matrix fpNqRk . From the above discussion, we have
the following facts for fpNqRk :
‚ fpA11qRk is nilpotent as fpA11q P MdαpI1q; more precisely, we have fpA11qkRk “ 0;‚ there exists a matrix Bk P MdpRkq, such that fpA22qRk ¨ Bk “ Bk ¨ fpA22qRk “
Tmαk1 ¨ Id; in fact, if we write fpA22qupA22q “ Tmα1 ¨ Id ` E, with E P MdpI1q, we
can choose the matrix Bk to be upA22q
ˆ
k´1ř
l“0
Tmαl1 E
k´1´l
˙
(viewed as a matrix in
MdpRkq in the obvious way);
‚ fpDβqRk “ Tnα1 D1β,Rk , with D1β,Rk P GL8pRkq.
So we have
V˜α{Ik1 “ limÝÑ
m
ker
ˆ
fpUpi1qm : SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R11q_ bR11JP 1Jc1 K Rk Ñ SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R11q_ bR11JP 1Jc1 K Rk
˙
.
Since we have a surjection SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R12q_ Ñ SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R12q_, and T1 is not a zero divisor
in R12JP 1Jc1 K{Ik2 , for all k ą 0, we have
Vα{Ik2 “ limÝÑ
m
kerpfpUpi1qm : SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R12q_{Ik2 Ñ SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R12q_{Ik2 .
Since the operator Upi2 commutes with Upi1 , it also commutes with fpUpi1q. So it stabilizes
Vα{Ik2 for all k ě 0. Since Vα “ limÐÝ
k
Vα{Ik2 , we see that Upi2 stabilizes Vα. 
Remark 5.1.2. The proof of Proposition 5.1.1 is a little lengthy and technical. So it
would be helpful to explain the intuition of our argument. We fix a continuous homomor-
phism χ : R2,ω2 Ñ Cp. We will show in §5.3 below that Vα bR2,ω2 ,χ Cp is the subspace of
SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω2q_bR2,ω2 ,χCp on which the slopes of the Upi1-operator belong to the interval
r0, λl ¨ vppχpT1qqq (resp. r0, λl ¨ vppχpT1qqs) if α “ n´l (resp. α “ n`l ). Proposition 5.1.1 fol-
lows essentially from this characterization of the spaces Vα’s and the fact that the operators
Upi1 and Upi2 commutes with each other.
5.2. A filtration on the space of p-adic automorphic forms with respect to all Upii-
operators. In this section, we fix a character η2 : ∆2 Ñ Zpˆ . Together with ω1 : H1 Ñ Zpˆ ,
it gives a character ω2 : H2 Ñ Zpˆ . DenoteR2,ω2 “ R2bZprH2s,ω2Zp and Vα,ω2 “ VαbZprH2s,ω2
Zp for all α P Ωω1 . The set tVα,ω2 |α P Ωω1u is a filtration of SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω2q_, and by
Proposition 5.1.1, this filtration is stable under the Upi2-operator. This filtration induces a
filtration tV modα,ω2 |α P Ωω1u of SD,J2κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω2q_. If γ ď α are two consecutive elements in
Ωω1 , we define Wα,Ωω2 “ Vα,ω2{Vγ,ω2 and Wmodα,Ωω2 “ V modα,ω2 {V modγ,ω2 . Hence Wα,Ωω2 also carries
an action of the Upi2-operator. Under the basis tvm|m “ 1, . . . , dαu of V˜α, we have an
isomorphism V˜α –
dαś
k“1
R1,ω1JP 1Jc1 K, which induces an isomorphism Vα,ω2 – dαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ
P 1Jc2 K. So we obtain an isomorphism Wα,ω2 – rαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 K, where rα “ dα ´ dγ
under the above notations. We also have isomorphisms V modα,ω2 –
dαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆP 1Jc2 Kj2´mod
and Wmodα,ω2 –
rαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 Kj2´mod. Since Vα,ω2 is stable under the Upi1 and Upi2-
operators, a similar computation in §4.5 shows that V modα,ω2 is also stable under the Upi1 and
Upi2-operators. Hence we have well defined Upi1 and Upi2-operators on W
mod
α,ω2 for all α.
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Fix α P Ωω1 in the following discussion. We will construct a filtration of the graded
piece Wmodα,ω2 adapted to the Upi2-operator based on a similar idea we used in §4.6.
Under the above isomorphisms, we choose a basis tfk,m|1 ď k ď rα,m P Zě0u of Wα,ω2
as a left R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K-module, such that tfk,m|m P Zě0u is the Mahler basis of the k-th direct
factor of
rαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 K for all 1 ď k ď rα. We choose a basis tfmodk,m |1 ď k ď rα,m P
Zě0u of Wmodα,ω2 in a similar way.
We useN “ pNm,nqm,ně0 (resp. M “ pMm,nqm,ně0) to denote the matrix in M8pR2,ω2JP 1Jc2 Kq
which corresponds to the Upi2-operator on Wα,ω2 (resp. W
mod
α,ω2) under the basis we choose
above. It follows from Proposition 4.2.1 and 4.3.1 that Nm,n P pT2qmaxtt
n
rα
u´t m
prα
u,0u
for all
m,n P Zě0. Notice that M is the conjugation of N by the diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries 1, 1, . . . , 1loooomoooon
rα
, T2, T2, . . . , T2looooooomooooooon
rα
, T 22 , T
2
2 , . . . , T
2
2looooooomooooooon
rα
, . . . Define two sequence of integers λ, µ as
λn “ t nrα u´ t nprα u, µ0 “ 0, µn`1 ´ µn “ λn for all n P Zě0. Then the matrix M is λ-Hodge
bounded with respect to Tj2 P R2,ωJ2 JP 1Jc2 K.
Let R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K Ñ R2,ω2 be the reduction map modulo the augmentation ideal of the
group ring R2,ωJ2 JP 1Jc2 K. Under the isomorphism R2,ω2 – ZpJT1, T2, pT1 , pT2 , T K, let R2,ω2 Ñ
FpJT2K be the reduction map modulo the ideal generated by T1, pT1 , pT2 and T . Applying
the above two homomorphisms to the entries of the matrix M , we obtain two matrices
MR2,ω2 P M8pR2,ω2q and M¯ P M8pFpJT2Kq. Both of them are λ-Hodge bounded with
respect to T2.
Fix two integers l1, l2 P 2Zě0 and two finite characters ε1 : 1 ` pi1Op1 Ñ Cpˆ , ε2 :
1` pi2Op2 Ñ Cpˆ with the following properties:
‚ l1 ` 1 ą λlp´1 , where α “ n´l or n`l ;
‚ ε1 (resp. ε2) is nontrivial and factors through p1 ` pi1Op1q{p1 ` pi21Op1q (resp.p1 `
pi2Op2q{p1` pi22Op2q).
For every character ωJc2 : ∆Jc2 Ñ Zpˆ , we obtain a character ω “ pω2, ωJc2 q : H Ñ Zpˆ .
Given the above datum, we construct a point χ2 P WpCpq such that its associated
character κl2 : Opˆ ˆ Opˆ Ñ Cpˆ is locally algebraic and corresponds to the triple pn P
ZIě0, ν P ZI , ψ “ pψ1, ψ2qq defined as follows:
‚ define ν “ pνiqiPI as
νi “
$’&’%
´l1{2, i “ j1,
´l2{2, i “ j2,
0, otherwise.
and define n “ ´2ν P ZIě0;
‚ define two finite characters ψ1, ψ2 : Opˆ Ñ Cpˆ with the following properties: ψ1|1`piiOpi
and ψ2|1`piiOpi are trivial for all i ‰ j1, j2, ψ2|1`pi1Op1 “ ε1, ψ2|1`pi2Op2 “ ε2, and
ψ1|1`pi1Op1 “ ε´21 , ψ1|1`pi2Op2 “ ε´22 ; the characters ψ1|∆p and ψ2|∆p are determined
by the condition that the point χl2 belongs to the component Wω of W.
Under the above construction, we have Ti,χl2 “ 0 for all i ‰ j1, j2 and vppTi,χl2 q “ 1p´1 for
i “ j1, j2.
The point χl2 P WpCpq defines a homomorphism τl2 : R2,ω2 Ñ Cp. We apply this
homomorphism to entries of the matrix MR2,ω2 and get a matrix Mτl2 P M8pCpq. Let
R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K Ñ Cp be the composite of the homomorphisms R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K Ñ R2,ω2 and τl2 :
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R2,ω2 Ñ Cp. Denote CpJOp2Kj2´mod “ R2,ω2JOp2Kj2´mod bR2,ω2 ,τl2 Cp. From the explicit
expression V modα,ω2 –
dαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 Kj2´mod, we have an isomorphism V modα,ω2 bR2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K
Cp –
dαś
k“1
CpJOp2Kj2´mod.
Under the isomorphism R2,ω2JOp2Kj2´mod – R2,ω2JX 12K, the space CpJOp2Kj2´mod admits
a quotient CpJX 12Kdegďl2 consisting of polynomials of X 12 of degree ď l2. This quotient is
stable under the action of the monoid Mpi2 .
Recall that V modα is a R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K-submodule of SD,J2κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω2q_, and we have an
R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K-linear isomorphism V modα – dαś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 Kj2´mod. If we use V modα,Cp to
denote V modα bR2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K Cp, then we have an isomorphism V modα,Cp –
dαś
k“1
CpJOp2Kj2´mod.
Given the locally algebraic weight κl2 defined above, we define a subspace CpOp2 ,Cpqcl of
CpOp2 ,Cpq consisting of functions f with the property that f |a`pi2Op2 is a polynomial func-
tion of degree less or equal to l2, for all a P Op2 . Then we have dimCp CpOp2 ,Cpqcl “ ppl2`1q.
We use CpJOp2Kcl to denote the Cp-dual of CpOp2 ,Cpqcl. Then CpJOp2Kcl is a quotient of
CpJOp2Kj2´mod and hence V modα,Cp admits a quotient V clα,Cp :“ dαś
k“1
CpJOp2Kcl. Moreover, this
quotient also carries an action of the Upi1 and Upi2-operators induced from these operators
on V modα,Cp . We define W
cl
α,Cp “ V clα,Cp{V clγ,Cp , which is isomorphic to
rαś
k“1
CpJOp2Kcl.
We use V cl,_α,Cp to denote the Cp-dual of V
cl
α,Cp . From the above construction, we see that
there exists r P N I , such that V cl,_α,Cp lies in the following subspace
tφ : DˆzDˆf {Kp Ñ Cr,anpOp1 ˆOp2 ,Cpq|φpxuq “ φpxq ˝ u, for all x P Dˆf , u P Iwpitu
of SDκl,IpKp,Cpq with the additional properties:
‚ the slopes of Upi1-operator on V cl,_α,Cp is less or equal to λl ¨ vppχl2pTjqq “ λlp´1 ă l2` 1;
‚ φpxq|tx1uˆOp2 is a polynomial function of degree less or equal to l2, for all x1 P Op1 .
Fix a locally algebraic weight κl2 as above. For 1 ď l ď g, we have defined an operator
θil : S
D
κl2
pKp, rq Ñ SDκ1l2 pK
p, rq in §3.8. It follows from the first property and the fact that
the Upi1-slopes on the space S
D
κ1l2
pKp, rq are all nonnegative that V cl,_α,Cp Ă kerpθi1q. It follows
from the second property and the definition of θil ’s that V
cl,_
α,Cp Ă kerpθilq for l “ 2, . . . , g.
By Proposition 3.8.9, we conclude that V cl,_α,Cp Ă
À
ωJc2
:∆Jc2
ÑZpˆ
SDk,wpKp, ψq.
We make the same construction starting with another character ω12 “ pη´1j1 , η´1j2 , ηq :
H2 Ñ Zpˆ . We obtain λ-Hodge bounded matrices M 1R2,ω1
J2
P M8pR2,ω1J2 q, M¯
1 P M8pFpJTjKq,
and for every l2 P 2Zě0, we get a matrix M 1τl2 P M8pCpq. We also have spaces pV modα,Cp q1,
pV clα,Cpq1 and pW clα,Cpq1. It follows from Proposition 3.8.5 that the Upi2-slopes on the spaces
W clα,Cp and pW clα,Cpq1 can be paired such that the slopes in each pair sum to l2 ´ 1. In other
words, there exist rαppl2 ` 1q pairs of the slopes of the Newton polygons of the matrices
Mτl2 and M
1
τl2
, such that the slopes in each pair sum to l2 ´ 1. It follows that the first
rαppl2 ` 1q slopes of the matrix Mτl2 sum to 12rαppl2 ` 1q.
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We use charpMR2,ω2 q “
ř
ně0
cnX
n P R2,ω2JXK to denote the characteristic power se-
ries of the matrix MR2,ω2 with cnpT q P R1,ω1JT2K Ă R2,ω2 and T “ pT1, T2, T q. For all
l2 P 2Zě0, the Newton polygon of ř
ně0
cnpχl2pT qqXn passes through the point prαppl2 `
1q, µrαppl2`1qvppχl2pT2qqq. Write cnpT q “
ř
mě0
bn,mT
m
2 with bn,m P R1,ω1 . Recall that R1,ω1
is isomorphic to ZpJT1, pT1 , T K. In particular, R1,ω1 is a local ring and we use m1,ω1 to denote
its maximal ideal. For bpT1, T q P R1,ω1 , the following statements are equivalent:
(1) bpT1, T q is a unit in R1,ω1 ;
(2) bpT1, T q R m1,ω1 ;
(3) there exist t1, t P Cp with |t1|p P p1p , 1q and |t|p ă 1, such that |bpt1, tq|p “ 1, i.e.
bpt1, tq is a p-adic unit.
Now we can run the same argument in §4.6 to the matrixM P M8pR2,ω2JP 1Jc2 Kq, MR2,ω2 P
M8pR2,ω2q and M¯ P M8pFpJT2Kq. We obtain a set
Ωω2,α1 “
!
n´ω2,α1,l, n
`
ω2,α1,l
ˇˇˇ
l P t0u
ď
1` 2Zě0
)
,
and a filtration tV˜α1,α2 |α2 P Ωω2,α1u of the graded piece Wmodα1,ω2 as a left R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K-module.
Fix a character ω : H Ñ Zpˆ . For 1 ď l ď g, we use ωl : Hl Ñ Zpˆ to denote the
restriction of ω to Hl.
Now we apply the above construction inductively to the places j3, . . . , jg. In summary,
we get the following datum:
(1) there exists a set Ωω1 “ tn´ω1,l, n`ω1,l|l P t0uY1`2Zě0u and a filtration tFα1 |α1 P Ωω1u
of SD,Iκ,I pKp,Λą1{pω q_ consisting of free Λą1{pω -modules. We use tGα1 |α1 P Ωω1u to
denote the graded pieces of this filtration, i.e. Gα1 “ Fα1{Fγ1 , if γ1 ď α1 are two
consecutive elements in Ω1 (we denote Gn´ω1,0
“ Fn´ω1,0 “ p0q);
(2) for any α1 P Ωω1 , there exist a set Ωω2,α1 “ tn´ω2,α1,l, n`ω2,α1,l|l P t0u Y 1 ` 2Zě0u
and a filtration tFα1,α2 |α2 P Ωω2,α1u of Gα1 consisting of free Λą1{pω -modules; define
Gα1,α2 “ Fα1,α2{Fα1,γ2 if γ2 ď α2 are two consecutive elements in Ωω2,α1 ;
(3) for 2 ď k ď g ´ 1, given the set Ωωk,α1,...,αk´1 and the space Gα1,...,αk , there exist a
set Ωωk`1,α1,...,αk “ tn´ωk`1,α1,...,αk,l, n`ωk`1,α1,...,αk,l|l P t0uY1`2Zě0u and a filtration
tFα1,...,αk`1 |αk`1 P Ωωk`1,α1,...,αku of Gα1,...,αk consisting of free Λą1{pω -modules; define
Gα1,...,αk`1 “ Fα1,...,αk`1{Fα1,...,γk`1 if γk`1 ď αk`1 are two consecutive elements in
Ωωk`1,α1,...,αk .
Moreover, we have the following properties of the above filtrations:
(1) all the filtrations are stable under the Upii-operators, for all i P I;
(2) the graded pieces Gα1,...,αg obtained above are free Λ
ą1{p
ω -modules of finite rank
(possibly 0).
5.3. Conclusion. For any x P Wą1{pω pCpq, we use χx : Λą1{pω Ñ Cp to denote the corre-
sponding homomorphism. For any free Λ
ą1{p
ω -module Gα1,...,αg we obtained in the previous
section, we denote Gα1,...,αgpxq “ Gα1,...,αg bΛą1{pω ,χx Cp.
Proposition 5.3.1. For all 1 ď k ď g, if αk “ n´ωJk ,α1...,αk´1,l for some l P t0u Y 1 `
2Zě0, the slopes of the Upik-operator on Gα1,...,αgpxq are all equal to pp ´ 1qvppχxpTikqq ¨ l;
if αk “ n`ωJk ,α1...,αk´1,l for some l P t0u Y 1 ` 2Zě0, the slopes of the Upik-operator on
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Gα1,...,αgpxq all belong to the interval pp´ 1qvppχxpTikqq ¨ pl, l ` 2q if l ‰ 0, and the intervalpp´ 1qvppχxpTikqq ¨ p0, 1q if l “ 0.
Proof. We give a proof for l “ 1. The argument for other l’s is similar.
Recall that by Proposition 4.6.1, we have a filtration tV˜α1 |α1 P Ωω1u of the space
SD,J1κ1,J1pKp, R1,ω1q_. We have an isomorphism V˜α1 –
dα1ś
k“1
R1,ω1JP 1Jc1 K of left R1,ω1JP 1Jc1 K-
modules for all α1 P Ωω1 . These isomorphisms induces isomorphisms W˜α1 :“ V˜γ1{V˜α1 –
rα1ś
k“1
R1,ω1JP 1Jc1 K.
Fix α1 P Ωω1 and let γ1 P Ωω1 such that α1 ď γ1 are two consecutive elements in
Ωω1 . Under the above isomorphisms, the Upi1-operator on W˜α1 corresponds to a matrix
Uα1 P Mrα1 pR1,ω1JP 1Jc1 Kq. This matrix is strictly λpα1,γ1s-Hodge bounded with respect to the
element T1 P R1,ω1JP 1Jc1 K.
First we assume that α1 “ n´ω1,l for some l P t0uY1`2Zě0. We can assume that α1 ‰ γ1,
or otherwise Gα1,...,αg “ 0 and the proposition is trivial in this case. From the construction
in Proposition 4.6.1, we see that λα1`1 “ λγ1 “ pp ´ 1ql. Hence there exists an invert-
ible matrix U 1α1 P GLrα1 pR1,ω1JP 1Jc1 Kq, such that Uα1 “ T pp´1ql1 U 1α1 . Under the isomorphism
W˜α1 –
rα1ś
k“1
R1,ωJ1 JP 1Jc1 K, the matrix U 1α1 defines an invertible R1,ωJ1 JP 1Jc1 K-linear operator U 1pi1
on W˜α1 . Recall that Vα1 is the image of V˜ bR1,ω1 R2,ω2 under the map SD,J1κ,J1 pKp, R2,ω2q_ Ñ
SD,J1κ,J2 pKp, R2,ω2q_. Hence we have isomorphisms Vα1 –
dα1ś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 K and V modα1 –
dα1ś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 Kj2´mod. It induces isomorphisms Wα1 – rα1ś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 K and
Wmodα1 –
rα1ś
k“1
R2,ω2JOp2 ˆ P 1Jc2 Kj2´mod. Under these isomorphisms, the matrix U 1α1 defines
invertible operators U 1pi1 on Wα1 and W
mod
α1 , but notice that these operators are only
R2,ω2JP 1Jc2 K-linear. Moreover, the operator U 1pi1 preserves the filtrations tWmodα1,α2 |α2 P Ωω2,α1u
as the operator Upi1 does. We apply the above argument inductively to the places i2, . . . , ig
and conclude that there is an operator U 1pi1 on the graded pieces Gα1,...,αg such that U
1
pi1 is
invertible and Λ
ą1{p
ω -linear, and satisfies Upi1 “ T pp´1ql1 U 1pi1 .
Notice that the homomorphism χx : Λ
ą1{p
ω Ñ Cp factors through OCp and hence
Gα1,...,αgpxq admits a lattice Lα1,...,αgpxq “ Gα1,...,αg bΛą1{pω ,χx OCp . Both the operators
Upi1 and U
1
pi1 preserve this lattice. Since U
1
pi1 is invertible on Lα1,...,αgpxq, the slopes of U 1pi1
are all 0. So the slopes of Upi1 on Gα1,...,αgpxq are all equal to pp´ 1qvppχxppT1qqq ¨ l.
Now we assume that α1 “ n`ω1,l for some l P t0uY1`2Zě0. As in the first case, we can
find a matrix U 1α1 P Mrα1 pR1,ω1JP 1Jc1 Kq, such that Uα1 “ T pp´1ql1 U 1α1 , but this matrix is not
invertible in general. It follows that there exists a Λ
ą1{p
ω -linear operator U 1pi1 on Gα1,...,αg ,
such that Upi1 “ T pp´1ql1 U 1pi1 . Since U 1pi1 preserves the lattice Lα1,...,αgpxq, the slopes of U 1pi1
on Gα1,...,αgpxq are all nonnegative. So the slopes of Upi1 on Gα1,...,αgpxq are all no less thanpp´ 1qvppχxppT1qqq ¨ l.
Recall that R1,ω1 is isomorphic to ZpJT1, pT1 , T K. In particular, it is a local ring with
residue field Fp. Hence we have a natural surjective map R1,ω1 Ñ Fp. We apply the
homomorphisms R1,ω1JP 1Jc1 K Ñ FpJP 1Jc1 K and FpJP 1Jc1 K Ñ Fp to entries of the matrix U 1α1 P
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Mrα1 pR1,ω1JP 1Jc1 Kq, and get matrices U 1α1,FpJP 1Jc1 K P Mrα1 pFpJP 1Jc1 Kq and U 1α1,Fp P Mrα1 pFpq. By
Proposition 4.6.1, the slopes of the matrix U¯α1 P Mrα1 pFpJT1Kq (with respect to the T1-adic
valuation) all belong to the interval pλα1 , λγ1q “ ppp´ 1ql, pp´ 1qpl ` 2qq. So the slopes of
U¯ 1α1 P Mrα1 pFpJT1Kq are all positive. If we use fpXq P FprXs to denote the characteristic
polynomial of the matrix U 1α1,Fp , then we have fpXq “ Xrα1 .
We use I Ă FpJP 1Jc1 K to denote the augmentation ideal of this complete group ring.
It follows from Hamilton-Cayley Theorem that fpU 1α1,Fpq “ pU 1α1,Fpqrα1 “ 0, and hence
pU 1α1,FpJP 1Jc1 Kqrα1 P Mrα1 pIq.
Define L¯α1,...,αgpxq “ Lα1,...,αgpxqbOCp F¯p. It is a finite F¯p-vector space and Iwpi acts on it
continuously. It follows that the action of I on L¯α1,...,αgpxq is nilpotent and hence U 1α1,FpJP 1Jc1 K
is a nilpotent operator on L¯α1,...,αgpxq. So the slopes of the U 1pi1-operator on Gα1,...,αgpxq
are all positive, and we conclude that the slopes of the U 1pi1-operator on Gα1,...,αgpxq are all
strictly larger than pp´ 1qvppχxppT1qqq ¨ l.
Since the matrix Uα1 is strictly λ
pα1,γ1s-Hodge bounded, we can find a matrix Vα1 P
Mrα1 pR1,ωJ1 JP 1Jc1 Kq, such that Uα1Vα1 “ Vα1Uα1 “ T pp´1qpl`2q1 ¨ Irα1 .
The matrix Vα1 induces a Λ
ą1{p
ω -linear operator Vpi1 on Gα1,...,αg and Gα1,...,αgpxq. It
preserves the lattice Lα1,...,αgpxq and satisfies Upi1Vpi1 “ Vpi1Upi1 “ T pp´1qpl`2q1 ¨ Id. It follows
from Lemma 3.8.6 that the slopes of Upi1 and Vpi1 on Gα1,...,αgpxq can be paired such that
the slopes in each pair sum to pp´ 1qvppχxppT1qqq ¨ pl` 2q. We have seen that the slopes of
U¯α1 P Mrα1 pFpJT1Kq all belong to the interval ppp´ 1ql, pp´ 1qpl ` 2qq. Hence the slopes of
V¯α1 are all positive. By a similar argument as above, we can show that the slopes of Vpi1 on
Gα1,...,αgpxq are all positive. It follows that the slopes of Upi1 on Gα1,...,αgpxq are all strictly
less than pp´ 1qvppχxppT1qqq ¨ pl ` 2q. 
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem 1.0.2. Let X “ SppAq ĂWą1{pω be an affi-
noid subdomain that corresponds to the continuous homomorphism χ : Λ
ą1{p
ω Ñ A. For l P
t1, . . . , gu and a set of indices tαk|k “ 1, . . . , lu with α1 P Ωω1 , αk`1 P Ωωk`1,α1,...,αk for k “
1, . . . , l ´ 1, we define Fα1,...,αl,A :“ Fα1,...,αlbˆΛą1{pω ,χA and Gα1,...,αl,A :“ Gα1,...,αlbˆΛą1{pω ,χA.
Let SA :“ SD,Iκ,I pKp,Λą1{pω qbˆΛą1{pω ,χA and ψA : T Ñ EndApSAq be the natural homomor-
phism, where T is the (abstract) Qp-Hecke algebra defined in §3.6. Let TA be the image
of ψA. Under the above notations and by our previous construction in §5.2, we obtain a
filtration tFα1 |α1 P Ωω1u of the A-Banach module SA and the Hecke operators on SA all
preserve this filtration. It follows from Proposition 5.3.1 that the induced homomorphism
TA Ñ ś
α1PΩω1
EndApGα1q is injective. We inductively run the above argument, and obtain
an injective homomorphism TA Ñ ś
α1,...,αg
EndApGα1,...,αgq. The main theorem 1.0.2 follows
from the injectivity of this map, the construction of the eigenvariety XD, and Proposition
5.3.1.
6. Application to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties
6.1. p-adic Langlands Functoriality.
Definition 6.1.1. An eigenvariety datum is a tuple D “ pW,Z,M,T, ψq, where W is
a separated reduced equidimensional, relatively factorial (see [10, § 4.1] for the precise
definition) rigid analytic space, Z Ă W ˆ A1 is a Fredholm hypersurface, M is a coherent
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analytic sheaf over Z, T is a commutative Qp-algebra and ψ is a Qp-algebra homomorphism
ψ : T Ñ EndOZ pMq.
Remark 6.1.2. In §3.6, we construct a quasi-coherent sheaf M on W coming from the
spaces of of overconvergent automorphic forms for D. We can also construct a coherent sheaf
M˚ over the spectral variety ZD coming from the spaces SDκ pKpIwpi, rq’s. The construction
need a special admissible cover of ZD which consists of slope adapted affinoids of ZD. We
refer to [4] Chapter 4 and [10] §4 for the details of the construction.
Given an eigenvariety datum D as above, we use X “ X pDq to denote the eigenvariety
associated to D, and we have a finite morphism pi : X Ñ Z and a morphism w : X Ñ W.
Recall that in [10] Definition 5.1.1, the core X ˝ of W is defined to be the union of dimW-
dimensional irreducible components of the nilreduction X red, and X is unmixed if X ˝ – X .
Convention 6.1.3. All the eigenvarieties we will consider in this section are assumed to
be unmixed.
Remark 6.1.4. The eigenvarieties we will consider in this section are the eigenvarieties XD
constructed in section 3.6 and Hilbert modular eigenvarieties XGL2{F constructed in [1] §5.
These eigenvarieties are unmixed by [2] Theorem 2.
Given a point z P Z and any T P T, we writeDpT,Xqpzq P kpzqrXs for the characteristic
polynomial detp1´ ψpT qXq|Mpzq.
Now we can state Hansen’s interpolation theorem ( [10] Theorem 5.1.6), which is the
main tool to translate our results to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties.
Theorem 6.1.5. Given two eigenvariety data Di “ pWi,Zi,Mi,Ti, ψiq, let Xi “ X pDiq be
the associated eigenvariety for i “ 1, 2. Suppose that we are given the following additional
data:
(1) a closed immersion  : W1 Ñ W2 and we use j to denote the closed immersion
ˆ id : W1 ˆ A1 ÑW2 ˆ A1;
(2) a homomorphism of Qp-algebras σ : T2 Ñ T1;
(3) a very Zariski dense set Zcl1 Ă Z1 with jpZcl1 q Ă Z2, such that DpσpT q, Xqpzq divides
DpT,Xqpjpzqq in kpzqrXs for all z P Zcl1 and all T P T2.
Then there exists a morphism i : X1 Ñ X2 with the commutative diagrams
X1 i //
w1

X2
w2

W1  // W2
, OpX2q i
˚
// OpX1q
T2
φ2
OO
σ // T1
φ1
OO
.
Moreover, i is a composite of a finite morphism followed by a closed immersion.
Remark 6.1.6. When W1 “ W2 “ W, T1 “ T2 “ T and  : W1 Ñ W2 and σ : T2 Ñ T1
are the identity maps, the map i : X1 Ñ X2 in the above theorem is a closed immersion.
6.2. Application to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties. Recall that F is a totally real
field in which p splits and D is a totally definite quaternion algebra over F with discriminant
d. We assume that pp, dq “ 1.
Fix a prime ideal n of Fp prime to dp. Define
U1pnq “
"
γ P GL2pOF b Zˆq|γ ”
ˆ ˚ ˚
0 1
˙
mod n
*
.
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When n is prime to d, we define
UD1 pnq “
"
γ P pOD b Zˆqˆ|γ ”
ˆ ˚ ˚
0 1
˙
mod n
*
.
Let D1 “ pW,ZD,MD,T, ψDq be the eigenvariety datum associated to the spaces
of overconvergent automorphic forms of tame level UD1 pnq as constructed in 3.6. We use
XDpU1pnqq to denote the corresponding eigenvariety. Let D2 “ pW,Z,M,T, ψq be the
eigenvariety datum associated to the spaces of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms of tame
level U1pnq as constructed in [1] §5 and let XGL2{F pU1pnqq be the corresponding eigenvariety.
We define ZclD Ă ZDpCpq Ă pWˆA1qpCpq to be the set of points z “ pχ, α´1q consisting
of a classical weight χ P WpCpq corresponding to pv “ pviq P ZI , r P Zq and α P Cp˚ with
vppαq ă min
iPI tni`1u. Then it follows from the proof of [7] Proposition 3.5 or the proof of [2]
Proposition 6.7 that the set ZclD is very Zariski dense in ZD. From the classicality theorem
for overconvergent automorphic forms for D ( [23] Theorem 2.3) and for overconvergent
Hilbert modular forms, we have:
MDpzq “ SDk,wpUD1 pnpiqqUpi“α, and Mpzq “ Sk,wpU1pndpiqqUpi“α.
Now we can apply Theorem6.1.5 to the eigenvariety data D1 and D2 together with the
additional data id : W ÑW and id : T Ñ T, and get the following:
Theorem 6.2.1. ( [2] Theorem 1) There is a closed immersion iD : XDpnq Ñ XGL2{F pndq
interpolating the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence on non-critical classical points. More-
over, when g “ rF : Qs is even, one can choose D with d “ 1 so that iD is an isomorphism.
When g “ rF : Qs is even, we can choose D with d “ 1 and use the above theorem to
translate our main theorem 1.0.2 to the Hilbert modular eigenvarieties. When g is odd, the
discriminant d cannot be 1 and the immersion iD in Theorem 6.2.1 is not surjective. We
need more work to get the desired results for Hilbert modular eigenvarieties.
We choose a quadratic extension F 1{F , such that F 1 is totally real and p splits com-
pletely in F 1. Let D3 “ pW 1,Z 1,M1,T1, ψ1q be the eigenvariety datum associated to the
spaces of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms of tame level U 11pn1q, where n1 “ nOF 1 and
U 11pn1q “
"
γ P GL2pOG1 b Zˆq|γ ”
ˆ ˚ ˚
0 1
˙
mod n1
*
.
Let O1p “ OF 1 b Zp. The norm map NmF 1{F : O1pˆ Ñ Opˆ induces a continuous
homomorphism of the completed group rings: φ : ZpJO1pˆ ˆZpˆ KÑ ZpJOpˆ ˆZpˆ K, and hence
gives a closed immersion  : W ÑW 1. Define a homomorphism σ : T1 Ñ T of Qp-algebras
as follows: for a prime l of F , define
(1) σpTl1q “ σpTl2q “ Tl, if l splits as lOF 1 “ l1 ¨ l2 in F 1;
(2) σpTl1q “ T 2l ´ 2lSl, if l is inert in OF 1 and set l1 “ lOF 1 ;
(3) σpTl1q “ Tl, if l is ramified in F 1, and let l1 be the unique prime of F 1 over l.
Applying Theorem 6.1.5 to the above datum, we have:
Theorem 6.2.2. There is a morphism iF 1{F : XGL2{F pnq Ñ XGL2{F 1 pn1q interpolating the
quadratic base change from F to F 1 on non-critical classical points.
To apply the above theorem to Hilbert modular eigenvarieties, we need to make some
explicit computations. Let I 1 “ HompF, Q¯q “ HompF, Q¯pq. We identify the set I (resp.
I 1) with the set of primes of F (resp. F 1) over p. Since p splits completely in F 1, every
prime i in I splits into two primes in I 1, and we use i11 and i12 to denote the two primes.
Under the natural map Opi Ñ O1pi1
j
, the image pii1j of pii is a uniformizer of O1pi1
j
, for
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j “ 1, 2. As in 4.1, we can use these pii1j ’s for all i P I and j “ 1, 2 to define a full
set tpTi1j qiPI,j“1,2, T u of parameters on the weight space W 1. Under these notations, the
closed immersion  : W Ñ W 1 defined above can be described in term of parameters: if
x PWpCpq has parameters ppwiqiPI , w0q, and pxq PW 1pCpq has parameters ppwi1qi1PI 1 , w1pq,
then wi11 “ wi12 “ wi for all i P I and w0 “ w10. In particular, for any r “ priqiPI P N I , if we
define r1 “ pri1qi1PI 1 P N I 1 by ri11 “ ri12 “ ri for all i P I, then ´1pW 1ąr
1q “Wąr.
For any closed point x1 of XGL2{F 1 pn1q, recall that we use ai1pxq to denote its corre-
sponding Upii1 -eigenvalue for all i
1 P I 1. From the explicit description of the homomorphism
σ : T1 Ñ T, we have ai11piF 1{F pxqq “ ai12piF 1{F pxqq “ aipxq for any closed point x ofXGL2{F pnq. Combining Theorem 1.0.2, 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we have the following description of
the boundary behavior of Hilbert modular eigenvarieties:
Theorem 6.2.3. We use Σ to denote the subset t0uŤt1` 2k|k P Zě0u of Z. The eigenva-
riety XGL2{F pnqą1{p is a disjoint union
XGL2{F pnqą1{p “
ğ
lPΣI ,σPt˘uI
Xl,σ
of (possibly empty) rigid analytic spaces which are finite over Wą1{p via w, such that for
each closed point x P Xl,σpCpq with l “ pliqiPI P ΣI and σ “ pσiqiPI P t˘uI , we have$’&’%
vppaipxqq “ pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ li, if σi “ ´;
vppaipxqq P pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ pli, li ` 2q, if σi “ ` and li ‰ 0;
vppaipxqq P pp´ 1qvppTi,wpxqq ¨ p0, 1q, if σi “ ` and li “ 0,
for all i P I.
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